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In 1975 Alvin Aubert founded Obsidian at SUNY (Fredonia) under the 
name Obsidian: Black Literature in Review. Initially funded by Aubert 
and the support of individual contributors, over the following decades 
Obsidian would be published and supported by the resources of several 
universities. In the late ’70s and early ’80s, the journal was published 
by Wayne State University in Detroit under the name Obsidian II: Black 
Literature in Review. In 1985, Gerald Barrax brought Obsidian II to 
North Carolina State University. Whilst there, Afaa Michael Weaver 
helped to transform the journal from Obsidian II to Obsidian III: Liter-
ature in the African Diaspora. Other editors emeriti during Obsidian’s 
time at NCSU include Doris Laryea, Joyce Pettis, Thomas Lisk, and 
Sheila Smith McKoy. In the fall of 2014, current editor Duriel E. Harris 
initiated the successful transfer of Obsidian to the Publications Unit at 
Illinois State University. With the publication of the spring 2015 issue 
dedicated to the work of Jeffery Renard Allen, Obsidian celebrates over 
forty years of continuous publication and exhibits a new subtitle, Lit-
erature & Arts in the African Diaspora. This Illinois State University 
inaugural issue of Obsidian—volumes 40.1 and 40.2 (spring 2015)—
restores the original volume numbering to reflect the journal’s legacy.



Founded in 1975, Obsidian: Literature & Arts in the African Diaspora is a semiannual 
journal of contemporary poetry, fiction, drama, performance, and visual and media art by 
African/Black artists, with critical and scholarly writing by the general community on the 
subject of these creative works. To advance discourses engaging diasporic arts and letters, 
Obsidian regularly devotes issues to special topics.

For its fall 2015 double issue, Obsidian is currently accepting submissions of original 
unpublished essays presented at the 2014 Furious Flower Conference and unpublished 
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criticism as initiated by Call & Response—a dynamic of black women and performance.
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noted). While we do accept simultaneous submissions, we do not accept previously 
published works. Manuscripts, visual art, and digital media should be submitted using 
the Obsidian submission management system, which can be found online at obsidian.
submittable.com/submit. Preferred file types are as follows: for manuscripts DOC, DOCX 
and PDF; for visual art TIFF and JPG; for audio files MP3 and WAV; for video MPG, AVI 
and MOV files; and for other digital works SWF, GIF, UNITY game files, and HTML5 
(with or without CSS and JavaScript markup).With the exception of poetry submissions, 
all text manuscripts should be double spaced. Please send up to five poems of any style 
totaling no more than eight pages. Fiction and essays should total no more than twenty 
pages or 5000 words (whichever is achieved first). Critical essays should follow The 
Chicago Manual of Style for grammar and the MLA Handbook for formatting citations 
and works cited. Playwrights should submit one act or a collection of short scenes no 
longer than twenty pages following Samuel French or the Dramatists Guild suggested 
formatting. Submissions should include name of creator(s), contact information, and a 
short biography on the cover page.

For more complete guideline information, please visit Obsidian at www.obsidianlit.org. 
Allow three to four months for a response. We deeply appreciate writers and artists who 
subscribe to the journal as well as submit their work for publication.

Distributed domestically and internationally, current issues of Obsidian are available on-
line and in print for $15 (single) and $25 (double).

Subscriptions are available for one year at $25 (individual) or $50 (institution), two years at 
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JEFFERY RENARD ALLEN
An Introduction

Reggie Scott Young & Dana A. Williams

Some authors defy easy characterization, their texts wistfully escaping 
categories and boundaries. The best of them become important to us as 
readers and scholars because of our need for exploration and discovery. 
Jeffery Renard Allen is one such author, and his novels Rails Under My 
Back (2000) and Song of the Shank (2014), his short stories collected in 
Holding Pattern (2008), and his poems collected in Harbors and Spirits 
(1999) and Stellar Places (2007) are works that take us on journeys to 
places where we quickly realize we need to be but only after we arrive. 
An experimental writer who builds on and draws from a wide range of 
traditions and cultures, Allen embraces the world in his writing and of-
fers complex development of characters and themes to present insights 
into the human condition from the perspective of his own revelatory 
imagination. In his poetry and his fiction, he renders the convolution of 
twenty-first century experiences—even in Song of the Shank, a narrative 
set during the antebellum and reconstruction eras—with the complexity 
these experiences demand, and he does so with an artistic finesse un-
matched by many of his peers. His concern with the contemporary, his 
all-embracing awareness of literatures and writers held in high regard 
(past and present), and his concern with and command of form, among 
other things, distinguish him from most of the writers whose books rest 
beside his in both hardcopy and digital formats.

The poetry in Harbors and Spirits and Stellar Places is largely image 
driven, with a blues impulse fueling its linguistic sounds and rhythms. 
His works of fiction are bebop symphonies that offer full exploration 
of the limitations and possibilities of individual existence. Without a 
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doubt, readers of popular fiction and lyrical poetry may find several of 
his works to be more than a bit intimidating in the way many music 
listeners were left to scratch their heads in wonder when the likes of 
Charlie Parker and Thelonious Monk appeared on the scene. It is im-
portant to remember how their elevated and intimidating styles helped 
to change the course of American musical expression. (They raised the 
stakes of the game, to use an Allen-like aside.) Allen’s work as a writer 
promises to have a similar influence on how literature is both written 
and read. There are already those who read his poems and stories, short 
and long, with expressions that might resemble those of the people of 
Macondo on their discovery of ice.

The reference to Macondo is not meant to imply a dominant influ-
ence of Gabriel García Márquez’s One Hundred Years of Solitude on 
Allen’s fiction, but it is to say that Allen explores far-reaching galax-
ies of expression, as did the late practitioner of magical realism. Some 
critics and scholars have already tried to point out what they see as 
elements of magical realism in Allen’s work, not realizing that magic 
has more than one source of origin in our world and the worlds that 
exist both within and beyond it. It might seem more appropriate to 
view many of the extra-realistic moments in Allen’s fiction as spiritual 
realism—rooted in the same belief system that transported New World 
African expressive culture to the Americas on the Southern road that 
Jean Toomer once called “a goat path in Africa”—but Allen, an African 
American writer who has strongly developed his ties of kinship with 
Africa, its people, and writers, cannot be understood through the lim-
itations of specific ethnicities and cultures. His works are both magical 
and spiritual, bluesy and gospel, rural and urban, formal and improvi-
sational, American and transnational, and downright funky.

At an early age, Allen learned to absorb books like a sponge, and 
the books he read were not always by African American writers. In 
fact, when word circulated about the new “black” student majoring in 
creative writing in the English department on the University of Illinois 
at Chicago campus in the mid-1980s, students in University Hall began 
to call him the Black Kurt Vonnegut. Whether it was meant as a com-
pliment or joke, it did not faze him one bit. He was raised in the midst 
of an African American cultural community and felt no obligation 
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to exclusively read black literature in an effort to learn how to write 
“black.” Instead, he read broadly, selecting both well-regarded and in-
novative works of literature, which included Vonnegut at that time, be-
cause he sensed that in order to master the forms of great literature, he 
needed to consume the DNA of great literary works. He bowed down at 
the feet of literary masters to learn from them the secrets of how to turn 
what he knew of the lives of those who might be best described as blues 
people into representations of high art on the printed page. Although 
several black writers and jazz musicians articulated a dream of a black 
planet in their performances during the Black Arts Movement, and at 
least one prominent group of rappers has done the same, planets exist, 
figuratively speaking, for those who are willing to take the risk of living 
on them, and, likewise, Allen’s works are there for anyone willing to 
inhabit them.

The essays, stories, poems, testimonies, and images in this issue fo-
cus on Allen’s work as an author, teacher, critic, literary activist, and 
member of family and community. Also included here are works in dif-
ferent genres by Allen himself, and they are meant to help offer insight 
into Allen’s ambitious literary project. The writers and scholars whose 
works appear in the following pages not only help us to understand 
Allen as a writer but also to celebrate him as a man who is, in the lan-
guage used to characterize his creation of Blind Tom, Half Writer, Half 
Amazing. In some ways, a celebration of this nature may appear to be 
a bit premature since we generally honor writers who have surpassed 
the apex of their careers, but Allen has already surpassed the heights 
reached by most really good writers, and those of us who know him 
well will testify that his career is set in an orbit that might not ever bring 
him back down to earth.

It is only appropriate that we begin this issue by taking a cruise 
down “Jeffery Boulevard,” courtesy of one of our preeminent schol-
ars of poetry, Aldon Lynn Nielsen. The “15 Choruses” in Nielsen’s 
essay serve as improvisational responses to Allen’s poetry and fiction. 
From retrospectives of “curious things” in Allen’s work to the uncov-
ering of allusions, Nielsen interprets Rails Under My Back, Harbors 
and Spirits, and Stellar Places creatively and becomes a representa-
tive reader, revealing the ways the texts connect with the full range of 
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human experiences. In an interview with Reggie Scott Young, Allen 
talks about his efforts to make crucial connections in his works and 
notes how he tries to occupy a wide range of spaces as a writer. While 
he undeniably sees himself as an African American writer (and also 
a Southern writer, he tells Young), he is careful to note that being an 
African American writer all too typically leads to the imposition of 
limitations. For someone who heard himself referred to as “the Black 
Kurt Vonnegut” without feeling embarrassed, breaking the bonds of 
those limitations has been important.

A writer is the sum of everything she or he has read, and the sum we 
find when we measure Allen is an inestimable total. The folly of some 
who have commented on Allen’s work is that they are too quick to point 
out the influence of the same writers who are cited over and over again 
when an African American author produces an outstanding work of 
fiction: Joyce, Faulkner, Ellison, Wright, etc., and now Morrison. But 
too few have discussed Allen as a person and writer in relationship to 
the likes of Gwendolyn Brooks, Leon Forrest, Cyrus Colter, Sterling 
Plumpp, Michael Anania, Lore Segal, and John Edgar Wideman—along 
with Vonnegut—in their attempts to define and categorize him. (These 
critics often overlook the fact that he is also a poet and therefore fail 
to look at his work in relation to other experimental writers who have 
written in multiple genres such as Jean Toomer, Henry Dumas, Clar-
ence Major, Wanda Coleman, and Gwendolyn Brooks.) After all, Al-
len grew up within walking distance of where Brooks once lived. It is 
impossible for a young writer in Chicago to escape the influence of her 
shadow. The aspects of Allen’s language that so often surprise us often 
echo Brooks’s own performances in language. In writing about Chicago 
streets, alleys, tenement-building stairways, he walks in her footprints. 
The late Forrest, another Bronzeville neighbor of Allen’s (at least if we 
think of Bronzeville in broad enough terms to span Chicago’s South 
Side), might be a source from which Allen acquired some of the likeness 
to Faulkner his writing displays. Unfortunately, far too few people have 
read Forrest, a writer Morrison published during her days as an editor 
for Random House who also served as a direct influence on her. Forrest 
and Colter were Chicago writers to whom Allen was introduced while 
under the tutelage of Plumpp while a student at UIC, and it is the blues 
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poet extraordinaire Plumpp, another highly undervalued writer, who 
provided Allen lessons in a blues aesthetic that was not as culturally 
restrictive as the aesthetic that defined the Black Arts Movement. While 
introducing Allen to blues clubs such as Rosa’s, the High Chaparral, 
and the Checker Board Lounge, Plumpp also introduced him to the 
works of John Edgar Wideman, as well as to Wideman the man. Imag-
ine hanging out at night and discussing art and culture with the likes of 
Plumpp, Wideman, and award-winning harpist Billy Branch of Sons of 
the Blues in a South Side blues club! Few young writers receive that kind 
of education, especially outside of the confines of the academy.

In terms of Wideman, it is important to note that a long-standing 
relationship developed between the two, one that is still important to 
Allen. But after becoming familiar with him, Allen did what any young 
writer would do—asked him to read some of his work. Wideman’s re-
sponse, the response of a mentor and friend, might have discouraged 
another writer, because he told Allen that the language in his work was 
flat. Allen embraced the remark as a gift, and no one has ever had rea-
son to say that about him since.

As a student—undergrad and grad at the same institution (UIC’s 
English Department, knowing what it had, not wanting to let him go)—
Allen took fiction workshops with novelist Lore Segal, among others, 
in the university’s creative writing program. Segal encouraged his work 
as enthusiastically as anyone, something she still does today. As much 
as Plumpp served as a strong influence on Allen’s development, so did 
Anania. As one of Illinois’s finest poets, Anania’s work at the time was 
neither classical nor overtly formal, and if nothing else, Allen learned 
from him the meaning of the word “adroit.” Student-writers who study 
under the direction of established creative writers are invariably influ-
enced by those professors. Professors not only influence who and what 
their apprentices read, but they are the ones who train them to read like 
writers. Too often, critics who are quick to categorize individuals like 
Allen by trying to place their works into convenient boxes of critical 
influence (this one was influenced by Joyce, that one by Faulkner, that 
one by Wright, etc.) fail to examine how their relationships with literary 
relatives, teachers, and mentors have helped to shape the works they 
have produced on their own.
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After Nielsen’s essay and the interview between Young and Allen, 
the rest of the issue is organized into several distinct but unmarked sec-
tions. The first focuses on Allen’s first novel, Rails Under My Back. Crit-
ical responses are provided by French scholar Anne-Marie Paquet-Dey-
ris and writer/scholar Pamela R. Fletcher. Paquet-Deyris examines the 
polyphonic dimensions of the novel—the discussion unravels the novel’s 
use of music, quest motifs, and fictionalized histories as structural de-
vices. The novel’s rhythm (oscillating between repetition and disconti-
nuity), the linguistic violence of its verbal exchanges, and its fragmented 
storylines contribute to her characterization of Rails as post-postmod-
ern. In its innovation, it redefines notions of plot, disrupts concepts of 
character (and of blackness, which Jennifer Jordan also observes in her 
discussion of Allen’s stories), and deconstructs ideas of protagonist and 
antagonist or hero and antihero. Pamela R. Fletcher, in an excerpt from 
a longer discussion of the novel, focuses on the character of Jesus while 
examining his depiction from the perspective of Jungian thought.

The next focus is on Allen’s collection of stories, Holding Pattern, 
and following a reprint of the story “Toilet Training,” is Jennifer Jor-
dan’s essay that examines how the works resist conformity with the idea 
of ancestry as it is traditionally presented in African American literature. 
This reinforces Allen’s assertion that he draws from many traditions, 
even as he situates these experiences firmly in African American culture. 
Reading the stories of Holding Pattern through a postmodernist lens, 
Jordan reveals the ways Allen critiques racial essentialism and challeng-
es notions of historical and racial continuity. The stories in Holding 
Pattern, she argues, do more than deconstruct the idea of the ancestor 
as healing and protective; instead, in many instances, the ancestors are 
the source of much of the dysfunction that informs the contemporary 
moment. She contends that it is this dysfunction, “not some racially 
connected otherworld,” that gives shape to Allen’s use of the magical, 
which is invoked to present a surreal and incomprehensible fictional 
universe for his characters, even those would-be ancestors who are dis-
connected from and un-embracing of traditional values and wisdom.

No study of Allen’s work as a writer can ignore his work in poetry. 
The next section includes discussions of Allen as a poet and also poems 
in celebration of him by some of the leading poets writing today, as 
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well as works by several of Allen’s former students. Terese Svoboda 
published one of the first reviews of Allen’s poetry, and it is only fitting 
that she update her earlier critique in these pages. In addition, Lucy Bie-
derman offers a reading of Allen’s “Days.” The collection of poems that 
follows features new pieces by Allen and poems contributed by Sterling 
D. Plumpp, Evie Shockley, David Mills, Cynthia Oka, Kitso Kgabo-
esele, Ed Pavlić, Rachel Eliza Griffiths, and others. The penultimate 
section offers a look into the life and legacy of Jeffery Renard Allen. 
Included are personal reflections by René Steinke, Lore Segal, and Ar-
thur Flowers, along with photographs, ranging from his youthful days 
in Chicago to his professional travels in the United States and Africa, 
and artifacts related to his different publications.

The remaining pages focus on Song of the Shank. On the eve of its 
release, Song of the Shank received an outstanding front-page review 
by Mitchell S. Jackson in the Sunday Book Review section of the New 
York Times. Other glowing reviews followed in newspapers and literary 
reviews online such as the Chicago Tribune, the Wall Street Journal, 
the Los Angeles Times, Barnesandnoble.com, and Kirkus. For those 
preparing to approach the novel for the first time, we have included 
the original manuscript version of its first chapter followed by Ethan 
Nosowsky’s “Entering Song of the Shank,” an early commentary that 
appeared on Graywolf Press’s website to provide prospective readers in-
sights about the text. Nosowsky’s is an informative piece that introduces 
the characters from the novel’s early pages while also providing an im-
pression from an informed reader. Since Song of the Shank’s publication 
is still very recent, there has not been sufficient time for literary critics to 
respond in conference papers and fully developed critical essays. But we 
are fortunate to have our own early responses to the novel by Thadious 
M. Davis, Horace A. Porter, and Michael A. Antonucci. With the nov-
el’s first chapter and essays are documents and images related to Allen’s 
work on the novel and its central character, the legendary “Blind Tom.”

The critical essays, creative expressions, and the interview collect-
ed here only begin to assess Allen’s works and will, perhaps, initiate 
further critical discussions of his poetry and fiction. Yet to be exam-
ined still are his critical essays, his interviews with important writers 
of our time (Leon Forrest, Percival Everett, David Bradley, John Edgar 
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Wideman, and Abdulrazak Gurnah among them), and his work as co-
founder and director of the Pan African Literary Forum. In short, the 
full measure of Jeffery Renard Allen’s contribution to literature as a 
primary and secondary source is a story yet to be told. Since it took over 
a decade for Song of the Shank to appear after the publication of his 
first novel—during which time he worked full-time as a faculty member 
while teaching workshops elsewhere, traveled extensively to give read-
ings, lectures, and participate in conferences, published other books of 
poetry and fiction, organized and coordinated an international writers’ 
conference on another continent, and after the conference had to over-
come a near-death experience with malaria—we are left to wonder how 
long it will take for the next novel to appear, one that will explore the 
life and legacy Jean Baptiste Point DuSable, the man who is credited 
with being the first settler of Chicago. After Allen’s exploration of the 
life of Thomas Greene Wiggins in Song of the Shank, it is certain that 
what he does with the DuSable story will make us consider the histori-
cal record in a new and very different light.
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JEFFERY BOULEVARD
15 Choruses for Jeffery Renard Allen

Aldon Lynn Nielsen

“We martyr to motion.” 

—Rails Under My Back

1.
Jeffery Boulevard is a street that runs through the novel Rails Under 
My Back (356). It’s a linguistic boulevard that exists on a language 
plane that transects our own, but is not our own, like a third rail we 
can never touch but rely upon in our daily motions. It’s in a neighbor-
hood in which people bear names like “Jesus” and “Lucifer” without 
it occasioning any comment. It’s in a region where, as we are instructed 
in the note that opens Jeffery Renard Allen’s Holding Pattern, “though 
the name Hatch appears in many of the stories that follow, the reader 
should not assume that this name represents a single, reappearing char-
acter.” “Jesus,” is, of course, common (though perhaps not a single, re-
appearing character) throughout the Spanish-speaking world, and thus 
increasingly within the United States; but who in the Spanish-speaking 
world would name their child “Lucifer”? This has its amusing textual 
consequences. For one example, what becomes of that shortest verse in 
the Bible (John 11:35), the one so many children recite in lieu of prayer 
before meals? Unlike the rendering in the New English Bible, on Jeffery 
Boulevard it goes, “Christ wept,” at once more formal and more Greek 
than even the more Greek John. Jesus doesn’t weep on Jeffery Boule-
vard. “Hatch” may not be the same character the next time you meet 
him. Jesus reappears in the story appropriately enough titled “Same” in 
Holding Pattern, though it may not be the resurrected Jesus of Rails. 
In any event, we read, “You don’t fuck with Jesus,” a caution which 
has the virtue of being both literally and figuratively true. Jeffery Bou-
levard seems to extend from some neighborhoods we’ve visited before. 
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In “Mississippi Story,” for one instance: “The driver circles the square, 
circles the courthouse, circles the bronze statue.” Seeing that the statue 
of the Reb “moves his head in our direction, peeps us, and raises the 
flag higher” (Holding 210), we may, like the narrator of Allen’s “Green 
Apocalypse,” simply declare, “I would prefer not to,” or we may re-
pair to the safety of Benjy’s place, where, according to the inhabitants 
of “Mississippi Story,” the seemingly familiar Benjy serves up a pretty 
good “catfish in red-wine sauce.”

2.
And the first thing heard on the compact disc that accompanies Jef-
fery Renard Allen’s first book of poems, Harbors and Spirits, is not 
the voice of the poet, but the voice of the blues. The first thing we 
hear, we hear courtesy of Delmark Records: the undeniably gripping 
figures of Willie Kent’s “Feel So Good.” (Though here’s the first of sev-
eral curious things. The publishers give a different catalogue number 
for Kent’s Delmark side on the copyright page from the one printed on 
Allen’s CD.) Willie Kent is the artist who sang “Make Room for the 
Blues,” but this song comes from his Ain’t It Nice Collection. He died 
in 2006, but he had been a strong presence on the Chicago scene for 
years, following road experience in Little Milton’s band and work with 
Mr. Blisterstring himself, Jimmy Dawkins. People who don’t actually 
listen to the blues might be surprised to find titles like “Ain’t It Nice” 
and “Feel So Good;” isn’t the Blues supposed to be about feeling bad? 
“Nawl,” as the residents of Jeffery Boulevard seem to pronounce the 
negative. This isn’t new to those of us who grew up listening to Muddy 
Waters exclaim, “She’s Alright, She’s Alright!” “Feel so good, I don’t 
know what to do,” sings Willie Kent, but not on Allen’s sample. The 
first voice we hear here is Allen’s own, announcing the book’s title and 
explaining that it’s “a collection of poetry by Jeffery Renard Allen.” But 
Willie Kent’s opening bars have set the tone, given us a scale by which 
to measure Allen’s own measures. “Blues was / her birthstone,” Allen 
writes (20), summoning up memories of his predecessor blues poet, Ka-
lamu ya Salaam, whose own CD, My Story, My Song, proclaims, “the 
blues is our birth certificate.” Both poets take us to church. (The Blues 
may be at once birth certificate and precious gem of nativity, but it’s in 
Sunday school that we learn to sing, “This is my story, this is my song.”) 
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Jesus and Lucifer live lives of total immersion in the Blues. In that sense 
at least, they’re Baptists.

3.
So that the first thing we actually hear from Allen on his audio disc is 
a mode of auto-introduction. He tells us that what we are to hear is a 
collection of poetry, and he supplies the title of the first section prior 
to reading: “Saws and Sayings.” A saw is a saying, usually an old one; 
something like a shibboleth, a passkey, a saying to be lived by. But a 
saw is also a toothed device for cutting, sometimes heavy cutting, dan-
gerous when mishandled, often old. A saw, too, can be played upon, 
bowed into makeshift music, rather like the doodlebug of old, which 
was a self-propelled railcar. You applied your own energies to it, had to 
keep from running off the rails, got yourself to where you were going 
by your own powers, pumping your arms to the musical rhythms the 
rails made. History is filled with such musical makeshift. There was the 
piano wire stretched between two nails and played upon with a spool, 
resulting in swooping vocal effects, the granddaddy of the slide guitar. 
The saw was held between the knees at one end, manipulated by hand 
at the other. You’d strike the saw broadside and bend it back and forth 
to achieve the sound of quavering voice. When people talk about voice 
in poetry this is not really what they have in mind, but it should be. The 
poem is a technology of the voice, not in the simple sense in which it is 
generally spoken of, but in the far deeper sense that hides within speech 
and writing as a common technos of signifying. In “Saws and Sayings,” 
Allen says: “voice presupposes a face” (3). You can read that on the 
third page of Harbors and Spirits and you can hear Allen’s recorded 
voice saying that on the accompanying CD. These are not identical acts. 
Reading presupposes an author. We face up to the fact of the print on 
the page, sign of a set of complex intentions. We do not so much reenact 
those intentions as we play upon them, bend them, trouble the notes, as 
we would a saw. The first cut, they say, is the deepest. Hearing that sup-
posed saw said on the disc is something else. We presuppose a recorder 
when attending to a recording, another complex set of intentions with 
which to contend, complicated, this time, though, by that prefatory re-
cording, the unsung sample of Willie Kent’s “Feel So Good.” We don’t 
hear Kent’s voice, just the introductory music, the sharp blues recorded 
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by Delmark, reproduced by permission, we read, here on this disc. The 
voice we hear, presupposing a face, is not Kent’s, but Allen’s. He recites 
“Saws and Sayings.” I’ve ripped the files to MP3, stored them on discs 
around the country for easy playback. The book Harbors and Spirits 
bears a photograph of Jeffery Renard Allen on its face. The book, the 
codex, is an ancient technology, here wedded to the newer technologies 
of digital reproduction. “Digital” presupposes fingers, fingering the jag-
ged grain of the Blues?

4.
A second curiosity. Allen’s second book of poetry, Stellar Places, follow-
ing a long-honored tradition, lists the author’s previous books on the 
page facing off with the full title page. “Other books by the author,” it 
reads. Rails Under My Back—so far, so good—Then, Harbor and Spir-
its, which is, strictly speaking, not a book by the author. This is the kind 
of thing textual scholars and critics refer to as an “accidental,” clearly 
not “intended” by the author. Intriguing nonetheless, the typo brings a 
certain singularity to the enterprise. In Allen’s original, we find safe har-
bors and hush arbors wherever two or more are come together. In the 
typographically mistaken listing of his earlier works, we find that the 
text has become a singular harbor. But, presupposing the accidental na-
ture of this title mixup, what then do we make of the fact that a section 
of Stellar Places is titled “Singularity,” or that one poem in the book, 
“Blood,” tracks a glimpse of the poet’s father to a singular station of his 
cross, a place where trees “serve as stand-in screens / hide and harbor” 
(79)? “Harbor,” here, as singular verb. One might harbor a fugitive. 
One seeks to harbor safely from troubled waters.

5.
Allen is a poetic novelist, which is to say that, as in all truly great novels, 
his work is marked by an attention to the soundings of his languages. 
There is plenty of plot in Rails Under My Back (and a great deal of re-
constructive mentation involved in getting it all straight in the reading 
of it), but the main point is actually the saying itself, which is where we 
actually locate characterization, after all. Seldom since Jean Toomer’s 
Cane have we seen such a piece of prose poetry as this:

The shadow-swamped trees shimmered like black ghosts. Thinned 
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against the stars. Moon burned over the rim of the horizon. Black-
ened headstones blazed in the night, cracked old people’s faces, 
leaning, here and there a name or date barely legible. What did it 
matter? The years telescoping, he might have lived out the rest of his 
life in this single discovery. (415)

Saw: inscription presupposes a corpus. A body of writing as singu-
lar discovery.

6.
“smother word to 
 mother” (Harbors 136)

That’s the concluding couplet of the third section of the poem “Shadow-
boxing,” dedicated to Harriet Tubman, perhaps the most polysemous 
four words in Harbors and Spirits. Harriet Tubman is reputed to have 
been required to smother the cries of an infant to secure the safety of the 
group, safe harbor as it made its way along the Underground Railroad. 
She was popularly known as Moses. Commingling scripture and history, 
Allen writes:

john gives 
the word 
moses leads 
pharaoh’s posse into 
the caves of babylon

“John the revelator,” was how Son House sang of the man who wrote 
the book of the seven seals, which along Jeffery Boulevard, or at least 
the section that runs through Stellar Places, is somehow mutated into 
the “seven seas” (8). As in the grammatical two-facedness of “harbor,” 
“mother” can be, must be, read as both noun and verb. Moses as moth-
er must smother cries to keep her escaping children safe. “Smother” 
is a word to mother, a revealed word, a seal broken open within the 
babbling cave of exile.

7.
A large proportion of Allen’s poems bear dedication, bear up to their 
dedication to their predecessors. There are poems for, in addition to 
Harriet Tubman, Fassbinder, Cronenberg, Michael Griffith, Sterling 
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Plumpp, Bearden, Basquiat, Dexter Gordon, Miles Davis, Sarah Vaughan, 
Sylvester (remember him?), Jack Johnson, Muhammad Ali, Orson 
Welles, Mahalia Jackson, Alan Holdsworth; the list grows exponentially. 
The poems themselves bear their own internal dedication to the many 
traditions Allen honors, sly allusions to Sly, for example, or this tricky 
invocation of the master trickster Sterling Brown: “Old limbs / they don’t 
come by tens anymore” (Stellar 63). This pops up in “Grecian Urn: Bop,” 
a poem to Sonny Rollins. So, as Rollins has done throughout his career, 
Allen, in mid-solo, drops in recognizable bits of prior melody, torqued 
into new significance. Sterling Brown’s persona reported to us what “Old 
Lem say,” the saws that he said, rendering in verse the wisdom of the folk. 
Old Lem was a valued limb on the family tree, but things are thinning 
out around here. Lems don’t come by tens anymore. But much else has 
changed besides. Lem cautioned us that “they come by tens,” referencing 
a horrid history of murderous oppressions. Ours is a different age, and 
“they” come differently, too, sometimes constituting, as their threat went 
in Lem’s time, an invisible empire.

8.
And sometimes a singular reader will be suddenly drawn up short by 
these virtuoso reworkings. As I (this very singular self who seems to be 
writing) read “The Clearing,” a poem dedicated to Lauryn Hill, an art-
ist herself given to brilliant reworkings of people like Carter Woodson, 
I unexpectedly find myself rereading my own prior reading:

Everybody likes to go to Geneva 
holding cups of rhinoceros bone 
trophies of verification 
spruce in tail-tasseled skins and 
clogs carved from cut and tambootie (Stellar 125)

I hadn’t even known that Allen had read my critical anthology, Reading 
Race in American Poetry, but there it is. That first line references one of 
the more horrific racialist ramblings of then-Senator Ernest Hollings of 
South Carolina, which I had discussed in my introduction to that book, 
then proceeds through a sort of remix of twentieth-century America’s 
poetry of race. It’s a brilliant cadenza worthy of Rollins himself, or of 
Hill for that matter, and a sterling instance of the critical capacities of 
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verse. Later in the poem, Allen writes: “Step and fetch his sunny teeth 
/ Ain’t ate no white meat yet” (126). The second line of that couplet 
refers again to my introduction to Reading Race in American Poetry 
and to my own appropriation of one of the most startlingly effective 
Calypso lyrics ever, The Mighty Sparrow’s “I Envy The Congo Man.” 
Part of my discussion in that now long ago book had been directed at 
the ideological implications of modernism’s half-digested meal of racial 
and racist appropriations. Allen ups the ante, reappropriating and re-
conceiving modernity itself in the process. The phrase “Step and fetch 
it” is, of course, a reworking of the renaming of one Lincoln Theodore 
Monroe Andrew Perry, the political and exploratory implications of 
whose given name (given, no doubt, in the greatest of hopes) were ef-
fectively buried in the assumed nomenclature of his movie persona. In 
a very real sense, Stepin Fetchit consumed Lincoln Perry, as Fetchit’s 
audiences consumed his image. Perry appears earlier in Allen’s book in 
an especially enigmatic lyric:

Step and fetch

it

A

tone

run (Stellar 65)

This occurs in a poem dedicated to jazz artist Clifford Brown, and is 
itself a form of tone run, a tone row worthy of Brown’s own improvi-
sations. The improvising artist must step up to the mic and fetch forth 
a row of tones of striking import. But “a tone run” is also unfolded at 
one run, much as these lines unwrap within the poem like the tones of 
a trumpet. Allen hits this one out of the park.

9.
Another tone run: Allen’s homage to Mahalia Jackson, “Hush Arbor,” 
is also homage to her genre’s founding figures. “Mr. Dorsey say,” says 
the poem’s fifth section, “Blues don’t own no notes” (Stellar 17). Thom-
as Dorsey is in many ways the heartbeat of Allen’s verse tributes, a man 
who started out on Blues, rolling out roundhouse rights on his piano 
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behind some of the greatest women Blues singers of the “Classic Blues” 
era before coming back to church, before penning “Precious Lord.” 
When you listen to Aretha Franklin sing this song on her Amazing 
Grace collection, that remarkable, mostly live set recorded with James 
Cleveland and the Southern California Community Choir (rereleased at 
last in its unedited length not too long ago), you can hear what it was 
that made so many Old School church members so deeply suspicious 
of the then new-fangled Gospel. This Gospel, like that of Son House 
playing slide guitar and shouting out “John the Revelator,” grows right 
out of the Blues. You may hear only the faintest trace of those origins 
in what passes among us as “contemporary Gospel,” but it still lingers 
there in the less-visited arbors of the form. Mahalia Jackson, even the 
thinner and older Mahalia who sang at Dr. King’s funeral, was still, as 
Allen writes it, an old line caller of new line Blues. Within the lining of 
the hymn, Mahalia Jackson was an instance, one we can learn from, of 
“Eagles running with the chickens” (17).

10.
The quantity of 
interval determines the 
pressure of tension (Stellar 47)

I don’t mean to suggest that it’s all about the music, but this is what being 
a poet/novelist means, understanding that form itself means. This does 
not make one a formalist; it makes one a good writer. Here, in “Prob-
lems and Methods,” a poem dedicated to Jean-Luc Godard (though it 
could as easily be a poem for Duke Ellington), Allen is measured, takes 
the measure of his materials, measures out exactly the exacting patterns 
of his stanzas. Thomas Dorsey knew all about intervals; he was Old 
School in that sense. Mahalia Jackson knew all about tension; it wasn’t 
that she took breaths in all the “wrong” places. She found the interstic-
es of tension and release in the rise and fall of melody and salvation.

11.
Don’t hang your harp upon the willows. 
Elsa smiled. So you’re a poet too. 
Could be. Could be. (226) 
—From the second book of Rails, “Chosen.”
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Rails Under My Back, like the rest of Allen’s writing, continues this 
project of projection and continuity. Where Stellar Places calls us back 
to Sterling Brown and Old Lem, Rails calls us back to Clay, protago-
nist of that play written by a former student of Sterling Brown’s: “He 
took her home through the flying underbelly of the city.” But just as 
Allen always twists allusion away from the temporality of the source 
and towards the contemporaneity of tradition, here he brings Baraka’s 
flying freight to the aboveground hell of Chicago. “He took her home 
through the flying underbelly of the city and on the El, the city’s high 
skin above” (230). Elsewhere and elsewise, Allen acknowledges a yet 
closer narrative cousin. “Sleep slowly pulled its two black wings from 
over his face” (Rails 99), a lyric unveiling that at least partially answers 
Leon Forrest’s Two Wings to Veil My Face. Not to go all gnostic on 
you, but the ultimate urtext, and I’ve been hinting at this all along, the 
word that lurks behind all allusions animating Blues and Gospel alike, 
is scripture. Which brings us to chorus number twelve.

12.
Allen follows the tradition of novelists since Sterne, modernists since 
Hughes, anybody, really, who attends carefully to the world of lan-
guage, and incorporates any number of found texts in his palimpsestic 
writings. The ultimate found text, in both Moslem and Judeo-Christian 
traditions, is scripture. Within Islamic tradition, the Holy Koran was 
revealed to Mohammed in one continuous passage of eternal text into 
materiality. The Judeo-Christian tradition is in many ways more writ-
erly and more given to an understanding of the text as temporal, and 
yet there is that burning bush and the insistence upon textual revelation 
that is common to Christian, Moslem, and Jew. The idea of a talking 
book, whether found in the works of Stevie Wonder or H. L. Gates, pre-
sumes a preexistence of the text. Allen’s first novel takes into itself the 
prior existence of scripture, reveals it as visual component. One page 
(Figure 1) duplicates the title page of Lula Mae’s Bible, literally a found 
text within the plot structure.

Sheila finds it “where she thought it would be” (434). There is 
much that is striking about this Bible. For one thing, there is the sheer 
self-sustaining complex of its apparatus. The Bible includes an “alpha-
betic and cyclopedic index,” making it mother to Harryette Mullen’s 
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Recyclopedia among so many other daughter texts. Lula Mae’s Bible 
also features a “unique set of charts” detailing not only how we get 

from Adam to Christ, but also, and note this well in the context of 
this discussion of music and meaning, the “harmony of the gospels.” 
What jumped out at me as soon as I turned the page to this illustrative 
copy, though, was that this is not only a “red letter” Bible of the type 
I knew from childhood, in which the words attributed to Christ him-
self are printed in red, this volume advertises itself as “Self-Pronounc-
ing,” something I’ve certainly never achieved with any of my books, 
but which Allen’s CD tucked into its pocket in the back of Harbors and 
Spirits comes close to being. A cure for Hooked on Phonics? A text that 
pronounces itself to us; a veritable talking book. We later come across 

Figure 1
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a presentation page from Lula Mae’s Bible (Figure 2), which someone 
has inscribed to her.

On this page we learn that this is an “improved blue ribbon Bible” 
(524). A Bible with improvements is certainly something to contem-
plate; presumably the improvements are the apparatus, including this 
presentation page. If, like me, you’ve long wondered at the self-cele-
bration of products advertising their various awards (though isn’t this 
exactly what we force poets and professors to do on their resumes, 
advertise their awards so that someone introducing them can refer to 
them as “too numerous to mention”?), you may pause to inspect this 
Bible’s blue ribbon. Like those medals decorating bags of flour and cans 
of beer, it turns out to have been awarded in some competition you’d 

Figure 2
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never known of. In this case, the ribbon was awarded at the Texas Cen-
tennial Celebration, though why Texas would be presuming to award 
honors to a Bible is a question beyond my powers of comprehending. 
This all seems so old fashioned in the reading, and yet, as that Zip code 
in the address on the Bible’s presentation page signals, it’s later than you 
think. Sheila pauses in her reading of the handwritten notes on the torn 
and scotch-taped pages of the book (Figure 3).

“Jesus 5 Chapter,” it reads. Then we read afterwards, “Jesus Chap-
ter 5? No such thing. No book of Jesus. Certainly in no Bible she had 
seen.” Not even in any accepted apocrypha, but this explains a great 
deal. In the absence of the Book of Jesus, Allen inscribes one. (His novel 
has only four parts. Is “Jesus 5 Chapter” the invisible apocrypha of 
Rails Under My Back?) But we shouldn’t be hasty in reading this as sac-
rilege. In what could serve as synopsis for the entire novel, Allen writes 
in Harbors and Spirits:

We the 
same blood 
but don’t 
run the same (124)

Whether puzzling over Pauline Hopkins’s Of One Blood or following 

Figure 3
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Lula Mae in trying to comprehend the Trinity, these lines can keep us to 
the plane of human capacity. They explain the limbs of the intersecting 
family trees printed at the front of Allen’s novel, and they explain why 
Jesus isn’t your ordinary blood.

13.
And here’s a third curious thing. In her blurb for Jeffery Renard Allen’s 
second book of poetry, fellow poet Kimiko Hahn writes, “it is curious 
how often the word fist comes up in these fists of words.” All writers 
have their particular habits of language. I doubt that Allen was even 
aware, at the early stage of his writing, that this was one of his. Still, 
fists are everywhere in his texts, though not in the usual way. There is 
one of those in Rails, when we read of being on the train that it’s like 
being “squeezed in somebody’s fist.” But only lines later we see that it’s 
not the person in the train, but the train itself that “explodes through 
the black tunnel, a fist shoved into a dark glove” (Rails 499). Far more 
frequently, the fist is yet more a trope. There is, for example, a “face 
fist-tight” (Rails 361). I wonder if Allen has heard Loretta Lynn singing 
“Fist City.” For those unfamiliar with the song, just think of it as close 
country cousin to Jill Scott’s “Gettin’ in the Way.” It’s a word of cau-
tion. Allen writes tight-fisted stanzas, sometimes in prose, but it’s more 
than just a verbal tic; it’s about, again, tension, interval and release.

14.
“Down down in West Memphis, Lula Mae rewards you with a present, 
a sunburst Sears, Roebuck guitar” (Rails 322). This is one of many pas-
sages in Allen’s novel that slip into the second person. It’s always a risky 
move to make. Quite possibly the reader will, at that very point, tear 
away from the text, feeling the willing suspension of disbelief becoming 
unwilling in the rhetorical ploy exploding in the narrative. That never 
seems to happen in the reading of Rails. Again, this may be attributable 
to the very poetic nature of this novel. We are more accustomed to the 
workings of the second person in verse, particularly contemporary lyric 
verse. It seems to matter little to the few who still read poetry whether 
the persona of the poem addresses us in the first person, or assumes 
(presumes?) the second. I would go so far as to say that all too many 
mainstream poets adopt the second person when they are straining for 
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that “wisdom voice” that marks the egregious deployment of a superior 
poetic ethos. (Ever notice how few scriptures of any religion sound at all 
like poets trying to be, as Gil Scot-Heron used to joke, “deep”?)

I’ve never been the sort of reader who looks for a point of identifi-
cation in the works I read. I spend a considerable amount of time with 
myself, and don’t really seek out reading material that tells me it’s OK 
to be me. But, as it happens, I was the recipient of a much-longed-for 
Sears, Roebuck guitar for Christmas one year, which is why I can ap-
preciate this next passage in Allen’s telling of the tale so fully: “Brush 
the elevator-cable-thick strings but barely raise a note” (322). It was 
several hours after I opened that magical gift before I even realized you 
were supposed to press those strings all the way down against the neck, 
they were so irredeemably recalcitrant. If only I had known then of 
the bottlenecking technique I would learn a little later. But what did I 
know, what did I know, of Sears, Roebuck’s austere and lonely offices? 
I later learned a great Gospel finger-picking style from Roebuck “Pop” 
Staples, a man whose name signified dignity and play all at the same 
time. I played, by then, through another Sears product, the Silvertone 
amplifier. But none of this was easy. While friends from better off fami-
lies, families that did not buy their school clothes from places like Sears, 
Roebuck, had Gibsons and Fenders and even the till then only seen in 
photographs Rickenbackers, I had to make do with the nearly unplay-
able low end of the Sears, Roebuck line of guitars (no sunburst for me). 
I never quite understood how it was that Sears sold such bad guitars 
and such wonderful tube-driven amplifiers.

So what’s the point of all this uncharacteristic readerly identification 
with the text? Just this: trading choruses makes a priori assumptions. 
There is a requisite priority of practice. Allen makes an athletic analogy: 
“the whole language resembles the body of a trained athlete where every 
muscle, every sinew, is developed into full play. One day my ear will take 
me far” (Rails 104). The ear of the artist has, through constant struggle 
with the materials, developed into full play. How far can it take us?

15.
Among the shortest verses, this from the Book of Rails, chapter One: 4:

“Jesus kept walking.”
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FROM “BLACK VONNEGUT” 
TO PAN AFRICAN BARD

A Discussion

Reggie Scott Young & Jeffery Renard Allen

When I first heard of Jeffery Renard Allen, we were both undergradu-
ates at the University of Illinois at Chicago in the early 1980s. He was 
an English major, and I was in Black Studies. I was in a black writers 
group at the time that was known as the “Lawndale Renaissance/Blues-
ville Collective,” and none of us majored in English. The department’s 
curriculum at that time lacked courses in African American literature, 
and seldom were books by black writers on the reading lists of any of 
the courses. Our mentor was the blues poet Sterling D. Plumpp, and 
each of the members of our group frequented the Black Studies courses 
he taught, although I was the only Black Studies major in the group. We 
knew Jeffery was admired by several of the members of the English de-
partment faculty, but most of us did not take courses with those profes-
sors, and Jeffery, at the time, did not take courses in Black Studies. Be-
fore I knew his real name or had seen him in person, I had heard of him 
through his nickname, “the Black Kurt Vonnegut.” Some of us thought 
the name was a joke, but it did not seem to embarrass him; in fact, he 
seemed rather proud to be associated with a writer such as Vonnegut.

That was well over two decades ago. We both stayed at UIC for 
grad school—Jeffery entered the creative writing program after I did—
and we eventually became friends. While I found myself more deeply 
immersed in studies of the traditions of British and mainstream Ameri-
can writing (something I avoided as an undergrad), Jeffery began to im-
merse himself, at least academically, in Black literature and culture. It is 
important to stress the word “academically,” because Jeffery grew up on 
Chicago’s South Side in the environs of the community that Gwendolyn 
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Brooks once wrote about as Bronzeville, and his family roots stretched 
back to the Arkansas and Mississippi Delta region, so there was no need 
to immerse himself in black culture: it was an experience that he lived 
throughout his life. After taking workshops with Jeffery and having 
the opportunity to read his work, I realized the cat we used to call “the 
Black Kurt Vonnegut” was really a cultural sponge who had spent his 
youth soaking up the sights, sounds, smells, tastes, and the feelings of 
the cultural world around him. And like a sponge, he never revealed 
what he held inside until he began to squeeze it all out into some very 
un-Vonnegut-like writing.

During his visit to South Louisiana to receive the 2009 Ernest J. 
Gaines Award for Literary Excellence for his book of stories, Hold-
ing Pattern, I had the opportunity to entertain Jeffery in my Lafayette 
home for several days. During the weekend before the award ceremony, 
which was held in Baton Rouge on a mild evening in late January, I 
drove Jeffery out into the country to visit Ernest and Dianne Gaines 
at their home on False River in Oscar. This wasn’t Jeffery’s first visit 
to South Louisiana—he traveled to Lafayette to participate as one of 
the featured readers for the 2003 Significant Voices Festival of Afri-
can American Writers—but it was the first time he had an opportunity 
to see the Louisiana landscape that Gaines has made famous through 
his works, a terrain that is very different from the image of that many 
people see when they think about South Louisiana—a terrain that is 
very different than the urban landscape of New Orleans and its French 
Quarter that comes to mind when people think of Louisiana. We took 
a more obscure route to False River, allowing Jeffery to see the coun-
tryside and the occasional small town businesses along the highway. 
We traveled across the eighteen-mile bridge on Interstate 10 that runs 
above the swamps and rivers, which separates French Acadiana from 
the more eastern “Florida” parishes in the state. Then we drove down 
a winding country road that runs along a series of cane fields, marshes, 
and wooded areas—a road that passes by only sporadic gatherings of 
homes and a number of small country churches and cemeteries. While 
passing the cemeteries, Jeffery looked quite intensely at the many graves 
that are built above the ground, built that way because of the influence 
of French and Spanish settlers and the area’s high water table.
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Once we completed a short drive down False River Road, the last 
leg of the journey, we arrived at the Gaines residence where Dianne 
Gaines promptly treated us to a special lunch she had prepared. After 
the meal, we spent the rest of the afternoon visiting with Dianne and 
Ernest. Although Ernest Gaines appreciated Jeffery’s craft as a story-
teller a great deal, he had found his work to be a bit challenging to 
read—Gaines spends much of his time reading old favorites such as 
Ernest Hemingway, Ivan Tolstoy, William Faulkner, and W. Somerset 
Maugham, and he often feels a bit unsettled by some of the devices used 
in contemporary writing, including decisions to abstain from the use 
of quotation marks, disruptions of narrative time, and other elements 
found in Jeffery’s work. But during their discussion, Ernest found that 
the two of them have a lot more in common than he had realized from 
his initial reading of Holding Pattern. Both have a great admiration 
and respect for Faulkner and other important figures from American 
and world literature, and both ground many aspects of their works in 
personal and family experiences, especially in relationship to the cul-
tural realities of the South that helped to shape their family members’ 
worldviews. Gaines is famous for saying his work grows out of “this 
Louisiana thing that drives me,” but Jeffery’s stories, his published nov-
els, and many of his poems are driven by his family’s Mississippi Delta 
background, even when they are set in Chicago, New York, and other 
parts of the country.

Jeffery and I had planned to use the trip as an opportunity to con-
duct an interview that we had talked of doing for more than a year, and, 
as it turned out, our drive that day, away from the distractions of home, 
and the public appearances Jeffery would have to make for the Baton 
Rouge Area Foundation—the sponsors of the Gaines Award—turned 
out to be the most ideal time for us to begin our discussion of his work. 
It allowed us to get into issues such as his background as a writer, the 
Pan African Literary Forum he organized that took place in Ghana in 
2008, and some of the developments that occurred after his return from 
the Continent, including a near-death encounter with malaria and the 
impending publication of a new novel, Song of the Shank. Not able to 
finish at that time, the interview lingered until the publication of that 
novel and another trip by Jeffery back down here to bayou country. 
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Fortunately, the time we spent together during his more recent trip al-
lowed us to tie up several loose ends.

mmm

YOUNG: It’s interesting driving through the county with you down here 
in the deep, deep South, because we’re both city boys, but there’s a real 
Southern quality in much of your work.

ALLEN: That’s because of the Mississippi influence from my family back-
ground that is so strongly prevalent in Chicago.

YOUNG: How do you see yourself as a writer—a Chicago writer, a New 
York writer, Southern, Northern, black, transracial, ethnic, postmod-
ern, and so on? Writers are so often typecast as being either one specific 
kind or another, often depending on the specific critic doing the type-
casting. We always have those kinds of labels attached to us by others 
without consideration given to how we view ourselves. So, how do you 
define yourself in relationship to how critics and scholars have tried to 
classify or define you?

ALLEN: I guess I have to claim the title African American writer, al-
though I feel that critics and commentators sometimes use the term in 
a very limiting way in that they suggest that being an African American 
writer is something less than being a white writer, even though no one 
ever calls a white writer a white writer.

Although I claim myself to be an African American writer, I think 
there are many spaces that I occupy as a writer. To some degree, I am 
a Southern writer as well. When I think about some of the influenc-
es on my work, many of them are Southern, including writers such 
as William Faulkner, Flannery O’Connor, and Ernest J. Gaines, not to 
mention Richard Wright. So I embrace being an African American writ-
er and a Southern writer, but I think there is also nothing wrong with 
anyone who simply thinks of me as a writer, if that’s what it takes to 
make readers respect my work. The thing is, as a black writer in the 
early twenty-first century, you don’t want the label “African American 
writer” to be used as something that expresses a limitation, especially 
since the words are simply an adjective and not a defining characteristic.
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It’s funny, but critics often make assumptions about some of us as 
black writers as if we are only influenced by other black writers and that 
we only influence other black writers. But that is an obvious falsehood. 
For example, during our meeting with Ernest Gaines, he talked about 
his first novel and how greatly he was influenced by the Russian writer 
Turgenev, but few critics have commented on that and have therefore 
overlooked the influential relationship he had with Turgenev early in his 
career. Then, when they write about the particular Gaines works that 
they decide to pursue, they only look for comparisons with the likes of 
Richard Wright and Ralph Ellison without bothering to look any fur-
ther. That’s the kind of limitation I’m talking about. They don’t assume 
we read all writers and that we influence writers. But Ernest Gaines’s 
influence goes beyond other black writers, even if that’s not a popular 
thing to say.

YOUNG: In terms of critical responses, have you encountered curious 
claims of influence by critics who have written on your work? Ernest 
Gaines in particular often finds that he has been influenced by writers 
he has repeatedly said he had never read or didn’t find relevant to his 
writing—and he began saying this long before many of these younger 
commentators were born. In trying to draw a relationship between him 
and the writers certain critics believe influenced him, they overlook the 
writers and works that did have a profound influence on his develop-
ment as a writer. So, have there been instances in which someone has 
said Jeffery Renard Allen’s work, whether it’s been your first novel, your 
poetry, or your recent collection of stories, has been influenced in ways 
that are actually far-fetched or simply not true?

ALLEN: I’ve had a bit of that. I think for the most part that I do admire 
some of the comparisons that have been made of my work. I’ve been 
compared to Ellison and Faulkner, James Joyce, and even the great jazz 
artist Charlie Parker. I might feel differently when I’m older and more 
established, but right now I think it’s flattering to see my work discussed 
in relationship to some of the literary greats we had to read when we 
were students.

YOUNG: You’ve published two books of poetry along with your novel 
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and book of stories, but you’re mostly known as a fiction writer. How 
different is your approach to writing poetry as compared to writing 
fiction?

ALLEN: I think because they are different genres, I work differently at 
them. You can work on a poem in a ten minute slot of time and then 
come back and work on it more in another small slot of time, but it is a 
very different discipline being a fiction writer because you have to work 
at it many long hours. I don’t mean to say that poets don’t put many 
hours into their work, because they do, but it’s just a different way of 
being in the world when you write one versus the other.

YOUNG: Do you prefer one to the other?

ALLEN: I prefer poetry in the sense that in some ways it can be less 
demanding, but I think I get the most satisfaction from writing fiction.

YOUNG: Although you were known as a fiction writer early on, weren’t 
your first publications poetry?

ALLEN: I think the first thing I published was a poem in a local poetry 
magazine in Chicago. I think it was called Letter X. I was a late starter 
and was already in my mid-twenties by then.

YOUNG: Jumping from your early poetry publications to your first nov-
el, how did you feel about the kind of reception Rails Under My Back 
received?

ALLEN: In terms of reception, you, you must mean critical reception 
(laughs), because it wasn’t a best seller or anything like that. It did the 
average for a literary novel, but that doesn’t translate into a lot of cash. 
However, I was very pleased with it. I mean, and let me say this in the 
humblest way I can, I worked many years on it, and I knew it was a 
good novel because of all of the work I invested in writing it. So I hoped 
it would do well and garner some critical attention. But the same is true 
of the stories in Holding Pattern: I worked hard on them, too. I’m not 
trying to say that hard work always pays off with a successful piece of 
writing, but it usually does if you’re more than an amateur or novice 
writer.
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YOUNG: I still think of you as a Chicagoan, but at times I still think of 
myself the same way. However, you’ve lived in New York for a long 
time now. So what’s it been like for you as a former resident of the 
Second City?

ALLEN: I’ve lived in New York for almost eighteen years now, so I man-
age living there just fine. I moved there when I took a job teaching as a 
member of the English faculty at Queens College, which is part of the 
City University of New York, and now I also teach in the MFA Writing 
Program at the New School, where I work with graduate students. I like 
teaching, but it takes away from your writing, of course. But teaching 
also helps you learn a lot about your own work and your ideas about 
writing.

YOUNG: Your fiction always contains great blues lines for your readers 
to discover. For example, in “Shimmy,” one of the pieces included in 
Holding Pattern, there’s a line that says, “If you’re going to walk on my 
heart, please take off your shoes.” What inspires your use of this kind 
of language?

ALLEN: That’s a line from Sterling Plumpp, the great blues poet we both 
studied under at UIC. He might have said it in a class sometime. If it’s 
not something he’s published in one of his many books, it’s something 
from the oral culture he draws from in his work and which he taught 
us to make use of when we were younger writers. Many of the stories 
in the collection and much of the writing in the novel were inspired by 
the blues. Even if I wrote the most memorable lines in those books, and 
even in my poems, they were often inspired by blues songs. I still think 
of Chicago as a great blues city, and I was fortunate to grow up there 
because I found myself exposed to the best of the blues.

YOUNG: What are other important sources you draw from in your poetry?

ALLEN: A lot of my poetry uses mythology, and I tend not to write poems 
that have narratives or stories; when I think in terms of a narrative or 
story, that tends to become a work of fiction. My poetry draws from my-
thology, especially African and African American mythology, music, and 
things of that nature, so my poetry and fiction are distinct in that way.
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YOUNG: You decided you wanted to be a writer at a fairly young age. 
Can you talk about when you first knew you wanted to write; after all, 
a young man on the South Side of Chicago spending so much time with 
a pen and paper wasn’t necessarily considered hip back then, and we 
didn’t come from neighborhoods where many people read books, and 
who ever gave a thought about writing one? So what influenced you to 
set off in that direction?

ALLEN: I guess it started with me being an avid reader at a young age, 
probably when I was around seven or eight, and also because I was an 
only child. Books back then were good company to me, and I learned to 
enjoy them whenever I needed something to do to pass the time. That 
was long before PlayStations and extended cable, and I didn’t have the 
Ninja Turtles or whatever toys were popular at that time. But I did 
have a library card, and we always kept books in our home. So I began 
to read enthusiastically, and then I started writing things in imitation 
of what I had read. I also tried to write stories in the fashion of the 
movies and television shows I watched—that’s where it began back at 
that early age. But what was strange is I didn’t have a sense of literature 
back then—I mean, what literature is—because it was not something 
we were taught in school. Even when we read a story or a poem in class, 
all we did was try to guess what it meant. But no one took the time to 
try to explain to us about the nature of literature, why it was important, 
and about how literature could help to enrich our lives. That didn’t hap-
pen until I entered college. All writing to me before then was essentially 
the same. In college, however, when I began to take English courses, I 
started to get a sense that there were certain things that writers could 
do with words that could take a work to a higher level than what I had 
previously understood, and that’s when I began to read seriously and 
dedicated myself to studying the craft of writing.

YOUNG: Were there any particular college classes you can recall that 
helped you to develop an understanding of literature?

ALLEN: I suppose some of them were creative writing classes, although 
some people are still reluctant to admit the legitimacy of creative writ-
ing classes in the academy. I am sure there were others, but I can’t recall 
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them right off hand. But the creative writing courses were very import-
ant without a doubt.

YOUNG: I don’t know if you can remember this, but when I first heard 
about you, long before I actually met you on the UIC campus when we 
were undergrads, other students called you “the Black Kurt Vonnegut.”

ALLEN: [Laughter.]

YOUNG: So let me ask you: where did that name come from and how did 
you feel about people calling you that back in the mid 1980s?

ALLEN: Well, I was a big Kurt Vonnegut fan for a long time, and my 
first writings were attempts at satire along the lines of Vonnegut, so I 
wasn’t offended by that particular description of me. Then in one of my 
writing classes someone mentioned Ishmael Reed, someone I had never 
heard of before, so I began to read his work. But the early satirical stuff 
I tried to write never panned out, and that is when I realized I needed to 
be more of a writer who works in realism—realism in the sense of of-
fering a close examination of the various nuances of human life. I really 
don’t know which work I discovered that turned me in the direction of 
realism, but I guess some of the writers whose works were funny but 
realistic at the same time helped me to make the transition from satire 
to narratives based in reality.

YOUNG: In stories going back, I believe, to our days as undergrads, and 
I know definitely back in grad school, you had characters with names 
such as Hatch, Blunt, Jesus, etc. They used to pop up again and again in 
your student stories, and they are present, in name at least, in your first 
novel and some of the Holding Pattern stories. Where did they come 
from and why have the names remained so important to your work?

ALLEN: I’m not sure of the exact origins of a character like Hatch, but I 
think he has always been a kind of alter ego for myself, so I’ve continu-
ally returned to him in stories and in my novel. Yeah, I think it has to do 
with the symbolic possibilities of names and in a larger sense has to do 
with naming traditions in African American culture, and even further 
back to the influence of African traditions in African American life. So 
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I have a number of stories with the character of Hatch in the same way 
that you may have a number of people in Ghana named Kwame only 
because they were born on Sunday. But it is all a part of the quest for 
identity that is so important in the culture and the way that drawing 
from the past is an important aspect in the transmission of culture.

YOUNG: You often mention the importance of Africa to your work, and 
it is interesting to see how your work as a writer has taken you from 
the South Side of Chicago to Africa in a very real and literal sense be-
cause of the writers’ conference you organized on the continent. Will 
you discuss what led you to embark upon that journey and about what 
motivated you to get involved with such an enormous undertaking?

ALLEN: I had already been interested in Africa in terms of my own 
writing, particularly my poetry, especially after I had made a scholarly 
study of several West African cultures and tried to bring some of what 
I learned to my work. I had never visited the continent of Africa until 
2006 when I took a trip to Kenya to visit some friends there and then 
went back to Kenya later that year—in December—to teach in a confer-
ence there. I found it to be a very profound experience being in Kenya 
and being involved with writers from around the Continent. I thought it 
would be great to take that experience to West Africa, and that is where 
I came up with the idea of having a conference in Ghana. It seemed like 
a logical place to hold the conference given Ghana’s connection with 
African Americans since the time of its independence more than fifty 
years ago. So Ghana seemed like the natural place to have it.

YOUNG: Before discussing the conference further, you mentioned the 
influence of African writing, especially West African writing, on your 
poetry. Are there any poets or writers you can think of you who have 
particularly impressed you or influenced some aspect of your work?

ALLEN: Are we speaking of African poets?

YOUNG: Both African poets and African writers in general.

ALLEN: Wow, there are a number of them, but a couple of obvious ones 
stand out, especially since they were the ones I was first exposed to as 
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a student. First, I should mention Wole Soyinka. His poetry and his 
writing in general have had a big impact on what I’ve tried to do with 
some of my poetry. His exploration of Yoruba culture helped to give me 
an indication of how writers can draw from their own native cultures in 
composing literary works, so I would definitely say Soyinka was one of 
those I read who had a major impact on me as a writer.

In terms of African fiction writers, it is important to include Chi-
nua Achebe as well, especially his novel Things Fall Apart, in which he 
demonstrates the unique ability to write about Ibo culture in English 
in such a way that makes readers feel like they are hearing the Ibo 
language sound off of the printed page. That’s an impressive accom-
plishment. Reading him gave me ideas on how to incorporate aspects of 
African American expressive culture into my own work in a way that 
sounds authentic. There are more recent ones, but I think of them more 
as contemporaries, and many are friends.

YOUNG: Going back to the conference, what kind of challenges did you 
face, and what kind of difficulties did you have to overcome in trying to 
organize and run it?

ALLEN: I’d have to say that the biggest challenge was that we started 
from scratch. I basically had the idea of creating a conference, and I 
approached the novelist Arthur Flowers about assisting me with it. Ar-
thur is not only a well-known novelist and teacher, but he also partici-
pated in the 2006 conference in Kenya, and so I began to talk to Arthur 
about some possibilities for funding and a few other things; however, 
we basically started out with nothing and had to find funding sources 
in order to make the conference take place. The easiest part was to get 
commitments from writers to participate and the hardest part was to 
get them there. Luckily, I know a lot of people, and I was able to get the 
commitment of enough writers who were excited about attending and 
teaching there. And then the third person who became instrumental was 
Mohammed Naseehu Ali, a Ghanaian writer I knew from around New 
York. With his help, I began to get some connections to some people 
in Ghana who could assist over there and so on. The help he provided 
was invaluable. I invested so much time in brainstorming about who 
could help us and how we could do it that one piece led to another, and 
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eventually I was able to get the contacts I needed in Ghana. I was also 
able to get the support of NYU—New York University—which has a 
program in Ghana. Our goals for the conference were pretty strongly 
embraced by both NYU and the Republic of Ghana, so with their sup-
port we were able to make the conference into a reality.

YOUNG: Sounds like you had to do a lot of hard work to organize it. 
How about the conference itself—how was it structured?

ALLEN: We had about ten workshops that were taught by a number 
of writers and educators from around the world, and we had nightly 
readings by the faculty members and also by some of the high-profile 
participants. The poet laureate of South Africa, Keorapetse Kgositsile, 
brought up a group of South African writers, and they made import-
ant contributions to the conference, and we highlighted many of those 
writers in the readings and other activities. One, for example, was nov-
elist Niq Mhlongo, who taught a workshop for us, and we also had 
Yusef Komunyakaa teach a poetry workshop. The way things worked 
out, we had ten workshops plus nightly readings during the first week, 
and then we had other participants come in to join us for readings and 
mini-workshops during the second week. But the second week was pri-
marily a retreat that we convened at Kokrobite, just outside of Accra, 
after the first week was held in Accra.

YOUNG: Was there an evaluation taken at the end of the conference or 
anything else to provide feedback from participants and an indication 
of how beneficial the experience might have been for those who attend-
ed?

ALLEN: We didn’t do a survey, so to speak, but we asked people to write 
us directly to discuss how they felt things worked out, and a number 
of individuals expressed how they felt it was a life-changing experience 
for them. Overall, especially from the feedback we received through 
our website, we got the sense that the conference was a tremendous 
success. Motivated by what we heard, we had hoped to do the confer-
ence again, but right now I am not sure if another will be held because 
of the work it requires and our lack of resources. Nevertheless, we had 
over a hundred participants, and I think what we accomplished was 
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pretty impressive considering the fact that we started from scratch and 
were able to put together something of that magnitude in such a short 
period of time.

YOUNG: If you were to attempt organizing the conference again, wouldn’t 
it be easier to stage in terms of generating funding and support because 
of the work you did for the first one?

ALLEN: Funding would be the primary challenge. I don’t think it would 
be any easier, but I do believe we would be able to count on the support 
of NYU again, and having their help from the beginning would serve 
as a great advantage. Although we did not have a lot of corporate and 
institutional funding, it is important that I mention the abundance of 
support we received from writers and scholars such as Edwidge Danti-
cat, Thadious Davis, Edward Jones, Aldon Lynn Nielsen, John Edgar 
Wideman, and many others. They gave us money and other kinds of 
support. We were also aided by writers such as Ernest Gaines and Man-
thia Diawara, among others, who gave us advisory support, and we 
also had the support of publications such as Callaloo and Transitions. 
Altogether, I believe, there were about thirty institutions and organiza-
tions internationally that supported us in one way or another. That was 
a great benefit and we would hope to have that kind of support again.

YOUNG: If people want to know more about the conference, especially 
writers who might want to get involved with the Pan African Literary 
Forum, or individuals who want to find out more about the 2008 con-
ference, is there a website or a way they can get in touch?

ALLEN: Yes. They can go to our website at http://palf.wordpress.com. 
The site offers information and pictures about the first conference and 
everything anyone will need to know about our future plans.

mmm

YOUNG: In terms of your second book of fiction, Holding Pattern, the 
one for which you received the 2009 Ernest J. Gaines Award for Liter-
ary Excellence, were the stories in that collection composed with a book 
in mind, or were they, at least in part, stories you had written separately 
and then combined into a manuscript?
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ALLEN: I always had those particular stories in mind as part of a book. 
I had some other stories that were initially part of this collection, al-
though I can’t remember the exact number. I pulled those stories out to 
make the collection stronger. But I always imagined these stories to be 
part of a book.

YOUNG: In terms of you envisioning them as part of a book, how far 
back does that go—when did these stories start to materialize?

ALLEN: They began to materialize when I was in grad school. That 
means we’re going back to the late 1980s and early 90s. I did the initial 
drafts of some of the stories then, but I then completed my novel, Rails 
Under My Back. That took me about eight years. Once I finished the 
novel, I came back to the stories and began to revise them. That’s how 
the process went.

YOUNG: Which story in the collection is the oldest and which one did 
you write most recently?

ALLEN: If I remember correctly, the oldest story is “The Near Remote,” 
but back then it was called something else. It was also around that time 
that I wrote “The Green Apocalypse,” so those are the oldest stories 
in the collection, and they date back to workshops I took at UIC. The 
newest story in the collection is “Mississippi Story.”

YOUNG: During our visit to the Trinity Book Club here in Lafayette, one 
of the members made a comment about the stories being “less tradition-
al” in the beginning and “more traditional” later in the book. I don’t 
know if she had only one story in mind as more traditional or not, but 
is it possible that she might have meant one or more of the stories you 
just named, especially “Mississippi Story,” since they are the among the 
last stories in the collection?

ALLEN: That they are more traditional stories or less traditional?

YOUNG: More.

ALLEN: That’s funny. When I wrote “Mississippi Story,” for example, I 
thought of it as kind of an experiment, but I guess it might have ended 
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up more traditional than I imagined. It was meant to riff on some expe-
riences I had in Mississippi when I visited Oxford in around 2001. The 
story was inspired by my visit there.

YOUNG: Could it be that the nature of the protagonist’s experiences is 
what she thinks of as more “traditional”? After all, it’s about a contem-
porary African American man visiting a Mississippi that is still deeply 
rooted in a rather unsettled racial past—unsettled, at least, for many 
African Americans.

ALLEN: It probably is a bit traditional in that sense.

YOUNG: Related to something we discussed earlier, at the very beginning 
of Holding Pattern, there is an author’s note that says, “Although the 
name Hatch appears in many of the stories, the readers should not as-
sume the name represents a single, reoccurring character.” A character 
named Hatch also appears in Rails Under My Back, so please go back 
to that issue for a minute: why Hatch, and why the various representa-
tions of a Hatch character?

ALLEN: I think that Hatch is a name that I like. I like it for its symbol-
ic possibilities. I remember when I first heard the name, I think I was 
watching a television news program that used to come on, and it was 
about a murderer named Raymond Hatch, and I said to myself, “Hatch 
is an interesting name.” After that, I began to play around with stories 
featuring characters with that name, but related to what I was saying 
before, my use of the name is a riff on identity, and it explores some of 
the possibilities of African and African American naming traditions.

YOUNG: But in Song of the Shank, I can’t remember a character with 
that name.

ALLEN: [Laughter] No, there is no Hatch in the new novel, or if there is 
he goes by a different name.

YOUNG: Would you mind saying a few words about the novel?

ALLEN: Sure. It is loosely based on a real person, Thomas Greene Wig-
gins, an African American who was born a slave in 1849 but went on 
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to become one of the most celebrated pianists of the nineteenth century. 
He played under the stage name of Blind Tom and played all across the 
United States and throughout England and the Continent from 1855 to 
the early 1880s. At that time, he retired from playing.

YOUNG: Is he a figure in African American and American history that we 
should be familiar with?

ALLEN: He is someone we should all be familiar with, but he is someone 
who has been written out of history, particularly musical history. On 
the one hand, musicologists have little interest in him because some 
have labeled him a musical savant, and for that reason he is often seen 
as a kind of aberration as opposed to a musical genius. On the other 
hand, Blind Tom has not gained widespread interest among African 
Americanists primarily because he was not a folk musician—he did not 
play the kind of music that would eventually become known as ragtime, 
blues, jazz, and gospel. Instead, he was a classical musician, a kind of 
weird classical musician, but a classical musician, nevertheless.

YOUNG: You said that he stopped playing around 1880 and didn’t play 
anymore for the rest of his life, but could that have been because this 
was a time when Vaudeville began and when minstrel shows were a 
highly popular form of entertainment, including Tom Shows? It seems 
like there might have been a lot of demand for someone named Blind 
Tom to conform to the popular tastes of the times and put his passion 
for classical music to the side. So, might his decision to stop playing 
have been a protest against people trying to pressure him to move into 
popular forms of music and prevent them from turning him into a mu-
sical caricature?

ALLEN: I guess that’s certainly a possibility. I think some of the scholar-
ship about him tends to view him as basically an exploited and unen-
lightened musical talent who did nothing to protest his exploitation. It 
may be in actuality that that was the case, but the novel takes the stance 
that he was a person who exercised agency in dictating his destiny. So 
for that reason, I tend to think that he stopped playing as a conscious 
choice or as an act of resistance.
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YOUNG: That brings to mind Phillis Wheatley as someone who, first of 
all, was once berated for some of the same reasons as Blind Tom—as 
someone who supposedly lacked any kind of racial consciousness and 
sense of agency. But also Thomas Jefferson dismissed her abilities as a 
poet by saying she was no more than a mockingbird poet and not one 
capable of creating anything original. Does that make sense in relation-
ship to Thomas Greene Wiggins?

ALLEN: Yes, for sure. I think that Blind Tom has been dismissed for the 
same reasons. For example, I think it was Willa Cather who described 
him as a “human music box.” He was seen by her as a person who did 
nothing other than reproduce music but who had no creativity or imag-
ination behind his musical performances.

YOUNG: So in what context did Willa Cather discuss him: in essays, did 
she fictionalize him in one of her novels or stories, or what?

ALLEN: She actually saw him perform when he came to Nebraska during 
her college days, and she wrote a review of one of his performances. 
Later, in her novel My Antonia she included a character called the Blind 
d’Arnault who was obviously based on Blind Tom.

YOUNG: Do you know of other literary depictions of Blind Tom as a 
character or of characters he might have influenced?

ALLEN: I can’t say right offhand that there are other literary depictions, 
but Wiggins was so well known in his own time that individuals such 
as Mark Twain wrote about him, as well as Ulysses S. Grant, and even 
Harry Houdini. These were people who saw him perform and then 
wrote about what they witnessed. Monroe Trotter was someone else 
who saw him perform, and in response Trotter wrote that Wiggins was 
the greatest musical talent that human history has ever seen. Whether 
his claim has merit or not is something we will never know.

YOUNG: You presented an excerpt from Song of the Shank when you 
read at the University of Louisiana at Lafayette the other day. Would 
you mind discussing that passage and where it takes place in the larger 
narrative?
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ALLEN: It takes place in the first part of the novel, in Part One, which is 
my riff on the Draft Riots that took place in Manhattan in 1863. This 
was the worst race riot to date in our country’s history. Dozens of New 
York’s Black citizens were attacked and killed by poor, disgruntled Irish-
men, who were infuriated over a class-biased Civil War draft, and who 
made us their scapegoats. (Same old same old.) They even burned down 
an orphanage. Many black folk fled Manhattan for the outer boroughs, 
mostly Brooklyn, some never to return. In Song of the Shank, Blacks 
flee to a neighboring island called Edgemere. In reality, there is no such 
island off of the coast of New York City or as part of the greater New 
York metropolitan area, but I’ve invented this particular location and 
setting, as well as the larger world in which it exists. So the scene from 
which I read takes place in this alternative New York City of 1863. The 
Draft Riots break out on the very day Tom gives a concert there. In the 
ensuing chaos, both his stage manager and primary manager—his own-
er, for lack of a better term—are attacked and killed. Tom somehow es-
capes and makes his way back to the apartment where the owner’s wife, 
Eliza Bethune, lives. That’s where this scene begins. I should note that I 
never dramatize the actual attack, primarily because this section of the 
novel is told through Eliza’s eyes. Because all of the city’s black people 
have either been killed or have fled to the island of Edgemere, Tom finds 
himself the last black person left in the city. When the novel opens Eliza 
has kept Tom sequestered for more than three years.

YOUNG: Does the narrative show or imply a romantic involvement be-
tween Blind Tom and Eliza?

ALLEN: There is a slight implication of that, but it never comes to frui-
tion.

YOUNG: What are their ages, especially Tom’s?

ALLEN: Tom would be around 16, and Eliza about 25.

YOUNG: In how much of the novel are you trying to represent actual his-
tory and historical facts and how much would you say is invented: is it 
largely invented, or is there a balance between the two modes?
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ALLEN: It is largely invented. I’ve taken actual people from Tom’s life 
and turned them into completely fictionalized characters. For example, 
an Eliza Bethune was involved in the life of Thomas Greene Wiggins, 
and the same is true of another character I wrote about named Tabbs 
Gross. He was a black entrepreneur from, I believe, Cincinnati, but in 
the novel he also hails from New York City. He not only has an encoun-
ter with Blind Tom, but he emerges as one of the principal characters 
in the narrative.

YOUNG: But from what you said earlier, it seems that Blind Tom, at the 
concert, was accompanied by both his manager and his owner, so it 
seems as if he must have been a slave in New York at this late date in 
history.

ALLEN: He was a slave, indeed. In this scene, although it takes place in 
1863, he is still a slave despite the fact that it’s both in the North and 
after the signing of the Emancipation Proclamation.

YOUNG: Where is Blind Tom from originally?

ALLEN: From Georgia.

YOUNG: Was he born there as a slave to this same owner?

ALLEN: Right.

YOUNG: What is his family background and how did he learn to become 
a musician as a slave deep in the antebellum South?

ALLEN: He had a mother and father and several siblings at home, but 
evidence shows that the musical talent on the Bethune estate was Mrs. 
Bethune, General Bethune’s wife. In actual history, General Bethune 
was Tom’s owner and owned his parents as well as his siblings. His wife 
was a music instructor, and it seems as if Tom heard her play at a very 
early age, when he was around two. Remarkably, he was able to play 
back the things he heard her play. In response, she began to instruct him 
and teach him other songs. So that’s where his initial musical influence 
came from.
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YOUNG: It is interesting when you think of what you’ve written in re-
lationship to the classic slave narrative tradition and what happened 
when Frederick Douglass received instruction on how to read from his 
master’s wife. When Mr. Auld finds out what has been taking place 
between his wife and the slave child, he strictly forbids it. It seems, 
however, that General Bethune did not discourage Mrs. Bethune from 
instructing Tom in music.

ALLEN: I think this might be because General Bethune saw the possibil-
ity of profit with this strange slave child who could play music at such 
a young age.

YOUNG: That also suggests the story of the slave poet, George Moses 
Horton from North Carolina, who also made money for his owner 
through the creation and expression of his art.

ALLEN: These are just two examples of how slaves were exploited for 
profit in ways that are different than the exploitation of their labor in 
fields.

YOUNG: Before we wrap up, your first novel, Rails Under My Back, is 
out of print. It went into a softcover edition with a different publisher 
after its initial hardcover run, but it is no longer available new. Do you 
have plans to get that book back into print?

ALLEN: Yes. Graywolf Press is planning to do a new edition and it will 
be available in print and as an e-book. It will be available in the very 
near future.
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VIOLENCE, FRAGMENTATION & FRAMING 
IN JEFFERY RENARD ALLEN’S 

RAILS UNDER MY BACK
Anne-Marie Paquet-Deyris

As Jeffery Renard Allen’s complex saga in Rails Under My Back chron-
icles the intertwined stories and genealogies of two African American 
families from the South, it also focuses on how early and mid-twenti-
eth-century migration from the Deep South to the urban North shaped 
the families’ contemporary generations. Hatch and Jesus Jones, the nar-
rative’s main characters, are cousins both on their mothers’ and their 
fathers’ sides, the sons of, respectively, Lucifer and Sheila and John and 
Gracie. Thus is formed a tight family constellation that the various nar-
rative voices trace through a century of Black life in America with an 
often disorienting imagery of exodus, exile, and destiny. The core of the 
narratives seems to be “[v]oice[s] and nothing more” as Mladen Dolar 
says in his eponymous critical book. In this highly fractured narrative, 
the multiple and often hardly identifiable voices try to convey the strat-
egies of survival and adaptation of the offspring of four generations of 
African Americans who eventually settled down in the Chicago area. 
Before the actual opening of the novel, the two-fold family tree on the 
flyleaf highlights the destinies of Hatch and his sister Porsha on the one 
hand, and Jesus on the other.

If the main metaphor seems to be that of trains and tracks, the dom-
inant color is the color red of anger, passion, tragedy, and blood. The 
character of Jesus Jones exemplifies this internal, and at times external-
ized, fury. The angry young man is emblematically dressed in red and em-
bodies the late 1980s overflow of violence and drugs in the megalopolis. 
The intricate tale the narrative voices spin therefore unfolds as a history 
of violence and its variations in the form of a peculiar epic. Multivocal, 
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its prose is alternately wide and ample, clipped and terse, poetic and 
crude. As Allen indicated in an unpublished interview with French schol-
ar Françoise Palleau-Papin, its major musical model is guitar player Jimi 
Hendrix whose style had “a thematic, stylistic, and structural influence 
on the novel.” But how do the various voices combine and function in 
the book’s four sections and fifty-five chapters of varying length?

Lives in transit
Stephen Donadio uses the phrase “Lives in transit” in his New York 
Times review of Allen’s novel, “Keeping Up With the Joneses,” in which 
he offers insights into the characters’ family lineages. Before the actual 
beginning of the narrative, so as to materialize on the page both con-
nection and fragmentation, Allen inserts two complex family trees for 
the Griffiths and the Simmonses. His use of “Seasonal Travel” as a title 
for Part One, which opens with “Long before Jesus entered the world 
[…],” foregrounds the narrative’s multiple time and space frames. In the 
text’s closure, the inscription of the date “12/12/90–3/6/98 New York, 
Chicago, New York” (563) also charts another journey apparently cor-
responding to the actual writing span of the novel and in turn reflecting 
fragments of Jeffery Renard Allen’s own biographical itinerary. Born 
in Chicago in 1962 where he earned his doctorate from the University 
of Illinois, Allen began working in 1992 as an assistant professor at 
Queens College in New York City. This parallel trajectory serves as 
a backdrop generating traces, which sometimes resurface in the nov-
el under the guise of a phantasmagorical topography and specific itin-
eraries that the characters follow. As in a docudrama, the fantasized, 
the fictional and the actual cross-fertilize so that the fractured plot and 
multiplicity of often-aborted storylines pose the central question of the 
power of the voice in the diegesis. It causes some characters never to re-
appear or to reappear only at the narrative’s very end. In “City Dream” 
for example, the final part of the narrative, Jesus eventually takes center 
stage again. Caught in the grip of his own unproductive obsession and 
bent on intrafamilial murder, he eventually fulfills the mission that he 
thinks will forever change the course of his angry, bitter life:

Jesus now has to think the obvious: over the previous days Freeze 
had come to believe that Jesus was buying time or, worse, that he 
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had failed in his mission. Empty, the mission had filled him like city 
wind. And he expanded from within, for Freeze had chosen him 
[…] And he felt the gathering, his moving toward, growing closer 
toward his terminal point, where choices of destination narrowed 
to one, and where all possible movements and gestures became a 
single definitive act. […] Better days are coming. Never has he been 
so certain about anything. Certainty moves red through his body 
like lasers. (486)

The notion of transit that structures—and actually most often destruc-
tures—the characters’ lives, evolves into a more radical form of transi-
tion in this particular instance. It turns into actual and definite passage, 
a loaded term in African American history where it immediately evokes 
the Middle Passage of enslaved Africans across the Atlantic. The entire 
text seems to be tracing the transitional stages and ages of the differ-
ent figures passing through the narrative while the genealogical tree 
exposes the only type of straight and unequivocal connections existing 
between them. Starting with the chapter titled Seasonal Travel at the 
beginning of the novel, and others such as Chosen (49), South (425), 
and finally City Dream (483), the voices track various characters, con-
stantly shifting from one perspective to another and often turning into 
floating and at times barely identifiable voices. For example, late in the 
novel words appear inexplicably, stemming from an unknown source: 
“Words shimmered and wavered. Folded, collapsed into one another” 
(540).

In this respect, the collection of documents mostly gathered in the 
fourth section, City Dream, greatly contributes to the polyphonic di-
mension of the saga. Fragmentation is first and foremost materialized 
by the disrupted narrative structure itself but it also inscribes itself visu-
ally on the page with a duplication of fragments of Lula Mae’s Bible’s 
title and final pages for instance (524–6), or the receipt of a contribu-
tion to the NAACP (526), and a variety of other items. Beyond the 
mosaic of literary references to Stephen Crane’s 1895 poems The Black 
Riders and Other Lines or James Joyce and his structural quest motif, 
of Xerox copies of actual objects as traces of the real, or of intrusions of 
reality and of known and unknown voices into the diegesis, what is tru-
ly striking and inescapable in Allen’s prose is the sense of an unfinished 
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task being carried over from one generation to the next, of interlocking 
lives whose secret ties sometimes resurface in highly phantasmagorical 
ways. The notions of transit and transition then take center stage as 
they inscribe themselves on the page as a visual maze forever testing 
the reader’s decoding capacity. As in a vast construction game, meaning 
can only flow from an understanding of violence as the main backdrop 
against which men and women evolve and define themselves. As a con-
sequence, the concept of place seems to be dislocated and reinvented 
as well as reinvested in the fictional patchwork. Hatch’s or Jesus’s lives 
can only make sense if reinterpreted within the specific time pattern and 
geographical framework of the narrative. The ancestors’ journeys are 
often chronicled as an “exodus,” but the very notion shuttles between 
meanings and forms as some characters reinterpret it in their own spe-
cific and peculiar manners. In the opening section of the narrative, the 
voice insists on Jesus’ own mental representation of his grandmother’s 
flight to New Mexico:

Jesus was convinced that her exodus had strangled any impulse her 
surviving children—his mother and aunt—had to get close to her, 
and had ripped open his life, for an eye, like a shattered mirror, 
multiplies the images of its sorrow. The years only deepened the 
sorrow his family had in common. Even a hatred like hot ice could 
not halt destiny. (3)

The conflation of the two semantic fields of exodus and seething ha-
tred corrupting the family circle materializes the long trail of sorrow 
the voice traces throughout the narrative, already proleptic of the long 
trail of blood Jesus will leave behind. The image of the eye being cut 
open and indefinitely duplicated reflects fragments that already herald 
the bloodletting that is about to begin. The cutting and ripping images 
prematurely force the notion of blood to be actualized, blurring the 
distinction between the figurative and the literal blood. Jesus’ character 
is, and will remain, literally imprisoned in a bloodline, caught up in a 
haunted literalization of it, the way Copper, Ernest J. Gaines’s doomed 
mulatto hero in the story “Bloodline,” is when striking back at his white 
uncle. Jeffery Renard Allen’s narrator chronicles the central trauma at 
the heart of the family history while literally giving it an organic and 
musical form:
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Long before Jesus entered the world, blades of southern grass sliced 
up the soles of his grandmother’s feet. Her blood leaped from the 
danger, drew back into the farthest reaches of her heart, and the 
roots of her soul pulled away from the sharp earth which had nur-
tured her. […] We martyr to motion. In step with the flowing sweep 
of her garments, an undercurrent of rhythm, she cut the final strings 
of attachment, her children, and on a rich spring day cut a red path 
to New Mexico… (3)

Lula Mae’s cardinal sin is thus directly and insistently invoked as a 
point of origin. Despite his multiple attempts at severing himself from 
this red matrix, Jesus will end up imprinting the same type of bloody 
pace on his relatives’ lives and his own. The rhythm seems to substitute 
for the narrative’s abrupt transitions even though, paradoxically, the 
disconnected storylines stemming from some characters’ decisions not 
to make certain choices and from their own unproductive obsessions, 
compel the reader to work on seams, on junctions and disjunctions. 
Capturing what could be called the diegetic beat, the complex relation 
between orality, violence, and music becomes his prime task, the red 
thread connecting the novel’s diverse sections.

The tense and violent fabric of linguistic matter
Time, place, narrative, and viewpoint are so fractured in Rails Under 
My Back that it is impossible to categorize the text as being fully and 
simply part of the family saga genre. Its episodic structure, folkloric 
allusions (such as the hog-killing ritual in the South), and its Black post-
modernist expression resembling Toni Morrison’s Jazz or Charles John-
son’s Middle Passage, confer on the text a new syncopated, jazz-like 
rhythm in a “post-postmodernist” mode at times departing from any 
form of realistic narrative to slide into daydreaming or private fantasy, 
“at the edge of the dream” as the narrator says in Jazz. The sudden 
breaks in the text’s rhythm are redoubled by the swift narrative shifts 
in the intermingling storylines all originating in an ancient one whose 
various branches intersect at seminal moments. Allen uses his training 
as a poet to play with the texture and resonance of words as he does 
in his 2006 collection, Stellar Places. In it, the same strands of imagery 
resurface. In “Night (Against Death),” he articulates the same dark vi-
sions in an indeterminate asphalt jungle:
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i. 
Waves ripple over a 
Barrier of bone 
I’m wet with another life 
Though blades of ocean 
Bleed sky 
Though sand 
be redder now 
No distant ship is beyond 
my horizon 
ii 
Days later and 
in another city 
I stand on the other side of life (91)

In Rails Under My Back, Allen composes a new linguistic fabric 
that ceaselessly oscillates between repetition and discontinuation and 
generates what Françoise Palleau-Papin calls “a tension between some 
repetition close to ecstasy and the breach of improvisation or synco-
pation” (96). Musician Jimi Hendrix often resurfaces in Allen’s work 
as a central influence. His familiarity with musical quotations as in his 
telltale piece “Voodoo Child (Slight Return)” has a direct impact on the 
author’s own practice and tempo. The hectic rhythm of various pas-
sages allows for backward and forward leaps in time and space, which 
open violently onto parallel dimensions of narration and alternate re-
alities in the characters’ lives. Even episodes of male or female bond-
ing in the narrative seem to have been wrought in adversity. The scene 
when Hatch’s sister, Porsha, remembers making friends with Nia, for 
example, is structured as another flashback returning her to a seminal 
moment of verbal violence:

She needed to see Nia tonight. The need burned upriver to her 
heart. Their friendship held strong and unabated across twenty 
years’ time. The thought circled about her mind. She urged the cab 
forward. Ah, it had already entered South Shore. She saw the build-
ings of her childhood, realized that the cab was taking her both 
backward and forward in space.

Chitty chitty bang bang 
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Sitting on a fence 
[…] 
She missed, she missed, she missed like this.

Two motion-chasing loops, one loop travelling to where the other 
had already been. Two girls turned the rope, while a third girl, tur-
key-short and round, jumped. […]

Yeah, you as big as Africa too, a boy said. His grin glinted like his 
glasses, thick cloudy lenses held on his face by an elastic strap that 
pinched his slick-bean head.

Shut up, old four eyes. 
Least I ain’t got four stomachs. 
Yo mamma. 
Yo greasy grandmamma. (291–2)

The violence of the anatomical details thrown in each opponent’s teeth 
heralds the hardening nature of the fights to come. In this verbal duel, 
violence is thinly disguised as humor as the pace of the exchange quick-
ens. Nia’s impetus while jumping rope and talking back is emblematic 
of the characters’ drive. Describing movement turns performative and 
the voice seems to simultaneously stem from and generate this type of 
staccato and hallucinatory rhythm. The mutual influence of words over 
rhythm and words over words informs the entire narrative. The mate-
rial depth one word acquires in the course of the narrative increases in 
a palimpsest-like thickness shaped by its past usages and thickens with 
each new reformulation. “Red” and “rails” would of course be prime 
examples in the text as they mold and structure entire sections of the 
narrative. In City Dream for instance, when Hatch and his friend Abu 
encounter the riders, the variations on the terms “red,” “stars,” “pos-
sibilities flying,” and “darkness” weave a pattern of violence, but also 
wedge a strange opening into the text echoing throughout the other sec-
tions of the narrative. Echoing from an unknown dimension, the voice 
already paves the way for the final departure from the realistic narrative 
thread. The infinite “possibilities” it touches on shatter the limits of 
a mere description of a bloody demonstration in the heart of the city. 
Language itself seems to be erasing any potential literary reference. Par-
adoxically, the distant play on Milton’s description of Hell in Paradise 
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Lost eventually dissolves into an alternate narrative dimension where 
darkness itself becomes invisible, literally unmentionable as language 
turns into a medley of instant impressions, fleeting flashes and images, 
pure sensitiveness, beyond conventional “representation.” The color 
red lives on, “floats on,” independently from any character to back it 
up, and figures unadulterated violence:

Cops red-stain faces with straight-beamed flashlights. Blinded, 
Hatch brings language rightly to his tongue. You fucking pig!

The blue wood horses gallop off into shadows. The blue cops 
scuttle forward. The square street breaks into shapeless chance. 
Hatch stands silent and even, breathing in and out, staring at waves 
of cops. Uncertain. Possibilities flying apart at the speed of thought.

Butcher-fashion, a cop chops downward at Hatch with his billy 
club. Hatch meets the hatchet with Mr. Pulliam’s old army bag. The 
nightstick recalls its circle and sets out again. Hatch can see the 
cop clearly before him, gnats crashing into his glass face mask. His 
eyes turn into stars. Hatch keeps his shield high and searches about 
him, searches, needing, hoping, wishing for more invisible darkness. 
(561)

In Rails Under My Back, even narrative traces eventually vanish in a 
vast postmodern, frame-breaking movement and seem to mirror soci-
ety’s dissolving systems of values. In the end, the voices are not even 
“tryin to represent” any longer, as No Face the Thief claims he does.

Alternate frames: redesigning the standard racial discourse
Quite a few chapters end with uncharted space, an opaque zone 

where characters and codes of conduct disappear. Most young men in 
Rails Under My Back try to acknowledge the nurturing value of the 
past and open up onto the future, but most of them, except possibly 
for Hatch who’s been looking up to Lucifer as the most responsible 
and stable of fathers, mainly wander about without proper guidance, 
forever lost in the maze of blood relationships. Jesus for example, as-
suredly the most violent of all the characters in the narrative, eventu-
ally murders his own uncle in a red blaze. His former impression of 
utter disconnectedness eventually becomes the core of his new sense 
of existence:
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It seems the most intimate moment he has ever known. He can see 
back through the years, far back to a time that might have been 
the beginning of what he was feeling now. Everything now seems 
disconnected from what he had done before and what he will do 
after. (520)

In this instance, the merging of time redefines a new cartography. The 
text’s rapid shifts in time and space also reflect the cruel twists and turns 
in family bonds. In Allen’s fiction, the family circle becomes an unstable 
configuration at the core of another uncertain arrangement of shifting ele-
ments about history and the self. He actually sets out to explore its aspects 
in a very different mode of representation of “race.” In Rails, the central-
ity of race in the African American experience is primarily questioned 
by the way in which the relationships between different stories—and the 
relationships between those stories and a larger meaningful narrative—of-
ten remain unclear. In this sense, the various voices interacting constitute 
socially subversive interventions. As critic Keith Byerman explains:

Allen, like Colson Whitehead in The Intuitionist and Walter Mosley 
in Blue Light, makes use of aspects of the culture without assuming 
race as a fundamental element of either characters or stories. These 
writers generate very different sets of metaphors and narrative ap-
proaches in places where one would expect to find the standard 
racial discourse. This is part of what makes their work disconcerting 
and problematic for reviewers and critics. (20)

The storylines’ aborted sequences and consequences redefine the 
notion of plot and they also disrupt the central concepts of charac-
ter and Blackness, not to mention those of protagonist and antagonist, 
hero and antihero. Like the two programmatic genealogical trees on the 
book’s preliminary pages announcing the key railroad metaphor, voices, 
rather than deeply defined characters, trace an endless maze of inter-
mingled branches and echoes. But these are voices that operate at once 
as mere, pure voices and speech, intelligible, meaningful voices, so that 
the crucial divide between the word and the voice eventually dissolves, 
just like the partition between narrative and dialogue. The ambivalent 
discourse unfolding in some chapters against the violent contemporary 
backdrop of projects and gangs literally manifests new measures of 
right and wrong, introducing different standards of judgment. The text 
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is a jungle where metaphorical networks, lines of dialogue and literary 
references eventually merge to clear a new form of space only distantly 
related to the former militant ones like Ralph Ellison’s dark cave at the 
end of Invisible Man:

We the Stonewall Aces, Birdleg said. 
The what? Hatch said. 
Yeah, Abu echoed, the what? 
The Stonewall Aces. 
I ain’t no Ace, Hatch said. I’m a spade. 
I’m an Ace, Jesus said. 
Yeah, Abu said. A red one. An ace of hearts. 
Yo mamma like it. 
You walked. Birdleg pointed to white smoke lifting from a manhole. 
That’s smoke from the underground city. 
From where? 
Ain’t yall never heard of the underground city? 
Sure. 
You walked. (501)

Staging his own investigation against the Black community’s back-
ground, Jeffery Renard Allen explores the mechanisms of violence in a 
strangely systematic way for, as he told Michael Antonucci in his 2005 
interview for Other Voices, he wanted to make sense of the Black-on-
Black form of violence he witnessed in his own native Chicago neigh-
borhood while growing up in the 1980s:

Violence of this form was happening across the country, but there 
was no fiction by young African American writers addressing it. 
[…] I wanted to write about subjects that people did not want to 
talk about. I do think that it’s a writer’s job to put the dirty stuff in 
people’s faces to make sure they see it.

And indeed what Allen does provide is a staging of violence and of 
the way in which it shapes and distorts family bonds at large. In 2005, 
when asked to work on significant passages from the novel for a class 
on African American Literature, French Master’s students at Rouen 
University immediately focused on the conflicts in the text. They also si-
multaneously pinpointed the fact that this family saga does not really fit 
in the conventional boundaries of the genre and constantly plays with 
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muffled echoes of canonical African American texts. But beyond the 
reflection on the loss of literary models, what truly fascinated them is 
precisely the process of extinction working in inverse proportion to the 
proliferation of voices in the narrative. Recording and questioning the 
different ways in which violence against men, women, or entire commu-
nities may be manifested against the backdrop of enduring social myths 
about race, gender, and aggression became their prime analytical meth-
od. The final section of the novel seems to perfectly enact this entropic 
movement. Chapter fifty-five eventually actualizes the central notion of 
disappearance as Jesus’s old persona becomes literally and metaphor-
ically extinct, about to be reborn under another form, or rather force 
spinning out of narrative control: “His naked feet rumble. Fire. Flame. 
Force. Foundation splinters. Concrete powders. Motion overpowers his 
stomach” (563). Here, Jesus’s character emblematically severs all ties 
with his past and the inner city inferno, however reminiscent his past 
may be of previously recognizable discourses on race. The very nature 
of the voice then is even more problematic as it can only chronicle his 
fragmented journey through time and space up to a certain point. As 
in Toni Morrison’s Song of Solomon, the voice eventually has to depart 
from realistic narration and slip into another narrative level, further 
evading actual articulation and inscription:

Without wiping away the tears, taking a deep breath, or even bend-
ing his knees— [Milkman] leaped. As fleet and bright as a lodestar 
he wheeled toward Guitar and it did not matter which one of them 
would give up his ghost in the killing arms of his brother. For now 
he knew what Shalimar knew: If you surrendered to the air, you 
could ride it. (341)

Here as well, the journey continues beyond the limits of the text. Like 
Milkman in the concluding chapter of Morrison’s novel, Jesus inte-
grates an alternate mythical dimension that cannot be circumscribed by 
the narrative framework. But unlike this final medley of genres in Song 
of Solomon, Rails Under My Back’s narration does literalize postmod-
ernism’s frame-breaking technique by fragmenting from the start, not 
only the frame itself, but its voices as well, and the stories, characters, 
and bonds they apocalyptically but seductively chronicle, hurling them 
all down Stellar (interstitial) Places:
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Take your forged spirit / smash 
the mirrors 
New worlds to see 
Wave on, wave on 
Until we meet again: (“Black Gold” 166)
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THE RED STAIN OF LOVE & BETRAYAL 
IN RAILS UNDER MY BACK

Pamela R. Fletcher

Jesus, the protagonist in Jeffery Renard Allen’s Rails Under My Back, 
finds himself feeling aimless, uncertain, and unloved at the age of sev-
enteen. These emotions lead him to seek direction and meaning through 
his choice to commit murder. According to the narrative, his mission

filled him like city wind. And he expanded from within, for Freeze 
had chosen him—truth to tell, it is not clear to him if either of them 
had made a choice; circumstances had chosen them, commanded 
them—faith in knowing he would never disappoint. […] Never has 
he been so certain about anything. Certainty moves red through his 
body like lasers. (486)

Jesus now believes that the completion of the mission will end his feel-
ing of uncertainty and his lack of purpose. Better yet, it will empower 
him.

Earlier, when Freeze (who appears to be a gang leader) informs Je-
sus of his father John’s transgression and Jesus’s responsibility to settle 
the score, it seems that Jesus may have accepted the charge to prevent 
any harm from happening to his family. Although Freeze doesn’t state 
explicitly the implications of Jesus’s refusal to do the deed, Freeze gives 
Jesus an alternative. But Jesus: “halted Freeze’s words with his palms. 
Pushed them back. Wait. Feet carried him away. He didn’t want to hear 
any more” (48). At this point, the reader considers the author’s reason 
for naming the young villainous character “Jesus.” Does he really con-
sider himself some kind of redeemer? In Allen’s upside-down universe, 
Jesus Jones is, after all, the chosen one. Even Hatch, Jesus’s cousin, 
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reluctantly acknowledges Jesus’s unique position when he learns that 
Freeze has set Jesus on the mission: “Jesus? Why Jesus? Ask yourself. 
Hatch looked outside himself, like a passenger in a car. Yes, he thought. 
Yes. Jesus. No one else. It made perfect sense” (352). As a little boy, 
Jesus considers himself a savior:

I’m gon be baptized, Jesus said.  
Why? Hatch said.  
So I can save.  
Save what? (536)

Initially, the young Jesus appears confused, thinking that through the 
submergence he will receive the power to save rather than become 
saved. Yet, given the placement of this passage in “City Dream,” the 
last section of the novel, coming through his mother Gracie’s memory, 
the young Jesus’s assertion is quite significant. In Jungian psychology, 
the Christ child is a manifestation of the child archetype, representing 
the future, rebirth, and salvation. The child archetype often works in 
conjunction with the hero archetype to create the child-hero. In “City 
Dream,” Jesus commits murder; yet, the reader has to constantly put all 
the disparate parts together to make sense of why Jesus views his action 
as redemptive.

One of the clues to the mystery begins to unfold early. At the very 
end of the first section, “Seasonal Travel,” Jesus, after agreeing to com-
mit murder for Freeze, wonders, “But would [Freeze] accept any col-
or or shape of pay?” (48). Although Freeze has fingered John, Jesus’s 
father, Jesus wonders if a substitute for John would suffice. In “City 
Dream,” it becomes clear that Lucifer, John’s brother and Jesus’s uncle, 
becomes the surrogate father, if you will, the new target. But why?

In “Chosen,” the second section of Rails, John and Lucifer meet at 
the train station before John departs for Washington, DC and then New 
York. John tells his wife, Gracie, that it will be a short trip, that he’ll call 
her when he arrives in DC However, his small suitcase is too heavy for 
such a short trip. Consequently, Gracie believes John has disappeared 
and sends Lucifer to find him. Jesus, though, is not aware that John is 
missing, as he’s not even aware that John has left town. The last time 
they saw each other was on that fateful Christmas night when Jesus and 
Lucifer had an altercation, which caused Hatch to call the police.
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That Christmas evening, the tension coming through the door with 
Jesus is palpable:

No one had seen him in almost a month, since Thanksgiving, the 
scorched form of his body imprinted on Gracie’s couch, her kitchen 
chair. His presence lay on Gracie’s house […] thick and black. But 
his termite absence had eaten into the carved wooden armrests of 
her couch and chairs. (361)

Soon Jesus takes offense to Lucifer’s referring to him as a boy: “You see 
a boy you slap a boy. Sarcastic motherfucker” (366). And, this remark 
leads Lucifer to punch Jesus, knocking him to the other side of the 
room. Jesus then leaps up and charges Lucifer.

Even though Lucifer throws the first punch, Hatch tells the police 
that Jesus started the fight. This scene is a riff on the biblical scene of 
Jesus of Nazareth in the Garden of Gethsemane when Judas Iscariot 
appears with the Roman guards and the Jewish priests:

Now he that betrayed him gave them a sign, saying, Whomsoever I 
shall kiss, that same is he: hold him fast. And forthwith he came to 
Jesus, and said, Hail, master; And kissed him. And Jesus said unto 
him, Friend, wherefore art thou come? Then came they, and laid 
hands on Jesus, and took him away. (Matthew 26: 48–50).

Just as Judas betrays Jesus of Nazareth in the Garden of Gethse-
mane, Hatch betrays Jesus Jones in his mother’s house: “Transformer, 
Jesus says when he can speak” (Allen 368). In this statement, Jesus 
accuses Hatch, his cousin and dear childhood friend, “[k]in in will and 
act” (14), of becoming his enemy. Moreover, in anger, Jesus’s parents 
tell the police to arrest him. The police officer’s response, “There real 
crime out there” (369) is a riff on what Governor Pontius Pilate says to 
the crowd regarding Jesus of Nazareth, “Why, what evil hath he done?” 
(Matthew 27: 23). In this scene, the reader detects a dubious reason for 
Jesus’s decision to sacrifice his uncle Lucifer to spare his father, John.

In using the names Jesus and Lucifer, Allen may stir up the emo-
tions of Christian readers who would be inclined to grapple with his 
intention. Doesn’t the Bible contain indisputable truth? Why would the 
author dishonor the sacredness of Jesus’s name? Why would Allen give 
such a holy name to such an unholy character? And, in compounded 
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confusion, they may wonder why Allen would use the name Lucifer 
for a character who seems rather harmless and insignificant. Christian 
readers may be incredulous to learn that Allen views the Bible as some 
sort of mythology, which he chooses to subvert with his own notions. 
Yet, Allen’s curious use of the name “Lucifer” has little to do with their 
understanding of its origin. As a matter of fact, according to biblical 
scholars, lucem ferre, the Latin term for “Lucifer,” is an ancient name 
for “bearer of light.” In A Pilgrim’s Path: Freemasonry and the Reli-
gious Right, John J. Robinson writes:

In the original Hebrew text, the fourteenth chapter of Isaiah is not 
about a fallen angel, but about a fallen Babylonian king, who during 
his lifetime had persecuted the children of Israel. It contains no 
mention of Satan, either by name or reference. The Hebrew scholar 
could only speculate that some early Christian scribes, writing in the 
Latin tongue used by the Church, had decided for themselves that 
they wanted the story to be about a fallen angel, a creature not even 
mentioned in the original Hebrew text, and to whom they gave the 
name, “Lucifer.” (47-48)

Subsequently, scholars, authorized by King James I to translate the Bi-
ble, did not use the original Hebrew text, but based their translations 
on the work of St. Jerome of the fourth century. Therefore, over the 
centuries, Lucifer, whom St. Jerome referred to as “Day star, son of the 
Dawn,” erroneously became known as Satan, the Devil, and the Prince 
of Darkness, who reigns in hell (47–8).

Regardless of the possibility of Christian readers protesting his use 
of the names Jesus and Lucifer, Allen cleverly conflates Christ known 
as the “bright morning star” (Revelations 22:16) with Lucifer, known 
as the fallen bright morning star (Isaiah 14:12). In this conflation, Al-
len complicates the plot, causing the reader to wonder about the real 
meaning of Freeze’s mission. Three questions abound: Now that Jesus 
has decided to sacrifice Lucifer to appease Freeze, what or who does 
Lucifer represent? If Jesus is the “hero,” is Lucifer the “shadow” at 
war with Jesus? Or, are Jesus and Lucifer one and the same, engaged in 
self-conflict?

On the one hand, the conflict between Jesus and Lucifer could be 
symbolic of good versus evil (even reminiscent of Satan tempting Jesus 
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for forty days and nights, Matthew 4:1–11). On the other hand, the 
conflict could actually stem from an unconscious war between father 
and son. Early in Rails, Jesus’s red hair is vividly described: “high and 
crenellated, a rooster’s comb” (Allen 8). Similarly, Lucifer has a “red 
widow’s peak, a blade so sharp it would surely wound” (519). In his 
childhood memories, Jesus identifies John as, “this man [I] knew as 
[my] father” (12) and refers to Lucifer as, “my uncle, so-claimed” (13).

Although, Lucifer (Jesus’s uncle) considers Gracie (Jesus’s mother) 
ugly, it is quite possible that the two had a brief affair seventeen years 
prior while Lucifer, John, and their wives shared an apartment for a year 
before the brothers left for Vietnam. The couples continued to share the 
same apartment for seven more years after the brothers returned from 
the war. If such a thing had happened, perhaps Sheila (Gracie’s sister 
and Lucifer’s wife) may have some inkling of their infidelity, for she 
knows that “Gracie liked to graze in other people’s meadows” (163). 
And, perhaps, unconsciously, Jesus knows that Lucifer is his biological 
father and sets out to kill him; perhaps, his anger stems from the lie 
Lucifer, John, and their wives have conspired to tell Jesus regarding his 
father’s true identity.

As Jesus contemplates his mission to kill “his father,” he recalls: 
“For years, [he] had lain awake at night and breathed the colors of Lula 
Mae’s hair on the pillow. And for the length of this day, he heard Lu-
cifer’s grave voice broadcasting from another world, dreamed Lucifer’s 
red widow’s peak. […] inside his plagued sleep” (519). According to 
Jungian dream theory, the color red may symbolize the true connection 
between Jesus and Lucifer (Jung 55). When mentioning Jesus to John, 
Lucifer recalls “the boy’s birth, noises like an angry cat” (62). Luci-
fer’s thoughts reveal an ambiguous but pointed remark: “[r]ed curse 
of a son” (62). Whose son, his or John’s? Perhaps the source of Jesus’s 
plagued sleep is his grief over his being considered the pariah of the 
Jones family. The mystery surrounding Jesus evokes the mystery of Lula 
Mae’s past.

Jesus is gravely preoccupied with the history of Lula Mae’s deser-
tion of her young daughters, Sheila and Gracie. His grandmother has 
clearly set the tone for the estranged relationships that the Jones fam-
ily perpetuates. The past has determined the future. Gracie and John 
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are married in name only, resulting in John’s coming and going for ten 
years, as if he’s a visitor. In addition, John and Jesus have no emotional 
connection; in fact, John is closer to Hatch, his nephew, Lucifer’s ac-
knowledged son. If Lucifer is actually Jesus’s father, then Lucifer has 
abandoned Jesus, just as Lula Mae had abandoned her children. Conse-
quently, being a victim of her mother’s emotional distance, apparently 
Gracie cannot connect emotionally to her own child. According to the 
narrative, “Jesus was convinced that [Lula Mae’s] exodus had strangled 
any impulse her surviving children—his mother and aunt—had to get 
close to her, and had ripped open his life, for an eye, like a shattered 
mirror, multiplies the images of sorrow” (3). In his grief and confusion 
regarding the emotional, familial disconnection he feels, Jesus responds 
too readily to Freeze, who fosters insight and a new identity:

His new understanding does nothing to lessen his rage.… Remem-
bers the future that will forever erase his past. Knows that his red 
will put him on the map, red lines red places. Large, out there: a red 
astronaut cut free from his ship, enough oxygen only for himself, 
floating in blackness. (519-520)

Anticipating autonomy from his family, Jesus believes that in his own 
fashion, he will redeem his sordid family history, erect a better future 
for himself and, in the process, create a legend.

While Jesus feels compelled to erase Lula Mae’s betrayal from the 
family history, Spokesman, a long-time friend of John and Lucifer, 
knows that such erasure cannot be done: “History is all matter, and 
matter cannot be destroyed. The moon pulls on the tides. The earth on 
a passing comet. But the object itself is not changed. Simply its path, 
the track or trace. And that track is external, nonessential to the object 
itself” (395). The family’s history is set, though it has a powerful in-
fluence on the family’s future. Although Jesus attempts to do whatever 
he deems necessary to physically separate himself from the family, he 
cannot emotionally and spiritually separate himself from his kin. Even 
while he fantasizes about murdering Lula Mae and plans to kill Lucifer, 
he takes numerous trips to the family memory bank, recollecting both 
fond and foul times regarding his uncle and grandmother.
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TOILET TRAINING
(from Holding Pattern)

Jeffery Renard Allen

I
Few cars and fewer people. The sun perched hawk-like on a rooftop 
corner. The sky blue and silent. Hatch gazed into the rich expanse of 
his shadow and felt challenged. Something flared up inside him. With 
spring in his legs, he bolted through the strange but familiar constella-
tion of streets. A strong staying breeze, an uneven blowing at his ears. 
His eyes straining against their sockets, needles pricking his lungs, and 
the sidewalk grabbing for his ankles. He ducked inside a doorway and 
sat down hard on the stoop. Head bowed, feverish, he struggled within.

The sun grinned down. What up, homes?
Hatch removed the water pistol from inside his jacket pocket, 

shielded his eyes, and sighted along the barrel. Curled his finger around 
the trigger and gently squeezed. The sun steamed from the blast of cool 
liquid, trembled, but remained lodged on the rooftop. Frowned down 
into Hatch’s face and spewed sharp angles of light in retaliation. Hatch 
drew back, defeated.

A small figure moved in the hollow of an autumn afternoon. Jack-
et, a backward apron, sleeves tied around his waist. The sun waited, 
half-swallowed by the horizon. But he walked quietly, drawing reas-
surance into himself with each step, his sneaky shadow slithering along 
behind him.
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II
Cosmo squats behind the hedge, claws dangling at his groin like wicked 
catcher’s mitts. The dome of his head visible above the green edge, a 
half-risen half-fallen sun. His hair crinkled and greasy like fried bacon. 
The sky brightens. Sunlight darts inside the hedge. Dungarees ignite, 
boots glisten. A rat scuttles through the grass, unaware.

In one movement, Cosmo crashes through the hedge, lands, frog-
like, and levels a claw. The rat is still and lumpy, a sack of loose rocks. 
Cosmo rubs his claws with joy. The rodent recovers and rushes for the 
grass. Too late.

Cosmo snatches up his prey, cranes his neck and begins lowering 
the rat headfirst into his mouth. The rat’s front feet pedal in air. Buck-
teeth snap at Cosmo’s lips. But the front feet and the buckteeth and the 
head disappear inside Cosmo’s mouth, a fuzzy sword. A gurgling sound 
announces its descent. The butt wiggles. The hind feet stroke Cosmo’s 
cheeks. The tail whips.

Cosmo blinks, hard, squaring his mouth. The feet twitch a little. 
Cosmo brings both claws to his mouth and forces the rat inside, its tail 
gyrating between his lips. He sucks it up like a string of spaghetti, throat 
pregnant.

Carpet, coffee table, chairs, love seats, paintings, couch, and 
walls—all submerged in the liquid glow of television, which thins out, 
a few blue-white strands, ghostly ripples, the farther it travels from the 
source.

How come those Indians don’t pull out they arrows? Hatch asks. 
Is they chicken?

Nawl, Cosmo says. If they pull out they arrows, then those cow-
boys will come back to life.

If Cosmo regurgitates the rat, will it come back to life?
He scratches away spittle with a bladed fingernail long, sharp, and 

shiny in the sunlight. Continues to squat, awaiting birth.

III
A thick fuzzy night. Coming out of the hot street, made hotter by a 
golden low-hanging moon and hundreds of blazing street lamps. Hatch 
pushed the door open with his fingertips, the water pistol tight in his 
other hand. He entered and closed the door behind him. Wide-eyed in 
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the darkness. Mamma was usually home to greet him when he made it 
in from school. On rare occasions Cosmo would arrive before her. At 
the far end of the room, French doors, open just enough for one to edge 
through sideways. A sliver of slanted light, a thin line of carpet lumi-
nous. The jacket still tight about his waist, Hatch pushed his keys deep 
inside his pocket, then wrapped both hands around the water pistol 
and walked towards the beacon of light. The dark put a hand against 
his back and shoved. He fell heavy to the floor, hammer to anvil, chin 
first, pistol still in hand, the weapon plowing a short path through the 
carpet, raking up fibers. He shut his eyes against the pain. Spun his head 
and laid his jowl against the plush springy softness of the carpet. Shook 
inside as if some strange force were gathering.

Sometimes you just irritate the shit out of me. Cosmo started round.
Hatch raised his head and flicked open his eyes. Something stepped 

into the edge of his vision in the angle of light. He didn’t move. Fol-
lowed the something with his eyes. Blinked in details. Old-man shoes. 
Sharply pointed. With whorls of perforation. Baggy pants with fine 
creases. Knee-length blazer. Silk polka-dot tie. Fedora. Hatch’s body 
trembled with something it could not let out.

Yo! In front of him now, glaring down.
The pistol was ice between his palms.
Yo!
I’m all right!
I didn’t ask if you was all right.
So.
Say what?
He didn’t say anything.
Did you say something?
Nawl.
Cosmo flexed his soles, stretching the leather, talons threatening 

to burst out. I didn’t think so. He threw the door wide. Shadows fled. 
Hatch waited until he was absolutely certain that Cosmo had quit the 
room, then squeezed his eyes tight.

IV
That’s why I say, Mamma said, her voice a whisper, only what you have 
in your stomach is yours. She placed her spoon on the edge of her saucer 
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and raised her cup to her lips, her face a smooth round tab of caramel 
candy.

What can you do? Dad said, head as bald as the chicken drumstick 
in his fist, his torso constricted in a tight sports shirt, arms strong, with 
pronounced veins. What can you do?

They were seated next to one another at the long dining table, 
framed within the long window behind them, night pressing against 
the light within, the faraway rush and hum of occasional cars. On the 
opposite side, Cosmo sat beside Hatch, stretching out first one leg and 
then the other and feeling in each trouser pocket. The smell of meat 
bent in the air, and Cosmo’s cologne snapped in and out of Hatch’s 
nostrils like a sporadic cloud gnats.

Mamma glared at Hatch over the edge of her cup. He placed 
the water pistol on his lap, sat back. Cosmo was fussing with his tie, 
straightening it, smoothing out the wrinkles. Mamma threw her eyes in 
his direction. What’s wrong? A hundred-dollar bill slip in there?

Cosmo grinned. No, ma’m.
Well then.
Cosmo picked up his fork and started in on his dinner.
Hatch mumbled grace—God good. God great. Let us thank him 

for food and men—and lifted his fork. The plates and cups and utensils 
were white from constant scrubbing. He studied his distorted reflection.

Poor man. To spend all those years in jail. And for nothing. Mamma 
sipped steaming liquid. Hatch admired the rhythm of her throat. Dad 
opened his mouth to admit cornbread. Cosmo did not look up from his 
plate. A splash of light from the small chandelier above the dinner table 
gave his hair an even greasier appearance. Mamma lowered her cup to 
the saucer. An innocent man. But God will tell.

Cosmo fumbled his fork.
God will tell.
Cosmo raised his head and stared fixedly, straight past Dad’s shoul-

der and through the window.
Mamma took a cigarette—smoking was her only vice—from her 

pack on the table. Lit up, drew long and deep, blew out a stream of 
smoke. Such was her sustenance, for she put their hunger before her 
own, waited for her men to eat before she forked her fill. She wanted 
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her men healthy and strong, and daily prepared each a tall cold glass of 
sulfur and water, filmed over with cod-liver oil, and watched and waited 
until each drained it in her monitoring presence. Now he’s back with 
his family.

Cosmo stared straight ahead—out the window? At a precise loca-
tion in the black distance?

Mamma drew on the cigarette, blew the smoke through her nose 
like a bull. Hatch considered applauding the miracle but decided against 
it. She set the cigarette on the lip of her saucer. And they gave him mon-
ey. Millions of dollars. But what he had to endure! His eye poked out! 
Wit a red-hot poker!

Cosmo sat, transfixed.
Mamma took a sip of coffee—what Hatch had been waiting for, 

that rhythm; he had to clamp his hand over his mouth to keep from 
screaming in delight—and lowered her cup to the saucer. But see, God 
will tell. They been tryin to put that company back to right. But they 
never will. Never will. Mama shook her head in righteous satisfaction.

Now, that’s my idea of justice, Cosmo said.
Mamma’s mouth snapped shut. In one fluid motion, she surged for-

ward and landed a sonorous blow against Cosmo’s jaw.
Hatch felt a curious stillness in the room, some invisible tent at-

tached to the ceiling and overhanging the table. A bean dropped from 
Dad’s raised stationary fork.

Thank you, Cosmo said. He scooted his chair back, rose quickly, 
and quit the table, creases snapping.

Something rolled coldly down Hatch’s cheek. He struggled to 
see. Mamma cut her eyes toward him. You want some? she said, still 
perched over the table.

No, ma’m. He wiped his eyes, darted a glance, swung his legs back 
and forth.

Mamma sat down. In counterpoint, Dad sprang up so quickly that 
he almost fell to the floor—as if the chair had been snatched out from 
under him. His sharp footsteps clipped down the hall. Mamma lit an-
other cigarette, and puffed slowly and deeply in another world, behind 
thin bars of smoke.

Shades drawn to prevent the moon from surveying him through the 
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window. Cosmo lay flat on his bed, staring up at the ceiling, studying 
the heavens through the telescope of his dick.

V
Yo brother retarded.

Don’t talk bout my family.
Yo brother—
My final warning.
And he—
Hatch punches the bastard in the mouth.

A crew of roughnecks on the corner spot Cosmo, his fedora bobbing on 
his head like a storm-tossed ship. What up, player. They laugh, throw-
ing their heads back.

Go ask yo mamma! Hatch shouts. Stank ho.
Cosmo looks at him hard. Jus mind yo own business.
You gon let them talk bout you?
Cosmo slaps him upside the head.
See the way that gump slap shorty?
Yeah. Picking on the lil guy.
We should kick his ass.
Give him a fo-real ass whupping.
Hatch rubs his pain-blotted head.
Come on, Cosmo says.
Skinny motherfucker.
Stick in the mud.
Retard.
Gump.

VI
Hatch sucker punches Dad in his hard flat middle and pleads for a cupla 
bucks. Dad watches Hatch with large quizzical eyes. What? he says. 
A cupla bucks? Here. Dad hops once, twice, kicking his heels into the 
middle of his back. Grins. He tells Hatch to rub his bald peanut-col-
ored head for good luck. Lets Hatch tug his beard. Then he digs deep 
inside his pockets—he sounds them with silver—and gives Hatch three 
dollars. Stiff new bills, brightly inked. Vibrant, Dad’s dress shirt glows 
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like a movie screen. (Mamma keeps his ironed tops in the refrigerator 
so they’ll remain soft and wrinkle free.) He heads for the door, his trusty 
Leica hanging from a neck strap.

Sargent, Mamma says, leave that camera here. Some thug mistake 
you for a tourist.

I can’t. You know it’s the eye of fortune.
Well, at least put it in the case.
Dad complies, then folds his red silk handkerchief into a compact 

square and polishes the brass doorknocker. Joyous in alligator shoes, 
stepping carefully down the street on tippytoes—the inflated balls of his 
feet—taking small steps as if avoiding shit-smeared concrete.

The sun kisses the street into light and color. Skyscrapers glazed in 
bronze, copper, and gold. Hard haze on the brick buildings, cooking all 
the folks inside. Ants fry in the dirt. Roaches explode like tiny grenades. 
Nothing settles or stays untouched.

Dad cannot bear a single finger of warmth. Year-round keeps on 
his person a portable battery-operated fan that buzzes like a miniature 
bomb. An air conditioner cools every room in the house, humming at 
all hours, around the clock, a high cold winter voice.

One telling day, heat rips out the power lines. Agitation at heart, 
Dad seals himself inside his Town Car parked at the curb in front of the 
house. Hatch watches him from a high window in the two-car garage 
where Cosmo lives and studies and works.

Ain’t you gon come?
Nawl. Cosmo tinkers with an engine. You go head.
What’s wrong? Is you chicken?
Nawl, I ain’t chicken.
Then let’s go.
I’m fine right here. Got work to do. Plenty work.
Chicken.
Cosmo’s hands move over the engine.
Chicken.
Punk, who you calling chicken?
You. Chicken.
Cosmo looks at Hatch, fire in his eyes.
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Hatch lowers his face. Backs off. Best not push his luck. He runs, 
legs pumping, to the Town Car and finds Mamma standing on the 
driver’s side, leaning over, face level with the window, her long heavy 
breasts hanging like rubber bands, a prim dress billowing about her 
sculpted calves, her high long heels sharp tools jackhammering the con-
crete floor, her rich behind raised for all the world to see. Hatch bites his 
tongue in knowledge. Eye to keyhole, he sees Dad bang her at night—
Kiss me, my proud beauty—Dad’s duty, bed swinging from side to side 
like a hammock.

Sargent.
When will the power be on? Dad says, neck stiff, veins bulging like 

electrical cables. He stares straight ahead through the windshield. The 
car’s roof glazed in afternoon sun. The air conditioner wheezing against 
the glass.

I just called the electric company, Mamma says. It’ll be at least a 
few hours.

Well, I’ll just stay in here until they get it back on.
Sargent, don’t act a fool. I—
I’ll stay out here. Rolling his eyes a little to raise the volume of his 

voice.
Bright sun forces Hatch to blink. Up and down the street, trees 

shake in a hot breeze, light dripping, sweatlike, from their leaves.
Then I’ll sit out here with you.
No. Sun on Dad’s face, a small glowing window.
Sargent, let me keep you company.
No.
Don’t act a fool.
Dad doesn’t speak or move, eyes staring straight ahead. A feeling 

silence.
Well, can I get you anything? A nice cold glass of aloe vera juice?
The sun hits Dad’s bald head with a dull thud. His shaped goatee 

glows like vanilla ice cream. No.
Why don’t you drive around some, Hatch says.
Mamma looks at him. Go in the house. Hatch doesn’t move. Boy, 

don’t make me use my belt. Hatch starts his legs. Mamma turns back to 
Dad, whose blank face gleams. Sargent.
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He says nothing. Deaf. Oblivious.
Open the door.
Narrows his eyes and clenches his fists on the stationary steering 

wheel.

VII
Cosmo leans around the corner, cautious. He looks back and takes 
Hatch’s hand. Come on. They move swiftly to the bathroom. Cosmo 
leans outside the door, takes another look around, face bunched as if a 
firecracker had just exploded near his ears. He straightens up, tears off a 
square of toilet paper, crumples it into a ball and pushes it into Hatch’s 
hand. Here. He gets himself some. He carefully places the balled up toi-
let paper into his mouth then chews like an old man. Go on. Hatch pops 
the white ball into his mouth. Cosmo tears another sheet from the roll.

Mamma touches Cosmo’s hair, slick wonder. Grease glistens on her finger-
tips. She rubs them together like money. You think you Mr. Cool in that 
bebop suit. She looks Cosmo up and down. He keeps his head bowed, 
thumb and forefinger shaping the brim of his fedora. Look like a pimp.

I ain’t no pimp.
What you say?
Nothing.
Wait till your father hear bout this.
Cosmo stands there, head bowed.
You know I’m gon tell him.
If you must.
Mamma scrunches up her face. Let me advise you. Detest who you 

are. Build a better self.

VIII
Six o’clock. The alarm trumpets. Hatch lies very still in his bed until he 
hears Cosmo’s door shut. He throws back his quilts, leaps up, opens 
his own door and tiptoes down the hall. Bends over slow and careful to 
avoid knocking his forehead against the doorknob. Peers, squint-eyed, 
through the circle of the keyhole. Cosmo throws his clothes into a bun-
dle on the floor, picks up a book, and slides into bed, genitals swinging. 
Hatch had hoped for something more.
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After a while, Cosmo puts the book aside then slips beneath the 
covers. Squirms on his belly reptile-like to get comfortable. Imprisoned 
in shoe boxes under the bed, rats squeak like heels on a basketball 
court.

His room is sorely neglected. The garage is his domain, where he 
spends most of the night on a queen-size mattress on a patch of floor 
clean of oil stains and gasoline. Space arranged in an order he works 
hard to maintain. Something about the colors and their careful place-
ment suggest motion. Dozens of stacks of aviation books and technical 
magazines. Engines in various stages of repair. Mechanical refuse from 
the neighbors’ trash and yards. On the regular he invites Hatch into his 
world, his secrets. Kodaks of a woman with two assholes. A six-tittied 
dwarf. A man with a big fat titty where his dick should be. And other 
wonders: A glow-in-the-dark penis. A crystal vagina. Aluminum con-
doms. Specimens in fluid-filled mason jars. He offers these revelations 
with a straight face, hot sunshine pouring through the high single win-
dow. Hatch aims through the glass and shoots down flying saucers with 
his water gun.

Want to hear something? Cosmo asks.
What?
This one time, I ate a whole bar of scented soap. For the heck of it.
What happened?
For a whole week, my turds come out white and smellin like expen-

sive perfume.

Seven o’clock. Hatch rushes to his door, parts it a little. Cosmo ap-
proaches from down the hall, underclothing tucked against his side, suit 
trailing behind his shoulder, old-man shoes untied, genitals swinging.

Fully dressed an hour later. Breakfast on the table. He eats in one 
minute flat.

Gon choke to death one day, Mamma says. Eatin like somebody 
crazy.

Yes’m. He kisses her cheek. Leather satchel in hand, clean dunga-
rees folded over his arm, he rushes out to greet the new day. Walks bent 
forward, like somebody pushing through slanting snow.
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If you gon be a pilot, how come you tinkering with that lil-bitty engine?
Cosmo cracked his knuckles, popping one at a time. Look, I ain’t 

gon be no pilot. That’s a lawnmower engine. And, those there, Volk-
swagen. I’m studying powerplant mechanics. I overhaul air-cooled en-
gines. He went on, sounding like one of his books.

Hatch kept his distance. Drew his water pistol and considered fir-
ing.

Cosmo looked him in the face, grinning at the threat, liquid danger. 
Opened his arms and gestured, expansively, his smile wide. These are 
machines for living.

Ain’t you gon be a pilot?
I never said that.
What did you say?
Cosmo frowned into the bowl of his hat. I’m gon be a mechanic, a 

power-plant mechanic. See, they got this program at school that’ll low 
me to get both my power-plant license and my body license.

You got five schools offering you scholarships, Mamma said.
Cosmo snapped the brim of his hat.
Dad looked steadily at him, pulling his silver-streaked goatee with 

long strokes of his fist.
I like to fix things.

Where you go last night?
Ma’m?
Are you deaf now, too? Where did you go last night?
Nowhere.
Nowhere?
Drivin.
Drivin where?
Just drivin. Nowhere in particular.
Nowhere in particular smelling like cigarette smoke?
Cosmo keeps his eyes lowered, fedora in hand.
I don’t know what path you’re on, but I’ll tell you this: don’t swap 

horses in the middle of the stream.
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The room shines with the shimmering of the street. Cosmo stands rig-
id, lean face in shadow, following with a blank look his pacing father. 
Though he maintains an appetite, eats his meals in greedy helpings, he 
has a polelike appearance, skinny arms, narrow shoulders, and no hips 
or buttocks. And that hungry-ass face. The only thing big on him is his 
hands. He looks like some mechanical figure from one of his aviation 
books.

I don’t understand why the boy so skinny. Look like somebody 
over in Africa.

Dad quickens his pace. Hatch’s skin grows warm with fear and 
excitement. Dad halts and looks Cosmo straight in the face. They are 
watching each other, separate nightscapes of parked vehicles and mov-
ing traffic flowing across each face.

Cosmo.
Yes, sir.
Either shit or get off the pot.

IX
You know where babies come from? Cosmo’s feet make no sound on 
the garage floor.

Uh-huh.
Where?
Out they navel.
True. And don’t let nobody tell you different.

It was a lot like sighting through a hole made by your thumb and fore-
finger, the metal door lock cold against your brow:

Dad lay face down on the bed, arms around his pillow. The blankets 
heaved powerfully. Soft morning light painted on the shaded window. 
His scalp glowed with the strength of the approaching day. Mamma put 
her cheek on his shoulder.

I’m an angel, she said. I could dance on the head of a pin.

Hatch crawls into the bedroom and hides at the back of the closet 
with the door slightly ajar. A wedge of vision. Mamma rushes out of 
the bathroom, fully dressed. Halts before the full-length mirror, body 
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shaking with the shock of the sudden stop. Screws her tam down well 
over her forehead, checks her bangs. Straightens out the things in her 
purse, lifts coat from the bed. Exits, buttocks seesawing.

Sargent, how come you ain’t dressed for church?
I don’t think I can make it today.
Sargent.
I am perfectly serious. Sincere. My joints are stiff. He demonstrates.
Sargent, please stop actin a fool. We gon be late. Don’t spoil my one 

day of the week.
You don’t understand. My joints are stiff. From the cold.
Mamma stands there with something flickering hot behind her eyes. 

She spins on her heels and quits the house, door slamming behind.

The batter hits a pop fly into center field. The camera tracks another 
player as he moves into position, glove at the ready.

I hope he misses it, Hatch says.
Why?
They always catch it. Why can’t they miss sometime?
Cosmo rises from his seat next to Hatch, his audience his run-down 

collection of engines. In his brother, Hatch sees a prophecy of his phys-
ical self-to-be. Mamma has dressed them like twins for church. Tall 
skinny Cosmo and short plump Hatch, his ventriloquist dummy.

Rest assured, Cosmo says. He flicks off the television, baseball in 
permanent flight. Anything you think of has happened.

What?
Anything you imagine in your brain has happened, sometime, 

somewhere.
Anything?
Yes.
Really?
Yes.

A woman of biblical proportions, Sistah Turner turns her back to the 
class and begins to chalk a lesson on the blackboard. Cosmo, in a low 
voice: Look at that fine ho! Hatch and fellow students double over in 
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their seats with laughter. Sistah Turner spins. Scans the class. Cosmo 
casts a few mean looks to silence would be traitors.

Sistah Turner summons the students to her desk for punishment, 
one by one. Sign your name on her licking stick, then assume the posi-
tion. Discipline, Sistah Turner says. Say it. Hatch says it. Sistah Turner’s 
hard paddle works on his soft butt. Later, when he arrives home, he 
rushes to the john, shuts and locks the door, slips down his draws, and 
cranes his neck trying to see if his name is emblazoned on his behind.

Much weeping and wailing. Hatch, bottom tender, watches Cosmo 
angrily, contemplates betrayal. Cosmo sits with his eyes firmly shut, 
tightening in and out of dreams.

After class, Mamma takes her sons into a dark corner and tests for 
recalcitrance, extending one thin knuckle before each boy’s forehead 
and letting it hover there, humming, seeking the necessary evidence in 
their eyes. She raps the guilty party with the knuckle, force and number 
of raps fitting the crime.

They follow Mamma into the church, her white ruffled dress bil-
lowing about her legs, waves. They glide down the red thickly carpeted 
aisle. Hatch steps carefully, afraid his feet will sink into the raging floor. 
He stumbles. Recovers his balance. A classic delinquent, Cosmo whis-
pers to Hatch: Satan fell. The greatest disaster in the history of world 
aviation.

They seat themselves on a hard wooden pew, brightly polished, like 
a canoe. Hatch’s feet dangle above the carpet’s red bloody waters. Cos-
mo sits beside him, jaw rigid, face flattened, as if pressing into glass. 
Words cascade from the preacher’s wine-aged lips. Hatch searches for 
something firm to grab on.

Sit up straight!
That bitter and poisonous apple, that hot coal of lust in Adam’s 

belly.
Cosmo’s fingers twitch, the urgent pulse of awakening life. Cosmo 

whispers into Hatch’s ear, I drank from a jawbone.
Hatch takes him immediately for what he seems.
The collection plate comes around for the third time—Hatch doesn’t 

remember sitting on the pew for so long, but he has—coins like spar-
kling eyes, fish scales. A repetition of images, mechanical proliferation.
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Out of the eater come forth meat, and out of the strong come forth 
sweetness.

Cosmo jerks as if to sneeze and spills his half-digested breakfast 
into the collection plate.

X
We discussed it. Mamma holds Cosmo in her gaze. Don’t use the car no 
mo on Saturday nights.

What? Cheek black.

Cosmo has devised a new trick: he can hoard air inside his lungs, then 
blow it toward tight lips, causing one cheek to expand while the other 
remains flat. That paradox matched by his gait, neither a walk nor a run 
but a clumsy advance, leaning forward a little with his chin thrust out, 
straining to see something in the distance, the inflated cheek black with 
the heat of the straining engine inside his jaw.

Hatch watches Cosmo through the garage window. Cosmo circles about 
from corner to corner, crashes into the walls, bug to glowing lamp.

XI
Hatch entered through the kitchen, trying not to make any noise. He 
raised the water pistol and moved on. What he hoped to avoid awaited 
him. Cosmo was standing to one side of the chandelier, facing Hatch 
but staring through Hatch at some vision which Cosmo alone could 
see. His physical appearance confirmed what Hatch had long suspected, 
that a strange new life was flowering inside of him. One hand jerked 
as if shaking dice, while the other squeezed and relaxed like tweezers 
opening and closing or snapping castanets.

Hatch spun and rushed back in the direction from which he had 
come. He bounded down the back-porch steps, almost crashed into the 
corner of the house as he turned, stumbled through the lawn area, cut 
sharply again, and leaped onto the front-porch steps. The porch light 
made the darkness strangely comfortable. The water pistol warm in his 
hand.
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XII
He could feel something cold rising up in him and thought to turn 

back. The house taking shape as he watched from his command post 
in a tangle of bushes and hedges on a low hill. The darkness his shelter. 
Then he realized he was actually seeing an expanding architecture: the 
house, the garage, the street, the church, the neighborhood, the jag-
ged-leaved trees that ate the horizon. With this small but significant 
finding, he felt a new confidence. In time he would face his brother.

You think you grown? What time was you sposed to be in the house?
But Cosmo been aggravatin me.
You a tattletale now?

XIII
The sun is a silver penny pasted onto the sky. A slow rain descends 
indifferently. Cosmo and Hatch race down the street, their speed a chal-
lenge that the sky accepts. A steady downpour. Hatch catches water on 
his tongue and drinks it. Cosmo hops off the curb into puddles, splash-
ing his pointed old man shoes, frenzied sharks.

The rain comes in gray swaths. Hatch and Cosmo cut into a door-
way where others have also sought refuge. Hatch’s soggy sneakers fart 
whenever he wiggles his toes. Cosmo turns, faces the crowd from under 
his fedora. Spreads his arms wide, greeting the rain. We are gathered 
here today…

Rain transforms the streets into angry rivers, swirling eddies. Hard wind 
slaps hats off heads. Hair flattened into a flying wave, Cosmo ducks un-
der an awning, shoves others aside to squeeze in, create his own little bit 
of space, elbow room. Together they stare out silently into the street at a 
curtain of performing rain and a swollen gutter. Police officers wrapped 
in plastic direct almost stationary traffic. Cosmo shivers, building up 
energy for an illumination, which does not come. A full hour before the 
rain eases. A mocking peck of blue sky.

Morning light fell slant upon the couch, where Cosmo lay under sever-
al layers of blankets, feverish—throat clogged, eyes shut in pain—and 
holding his stomach like a pregnant woman.
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You may be sick, but you better keep an eye on yo brother when he 
get home from school, Mamma said.

Sure.
Make sure he eats his dinner.
Sure.
And don’t aggravate him.
Sure.
The moment the door shut, he rose from the couch, red robe and 

slippers flaming about him, and stood rigidly in place, the sole of one 
foot clamped behind his knee and the palm of his hand masking his 
eyes. One cheek black and puffy, the other, colorless and tent-taut. The 
morning opened around him and he stood erect in its center, a stamen.

A ripe day. The sky so near that Hatch drew back from its heat. The 
sun blinked a drunk’s red eye. Red clouds stumbled. He withdrew into 
shadow, band upon band, bar upon bar. His hands crimson wings.

Constellations pale as milk. Stars banged against roofs. Hatch 
passed the lit windows of houses, perhaps a face or two looking out 
from them. Then home. The porch glowed with light and softened the 
darkness. He moved cautiously upon the black stairs. Opened the door. 
Fire shot through the back of his neck.

The hard wooden floor sagged under his waterlogged spine. He squeezed 
back burning tears. His legs stiff. His neck stiff, caught in some unseen 
bear’s honed teeth. How long had he been here? He turned his head 
and the bear bit harder. Two spotlights gawked down at him from the 
ceiling. A third fixture cast a cone of light on a large white sheet draped 
along the long window like a sail and flapping freely. The room was 
completely bare, all furniture gone.

Punk, get on up. I ain’t got all day.
He could not see Cosmo, only hear him. He explored the back of 

his neck with cautious fingers, trying to pinpoint teeth, triage physical 
damage.

Forget yo neck.
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My neck is fine!
The unseen bear teeth clamped down.
Then get up.
I ain’t.
Get up.
No. You play too much.
I ain’t playin. Cosmo moved somewhere in the room. He stepped 

into the cone of light wearing a robe and slippers, the same red robe 
and slippers from earlier. Eyes wide. Skin taut like burns freshly healed. 
And the swollen cheek, an unwanted growth. His shadow shimmered 
against the sheet.

Wait till Mamma see what you done. The furniture.
Cosmo stood there, eyes wide spotlights. He spread a slow grin.
I’m tellin. You gon get a whupping when Mamma get home.
Cosmo watched him for a moment. Then he tightened the cord of 

his robe. We got some business to take care of.
I ain’t doing no business with you.
Shut up.
You can’t make me.
Cosmo moved across the room with his new walk. Didn’t I tell you 

to shut the fuck up? Bones creaking, Hatch raised himself to hands and 
knees. The bear matched his resistance, lodging its teeth into the bone, 
asserting claim. He tried to rise but found that his legs too had come 
under new allegiance, chained and posted traps around his ankles. He 
dragged himself backward into the corner, the most he could do. Cosmo 
reached him, slapped him upside the head.

Hatch collapsed. I’m gon tell Dad too. He covered his head with 
his hands.

What! Cosmo flashed a look of pure hatred. His puffy cheek ex-
panded, ready to explode. He leaned forward and slapped repeatedly 
at Hatch’s wrists.

You retarded—peeping up. You really are.
Cosmo smacked him again, short and sharp. He seemed to calm. 

And he leaned away from Hatch, slowly, and righted himself, his eyes 
minus their fierce light, and withdrew back into his empty fixed look. 
You shut up, or I’ll give you some trouble.
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Hatch lowered his hands. And if you do—
Cosmo readied his hand. Look out now.
Hatch guarded his head. He breathed like someone who had been 

running. He remembered the water pistol. Maybe if he had it now…
Cosmo lowered his hand. Touched the cord of his robe. Let’s get 

this business outa the way.
Hatch could no longer feel the bear’s teeth in his neck, but he knew 

he was there, still found it hard to move his legs, impossible to take his 
feet.

Cosmo moved back to the other side of the room, slippers clapping, 
and leaning so far forward that he might fall flat on his face. He entered 
the cone of light, turned, and faced Hatch. Spread his arms wide. Wel-
come brother—speaking, with his new impenetrable expression.

Hatch rolled his hands over his chest, searching, certain that the 
bear was tired out from all of the struggle and activity and had gone 
into hibernation.

Cosmo squatted on his haunches, the low position propelling more 
air up into his black rising cheek. He fingered the sheet. Come over here 
behind this sheet.

I see you, Hatch said. Don’t think I don’t. But the bear had settled 
into a deep slumber, and his brother watched him, a fading glow, even 
dull radiance, some unclaimed and impatient skin shape summoned by 
dim regret—a singular desire to look deed and aftermath stonily in the 
face and move on.
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THE SECRETS OF COSMO & HIS CREATOR
Garrett Butler

“Toilet Training”—a ritual of growing up, a domestication of the hu-
man animal—is one of the most mysterious and endlessly re-readable 
short stories I have ever read and my personal favorite from Jeffery 
Renard Allen’s collection Holding Pattern. It is another of the “Hatch” 
stories, but before readers can climb firmly into young Hatch’s point-
of-view, we are faced with “the sun perched, hawklike, on a rooftop 
corner” (Allen 45). Hatch runs from its light and the shadow it casts, 
his own. He ducks into an awning and sits on a stoop, before drawing 
his water pistol, and impotently firing water at the sun.

In the next section we meet Cosmo, “behind the hedge, claws dan-
gling at his groin…dome of his head visible above the green edge, a 
half-risen half-fallen sun” (46). The joy and mystery of reading this 
story for the first time is particularly apparent here; is Cosmo a cat, a 
madman? Expecting clear answers is futile, like asking the tiger why it 
eats the lamb or why the plow cuts the worm: harsh nature will nev-
er give up its reasons, if they exist. Cosmo catches and devours a rat 
whole, “throat pregnant,” then sits on his haunches “awaiting birth” 
(46–7).

When Hatch enters the house, his older brother Cosmo swats him 
to the ground just as he’d done with the rat. From the carpet Hatch 
notices Cosmo stretch his feet through the leather of his shoes, “talons 
threatening to burst out” (48). In a few pages the “hawklike” sun and 
the predatory first son have been joined with such literary agility that it 
is Jeffery Renard Allen’s pen that may bear the closest resemblance to a 
cat on the prowl.
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Jeffery Renard Allen similarly controls a classroom with the effort-
less, self-assured authority of a lion among his pride. He speaks at an 
easy pace and doesn’t speak often. He is imposing, at well over six 
feet and two-hundred pounds, yet does not impose; instead, he sits se-
rene as Buddha at the dinner table or in the classroom, sometimes with 
his hands resting on his belly, and offers terse bits of wisdom during 
rare lulls in conversation. If Cosmo and Hatch had him as their eldest 
brother, some of the savagery in this story would be replaced with be-
nevolence and intelligence. He allows students to hold the reins of the 
discussion, lets them teach themselves when possible, lets the great texts 
he’s chosen (Swann’s Way, Pedro Paramo, The Hour of the Star, Aus-
terlitz…) reveal their endless secrets by listening to his young readers’ 
experience of the work. Sometimes a student or two will start driving 
the conversation far beyond the bounds of the text, and begin waxing 
about their own life or some obscure book. Jeff not only stands for 
these extreme digressions from his chosen subject, but also seems to 
relish them, and made me believe by example that there is wisdom and 
value in every word, be it spoken or written. There is no doubt that Jeff 
Allen’s fiction only reveals its deepest secrets when read with the same 
open and reverent eyes with which he appreciates literature, and the 
world.

Unlike his classroom, peace and beauty can quickly turn to suf-
fering and horror (and vice versa) in Allen’s work, and “Toilet Train-
ing” is a grand example. In another paragraph characterizing the sun, 
it “kisses” the street and “glazes” the buildings with precious metals, 
but also cooks people, fries ants, makes “roaches explode like tiny gre-
nades,” ending with a final harsh wisdom that “nothing settles or stays 
untouched” (52). Peace and suffering, beauty and horror exist simulta-
neously, or perhaps one necessarily follows the other.

Allen brings us into this chaotic place and family through the aptly 
named “Hatch.” In a section where Hatch spies on “Mamma” and 
“Dad,” the voice shifts briefly to the second-person, “It was a lot like 
sighting through a hole made by your thumb and forefinger, the metal 
lock cold against your brow:” (58). It is worth noting the technical 
flourish of how the colon preceding the description of what lies beyond 
the keyhole is mimetic of a keyhole itself, the word “brow” literally 
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pressed against it. It is unclear if Hatch is thinking this direct address 
in the moment, speaking from the future, or if the usually third-person 
narrator has suddenly inhabited Hatch and is recounting his experience 
to the reader. Anything is possible. The only thing that’s clear is that 
Allen is blurring or breaking the boundary between protagonist, nar-
rator, and reader. Through subtleties of the character names, the mul-
tiple voices and points of view, Allen may be offering commentary on 
literature itself; where is the membrane between character and narrator, 
when should it be permeated and why? And, for that matter, how can 
the reader climb into the story?

In Jeff’s classroom, the divide between teacher and student is equal-
ly permeable. I had the pleasure of working with Jeff as a teaching as-
sistant in an undergraduate poetry workshop at the New School, but as 
a writer of nonfiction, I felt the same as when I was a student in his lit-
erature seminar. For the first weeks, I did little else but watch and listen 
during class, studying the students, their poetry, the ways they talked 
in class, the ways they talked out of class, the dramatically different (or 
just dramatic) personalities, but I was also very self-conscious, trying to 
figure how I fit in to this group and what role I could or should play. 
Jeff, on the other hand, always seemed to be studying yet without any 
lens of the self-conscious, or at least a paper-thin lens. Jeff tends to see 
and accept what or who is there without hierarchical judgments that 
put this work here or that student there, and the result is free-flowing 
conversation and ideas. Knowing Jeff, it is no surprise he would create 
a character-narrator-reader complex that, like ink soaked with water, 
runs over the traditional hard and fast lines of storytelling on the page.

Hatch, Cosmo, and their Mamma go to church. During the sermon, 
Cosmo fidgets with “the urgent pulse of awakening life” and cryptically 
whispers to Hatch, “I drank from a jawbone” (60). It is likely a refer-
ence to Samson and Judges 15:19, “But God split an hollow place that 
was in the jaw, and there came water out of there; and when he had 
drunk, his spirit came again, and he revived” (“Judges 15:19”). Samson 
not only refreshes his spirit with the jawbone, but also kills one thou-
sand men with it. The Book of Judges is about men in unforgiving lands 
who, usually through violence and cunning, impose their own (God’s) 
justice and order onto their world. Cosmo’s statements as he sits on the 
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pew whispering to Hatch are far too clever to be issuing from someone 
who is “retarded,” which many call Cosmo (50); “Satan fell. The great-
est disaster in the history of world aviation” (60).

Though not “retarded,” Cosmo is not ordinary or even a kind per-
son or brother. His “pulse of awakening life” is preceded by a line from 
the preacher’s sermon that may be a frightening portent, “that hot coal 
of lust in Adam’s belly” (60). When Hatch comes home the next day 
in fear of his brother, as always, as he enters, he keeps his finger on the 
trigger of his water pistol and Cosmo’s “physical appearance confirmed 
what he had long since suspected, that a strange new life was flowering 
inside him. One hand jerked as if shaking dice” and Hatch runs back 
into the night, “the darkness his shelter” (62). The elder son’s “new 
life” has more sexual undertones to it than spiritual, but how does this 
threaten Hatch? Frightening him even more than the physical violence 
he is accustomed to from Cosmo…some things can wound us more 
easily and gravely than a beating.

I have said that Jeffery Renard Allen is imposing physically, yet does 
not impose, but his silences or understatements have punch far above their 
weight class. You cannot be a lion without taking out your claws when 
needed. A student in our poetry workshop hadn’t written a poem in the 
assigned form, found poem, and asked in a sugary tone if she could skip 
writing that style of poem. Jeff responded with soft power, “Yeah. No…” 
The workshop continued and no student skipped an assigned poem again, 
but neither was anyone singled out or made to feel inadequate.

I spent too much of my time as a teaching assistant in the first cou-
ple months of this poetry workshop observing, and not enough time 
participating in the discussions; in the elevator after class one day, I 
said how I felt inadequate compared to Amanda’s, the other TA, sharp 
comments on the students’ work. He said quickly and quietly, “you’ll 
do better,” as if I was trying to improve my bowling score and his com-
ment must have seemed just as innocuous to the other students and 
faculty crowded around, but since I’d never heard him mention any sort 
of shortcoming in anyone and haven’t since, these small words fell with 
heavy gravitas, and sounded closer to, “you had better get the hang of it. 
And soon.” I did. I think I’d rather have learned how one screams with 
a whisper! My juvenile insecurities along with my respect, bordering on 
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awe, for the man, however, likely made me hear any criticism he voiced 
to me through a bullhorn. And I am practiced in misinterpreting Allen’s 
work, which can be seen in a discussion I had with Jeff regarding Cos-
mo’s ultimate intentions for Hatch I will recount at the end.

As “Toilet Training” nears its end, the form and events subtly mir-
ror the beginning pages. As Hatch and Cosmo run home during a rain-
storm before Hatch ducks into a doorway again, Cosmo’s shoes become 
“frenzied sharks” as he splashes in the puddles (63). This description 
seems far more dangerous and unpredictable than the first description 
of Cosmo stretching his feet in his shoes as “talons threatening to burst 
out” (48). It seems Cosmo’s animal nature may already be free, and 
worked into frenzy. Cosmo stands in the storm before Hatch and the 
people taking shelter and delivers his own sermon at an altar of sublime 
nature, “Spreads arms wide, greeting the rain. We are gathered here 
today…” and suddenly in the very next passage, “Rain transforms the 
street into angry rivers…Cosmo shivers, building up energy for an illu-
mination” (63). Lightning may be about to strike.

Jeff’s voice in a workshop also creates flashes like lightning, illumi-
nating issues hidden in the dark. He does not strike constantly with the 
full force of his insight. Waiting at least a few weeks into a course and/
or when a writer being workshopped is only receiving oblique or gen-
eralized critiques, he will then present his comments in a gruff, precise 
manner. I’ve found that the times when he speaks quickly and with few 
words are the times when those being addressed should listen closely, 
and listen well. Like when some young poet is enjoying their word-
play to the point of hedonism and others in the workshop have already 
commented to that effect, he will start doing verbal line edits instead of 
revoicing the general consensus. This extremely pointed and technical 
style of giving feedback is as much for those participating in the work-
shop as for the writer actively being workshopped; these edits could be 
more easily expressed written on the printed poem, but he will verbally 
edit not only to show the class how he trims the fat from poems, but 
to show them how to make comments that are more constructive and 
engaged with the text. It is often tough for the poet to hear their poem 
edited speedily and decisively before an audience of their peers, but it is 
for the good of all.
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Soon after Hatch and Cosmo are caught in the rainstorm, Cosmo seems 
to come down with some kind of sickness and is stuck on the couch 
“holding his stomach like a pregnant woman” (63). Perhaps he’s eaten 
his rat collection…. But after Mamma left “he rose from the couch, red 
robe and slippers flaming about him and stood rigidly in place…The 
morning opened around him and he stood erect at its center, a stamen” 
(63-4). In the next passage, Hatch is facing the same day, “A ripe day…
The sun blinked a drunk’s red eye. Red clouds stumbled. He withdrew 
into shadow” (64). Red is omnipresent and threatening in these final 
passages like the sanguine descriptions of sunsets in Cormac McCar-
thy’s Blood Meridian, something terrible rises on the horizon, and its 
name is Cosmo.

Hatch does not return home until after dark but is immediately 
knocked out: “Fire shot through the back of his neck” (64). Inside, 
Cosmo has drastically changed the layout of the house, “Two spotlights 
gawked down at him from the ceiling. A third fixture cast a cone of light 
on a large white sheet draped along the long window like a sail and 
flapping freely. The room was completely bare, all furniture gone” (64). 
And Cosmo’s stare is another light burning down on Hatch, “Cosmo 
stood there, eyes wide spotlights” (65). With nothing but lights and a 
bare room, an incredible sense of foreboding is achieved. Hatch is be-
ing trapped in a potentially fatal interrogation from his older brother, 
similar to another equally incredible and frightening short story, when 
a father leaps out of his deathbed clad in a nightshirt to indict his son 
in Kafka’s “The Judgment.” But what could Cosmo want, why does he 
keep touching “the cord of his robe” and saying, “We got some busi-
ness to take care of,” what horrible business (65)? Hatch is unarmed, 
not even his toy water pistol is there to help him, but it would be like 
firing water at the sun anyhow. Again, Cosmo “lowers his hand. Touch-
es the cord of his robe. Let’s get this business outta the way” (66). He 
moves into the cone of light and the sheet by the window while Hatch 
tries to collect himself, tries to stand, but can only back into a corner. 
Cosmo, squatting on his haunches, “fingered the sheet. Come over here 
behind this sheet” (66). The terrible business is at hand, and the fright-
ening sexual portent from the church may have come to fruition.
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The first few times I read this story, I was sure Cosmo was trying 
to teach his younger brother some kind of lesson on pain and strength, 
“tough love” was what passed through my mind when I thought of 
Cosmo or the character of their mother. I asked Jeff about the ending 
in particular and, though reluctant to give any hard and fast answers, 
he admitted: “I don’t think Cosmo is trying to help Hatch at this point 
in the story.” I could have pushed for his own intentions in that final 
scene but was dissuaded; Jeff said, “The experience of the story is more 
important than its interpretation.” And, at times, I miss my complete 
ignorance of his purpose, when the story was a world I could assign my 
own meaning to, free of the secret purposes of its creator. 

Jeff’s work is as mysterious as life, and often, is just as horrify-
ing and beautiful. Holding Pattern is set in familiar places with easily 
recognizable characters, but trapped men sprout wings, and pennies 
crash to earth from heaven, while many others are imprisoned by a 
stagnant, suffering society and/or familial ties that likely would have 
given Kafka a shiver. I think Kafka would have been particularly en-
grossed by “Toilet Training,” and perhaps admired its writer, as I do. 
Though many think of Kafka’s work in general as commentary on the 
horror of bureaucracy as Allen provides in “The Near Remote,” many 
also agree that “The Judgment,” with its portrayal of familial abuse, is 
among the greatest short stories ever written, and Allen’s “Toilet Train-
ing” exhibits the very same power and mastery of the form in my opin-
ion. When finishing a story, either Kafka’s or Allen’s, unsettling power 
lingers the way actual trauma does in life, as if the reader has climbed in 
and experienced the narrative. And again as in life, when an extremely 
traumatic event has passed, one can only ascribe credence to the final 
line of “Toilet Training” and live with “a singular desire to look deed 
and aftermath stonily in the face and move on” (66).
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BATTLING THE ANCESTORS  
IN JEFFERY RENARD ALLEN’S  

HOLDING PATTERN
Jennifer Jordan

In the essay, “Rootedness: The Ancestor as Foundation” Toni Morrison 
argues that one of the defining elements of African American literature 
is the presence of the ancestor. According to Morrison, “[T]hese an-
cestors are not just parents [;] they are a sort of timeless people whose 
relationships to the character are benevolent, instructive, and protec-
tive….” These elders, who are a source of “wisdom” prevent the failure 
of the main character and forestall chaos and “destruction” in the text 
(343). Morrison’s ancestors are a bridge to a past history and interpret-
ers of a culture and belief system that include both a “rootedness” in 
the realities of a sometimes oppressive world but also an equally useful 
knowledge gleamed from a magical realm (342).

W. Lawrence Hogue in Race, Modernity, Postmodernity contends 
that the racial narrative constructed by Morrison and other writers of 
her generation grows out of a desire to promote an essentialized no-
tion of blackness, a recoverable history and the belief in the continued 
viability of definable African-American and African traditions. Hogue 
argues that these racial constructs grow not out of mere nostalgia but 
out of the political need to provide a counter discourse in a world that 
does not value African Americans, their history or their culture. While 
recognizing the need for such resistance to the dominant paradigm, 
Hogue believes that prominent participants in the literary and critical 
establishment of contemporary African American literature have for-
gotten that this racial narrative is an imaginative product and not a de-
scription of a real world. The most detrimental effect of the reification 
of African American racial history is, according to Hogue, the denial 
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and repression of the creative production of younger writers whose 
postmodern views of the world “critique and expose racial essentialism 
and deconstruct notions of racial wholeness and historical continuity” 
(Race 193).

Of course, the concern expressed by Hogue for the future of the 
postmodern in African American literature may seem overly alarmist 
to us now. Even in 1996 there were writers like Percival Everett and 
Octavia Butler, among others, who swam against the current and ex-
plored alternative visions of race. Jeffery Renard Allen, like these earlier 
ones who marched to a different drummer, contributes to this ongoing 
process of redefining black literary history in his collection of stories, 
Holding Pattern. These stories resist very powerfully the racial narrative 
presented so confidently by Morrison in her essay, “Rootedness.” They 
not only lack protective, wise ancestors but also signify on this notion 
of the ancestor as a positive force. The ancestors, which include parents, 
are instead a major source of the disruption and dysfunction that char-
acterize Allen’s stories. The older generations provide no link to the past 
of slavery, racial oppression, or racial progress because frequently the 
stories provide no personal history for such characters or because char-
acters like Blunt, the grandmother in “Bread and the Land,” and Lee in 
“Shimmy” lie about or conceal their pasts. Even when such histories are 
provided, these stories of the past have no relevance to their descendants.

Allen also reenvisions the tropes of his literary progenitors and re-
defines the use of the magical. The fantastical elements of Allen’s work 
flow not from some understandable, racially connected otherworld but 
are the surreal products of an incomprehensible, fictional universe or 
the diseased minds of its inhabitants. Furthermore, Allen signals a con-
scious rejection of past African American literary traditions by paro-
dying in the title story “Holding Pattern” the well-known image of the 
flying African, a black folk invention and the central trope of Morri-
son’s novel, Song of Solomon, and by prefacing two other stories with 
epigraphs from literary elders, whose words are deconstructed by the 
texts that follow.

The ancestors in Allen’s stories are not repositories of traditional 
values and wisdom but liars and fakers. In “Bread and Land,” the Har-
lem grandmother, Blunt, has created a sham world for her daughter, 
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Joy, and grandson, Hatch—a world in which she and her husband are 
owners of an empire of funeral parlors. Blunt has been a source of extra 
money for Joy who is struggling in another city. When Blunt’s husband 
dies and she arrives to live with Joy, she promises to purchase a new 
house for all of them. When we first see Blunt through the skeptical eyes 
of Hatch, she is described as a “fabled creature”—part “[h]uman, beast 
and fowl” (7). Hatch feels she is “butt ugly”—an odd construction of 
cheap and expensive clothes, a “masklike” face, green eyes and mascara 
so thick that her eyelashes [look] like “tiny claws” (8). The green eyes, 
which Hatch considers “pretty,” turn out to be as false as the tales of 
wealth. Despite her pretentiousness and condescension, she reveals her 
coarseness by killing a roach with her bare hand. Her haughtiness and 
superior attitude mask the true Blunt.

Further, the elderly people in the story “Dog Tags” exemplify the 
uselessness and decay of past traditions. Another young boy also named 
Hatch1 travels by train to spend time with his grandmother. The site 
of her home is not identified. It is simply a rural place that is hot and 
uncomfortable. Unlike the proverbial grandma’s house, it is not an es-
cape, a place of unconditional love or a fount of enchanting stories 
about community and family history. Hatch’s mother delivers him there 
but refuses to spend time in her mother’s home. The grandmother, also 
named Blunt, is not an affectionate, loving person but “a bundle of 
dried sticks brittle to the touch” (36). Her neighbor, Miss Bee, is an 
obese woman with “frog eyes” and “snakelike braids” (31), who smells 
of filth and waste. Both she and her store stink like “chicken shit” and 
the “ghosts of unborn chicks” (31–32). Another neighbor, John Brown, 
is described by Miss Bee as “shell-shocked” and “touched” (38). He is 
skeletal and haunted by hallucinations. Furthermore, the folkways of 
the old people produce nothing useful. Miss Bee’s food is a disgusting 
mess of “turdlike yams,” ruined desserts and rotten eggs (32). Hatch 
prefers the Chinaman’s store to hers. When Miss Bee uses a folk reme-
dy—used snuff—on Hatch’s scratched face, the result is a cheek “swol-
len like an overstuffed nest” (30). When Hatch tries to learn about the 
personal history of his elders, Blunt supplies no answers. Instead she 
rebukes him by saying, “If God wanted young folks to be smart, he 
woulda made em grown” (41).
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The racial narratives of writers like Morrison present the South par-
adoxically as a place of racial terror and as ancestral home. In Song of 
Solomon, for instance, it is a site of memory and history—a history that 
must be understood through the stories of the elders before Milkman 
can become complete. In Ernest Gaines’s A Lesson Before Dying, it is 
not only Jefferson, the condemned youngster, who must confront the 
reality of his life in the South but also Grant Wiggins who achieves in-
dividuation by reconciling himself to a southern home that is a prison 
constructed by both the racism of the whites and the smothering love of 
his aunt. At the same time it is a place of communal love. Other Black 
writers, such as Zora Neale Hurston, Langston Hughes,2 Maya Angelou, 
Alice Walker, Paul Laurence Dunbar, and Sterling Brown, have painted 
pictures of the South with binaries of hatred and love, dread and longing.

In Allen’s stories, the South is neither racial hell nor ancestral home. 
In “Bread and Land,” Blunt’s husband, who is both preacher and morti-
cian, manages to achieve wealth in Rains County, Texas. He is forced to 
leave not because of the hostility of racist whites but because he is hated 
by the black community who sees him as a man of greed and a defiler 
of the dead. In “Shimmy” Lee Christmas, the only son in a middle-class 
family, grows up in Keepsake Mississippi, a small, all-black town. The 
events of the civil rights struggle hold no personal significance to him. 
He thinks of these events, which he views only on television, as “folk-
tales” and the whites who perpetrate the violence as “gray blots” on the 
small screen, “cataracts,” “foreigners from another country or beings 
from another world” (134). He feels no hostility toward the whites and 
no connection with other Blacks, whose extreme poverty separate them 
from the comfort and wealth of the Christmas family. Of course this 
wealth is made possible by these same Blacks who spend their meager 
earnings buying groceries and liquor from Lee’s father. Both of Lee’s 
parents die in the South—victims of neither rampaging whites nor envi-
ous Blacks. After a lifetime of combat with each other, they meet their 
end in a gruesome murder/suicide.

“Mississippi Story” is the one realistic tale in a collection of sto-
ries punctuated with startling moments of fantasy. Despite the realism 
it does not reinforce a traditional portrait of the South. Instead, the 
South and its racial history from slavery to the present are reduced to 
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a conundrum. When Hatch, a young writer comes to a university town 
in Mississippi (obviously patterned after Oxford) to participate in a 
reading, he finds a southern town whose traditions are being threat-
ened. The catfish at the recommended restaurant is served in a white 
wine sauce and in its native habitat is being invaded by an alien species, 
the unmarketable, flying Asian carp. The town is struggling to main-
tain its landscape, which is under assault from the Banana Republics 
and Walmarts of the corporate world. Hatch’s earliest memories of a 
traditional Mississippi and of family center around an aunt who lived 
in a small town, wore men’s overalls and reaped yellow watermelons 
that supposedly grew wild in her back yard. When he and his cousin 
had arrived ten years before to bury her, Mississippi was even then not 
a land of black and white. They had stayed in a motel owned by East 
Indians. Of course the reader is not sure that even these memories are 
accurate. On this trip Hatch discovers through a call to his Mother that 
he is mistaken in his belief that the family’s Mississippi home is in the 
Delta. Ironically on his return to Mississippi he visits not the grave of 
his aunt but that of a famous southern white writer identified as “F,” 
but obviously Faulkner, a writer whose ambivalences about race have 
filled numerous scholarly volumes but who is often cited as an influence 
on black writers such as Morrison and Ernest Gaines.

Nothing deconstructs the myths of the South and of Mississippi in 
this story as much as the scene Hatch witnesses in which a black man 
stages a series of protests to express his support of the Confederate flag 
as a revered symbol of the South. Allen’s inclusion of the scene takes on 
even greater levels of irony when one realizes that the character may 
have been based on a real black North Carolinian, H. K. Edgerton, 
who donned a Confederate uniform and carried a Confederate flag for 
over one-thousand miles across the South in 2002. According to Ed-
gerton, who once served as the president of the NAACP in Asheville, 
North Carolina., this flag had to be preserved because it represented 
the common heritage of black and white southerners and the love slave 
and master shared in the unnecessarily maligned institution of slavery 
(Ramsey 119–20).

Allen, in “Mississippi Story,” further signals the indefinability of 
African American racial history, whether written or oral, by prefacing 
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this short story with an epigraph from Sterling Plumpp’s “Mississippi 
Griot,” a poem that reflects the traditional racial narrative of Mississip-
pi. The epigraph, which celebrates the blues man as a faithful represen-
tative and recorder of the stories of the South reads: “It / is my history 
and / it / is my autobiography / when he sings.” Allen cites his literary 
elder only to deconstruct the vision presented by Plumpp’s poem, which 
records the floods, the peonage, “the genocides,” and the power of the 
blues (Ward 387–90). In Allen’s story none of this history is discernable. 
The whites Hatch meet are invariably courteous and welcoming. Al-
though much of the housing seems to be in decay, the black people live 
in “six bedroom homes with working fireplaces and bubbling Jacuzzis” 
(Allen 221). He runs into an old black man in a golf cart who turns out 
to be a mayor of a town. Hatch’s memories and expectations are all 
challenged by the Mississippi he experiences.

Hogue contends that the black postmodern writer is deeply con-
cerned about moral and social issues, especially the significance of 
American racism (“Postmodernism” 169), but Allen ignores the racial 
narrative that defines whites as historical oppressors of Blacks. Whites 
are absent from most of his urban stories. In “Same,” the mother, Glory, 
has a pathological hatred of whites, which seems irrational and inex-
plicable. Her God is black, and her nightly prayer is that he punish and 
destroy the white man. Her son Lincoln is mystified by her attitude and 
resents Blacks who engage in protest against racial injustices. He “was 
tired of black folks blaming the white man for everything.” He does 
not assume that every accusation of white oppression is baseless but 
decides that in the scheme of things the racial struggle is irrelevant. He 
thinks, “Spilled milk, spoiled milk, injustices both real and imagined 
[are] nothing more than specks of events and facts in the larger canvas 
of history” (79). Later in the story Lincoln becomes engaged in conflict 
with a white bum on a bus, but race does not seem to be central to ei-
ther the cause or the outcome. Trying to impress some underage girls on 
the bus, Lincoln threatens the white man who has called one of the girls 
a profane name. There are no racial terms used, and in the end the white 
man seems at the mercy of the Blacks who are on the bus. Ultimately, 
all the passengers must bow to the will of the bus driver with the oxy-
moronic name of Ulysses Tubman. He is named for a man who remains 
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lost through most of his narrative and a woman who leads the lost 
to freedom. It is obvious that the pronouncements of Ulysses Tubman 
cannot be trusted. He claims to be driving the Love Bus, but everyone 
on the bus—young and old, black and white, male and female—seems 
to hate each other. Race in the scheme of things does seem irrelevant.

Allen’s stories also signify on his black literary predecessors who 
represent the magical as a part of the ancestral past. These writers in-
clude those who are frequently considered postmodern, such as Morri-
son and Ishmael Reed. Paulla Ebron argues that the presence of magic 
in narratives by black women writers grows out of a female nostalgia 
for the perceived communality of black southern culture (95), but both 
Morrison in Song of Solomon and Reed in Mumbo Jumbo construct a 
magical realm that represents not nostalgia but a complete, alternative 
world of Afrocentric origin that undermines the discourses of Europe-
an hegemony. Morrison’s Pilate is a shapeshifter able to make herself 
smaller and to defy the rules of the modern and natural environments in 
which she lives. Reed’s Papa LaBas, a practitioner of an ancient form of 
Hoodoo whose origins are African, has power equivalent to that of the 
establishment’s white elite—both political and cultural—with whom he 
wages battle. Both Morrison and Reed represent the ancestral magic as 
transferable to the next generation. Through Pilate’s guidance Milkman 
achieves flight. Reed reinforces the need for such a transfer of power 
and knowledge in the plot of Mumbo Jumbo. At first Papa LaBas hires 
young people simply as technicians who perform certain tasks without 
any understanding or appreciation of the power of “The Work” as La-
Bas calls his secret practices. Their failure to understand the importance 
of certain rituals results in disasters, which prompt Papa LaBas to regret 
his failure to educate the young. However, at the end of the text Earline, 
the young assistant whose failure to follow LaBas’s instructions results 
in her possession by the goddess Yemanja, vows to travel the world to 
learn all the secrets of Hoodoo. Through Earline the traditions of the 
elders are assured.3

Allen’s “Holding Pattern,” the one story in which a member of the 
older generation possesses a functional magical power, is a parody of 
that power and its transformative effect on the young. The story ne-
gates both the possibility of an African continuum that can be traced 
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through African American culture and history and the efficacy of ances-
tral knowledge. Allen’s story revises Toni Morrison’s use of the trope of 
the flying African in Song of Solomon. In Morrison’s novel, the magic 
of the elders provides Milkman with the wings that allow him to rise 
above his materialism and egocentrism and to become a man able to 
understand his roots, to forgive and accept his family, and to battle evil. 
But the magic of the elder in “Holding Pattern” has severe limitations, 
and the youth who is exposed to its power is incapable of real change.

Pea, the main character of “Holding Pattern,” is a young person 
with ostensibly no redeeming qualities. He is a coward who avoids seri-
ous criminal activity not out of any real convictions but out of fear. He 
is afraid of a neighborhood tough named Shiheed, whom he considers 
a killer. Pea’s girlfriend, Juicy, is willing to go toe-to-toe, or at least, 
mouth-to-mouth with Shiheed as the two of them engage in a vulgar 
and aggressive verbal duel. It is Juicy’s young sons, not Pea, who rush to 
defend her when Shiheed threatens violence. Pea has a drug habit, per-
haps an addiction to amphetamines (he refers to a fellow hustler at the 
subway station as “this other head”). Pea’s own schemes to get money 
are laughable and unproductive. When he tries to steal a woman’s purse 
on the subway, she beats him and takes it back. While begging on Wall 
Street, he offers to allow a passerby to punch him in the stomach for a 
dollar. When the man spits on him instead, his only response is a kind 
of righteous indignation. His best moneymaking enterprise is a show 
he performs on the train with Juicy’s sons. He dons a wig and women’s 
clothes as a rapping granny and with the boys earns just enough money 
to pay for the rental of the boys from their mother and a Yummy Meal 
(read Happy Meal) from a fast food restaurant. After being careful not 
to commit any serious crimes, Pea ends up in jail for the trivial act of 
jumping a subway turnstile.

Pea meets the elder with the magic in jail when the police, for once 
trying to be helpful, put him in a cell with a flying prisoner as a means 
of scaring him straight, but the ability to fly has provided the older 
man no control over his world. It is a power the older prisoner feared 
in the outside world because it seemed to bring only trouble, so he has 
bartered it away in exchange for room and board in a cell and a salary 
he never sees. Allen makes a joke out of the wings which are featherless, 
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as small as a hand, and “all dried up and brown and crusty, like some 
fried chicken wings” (125). The prisoner can only fly around the square 
ceiling of his cell, so he, like all the characters in Allen’s stories, is caught 
in a “holding pattern,” where one simply circles in useless motion and 
never completes a successful journey. Locked up for twenty-seven years, 
the prisoner lacks the ability and even the desire to free himself. Surely 
he cannot free anybody else. Pea, who is immediately released from jail, 
finds that he has been influenced by his experience, but he cannot fly. 
Everyday he simply levitates three inches from the ground—“[n]o low-
er, no higher” (127). Allen reduces the magical to the ridiculous.

Unlike the mythic, whole world constructed by Reed, the fiction-
al worlds of Allen’s stories have no such established origin, order, or 
logic. Mumbo Jumbo traces the history of Jes Grew from its African 
beginnings to the 1920s setting of Mumbo Jumbo. It is an invigorat-
ing expression of African-based culture that cannot be suppressed by 
oppressive Eurocentric forces. As a roman à clef, Mumbo Jumbo rein-
forces the validity of the magical by referencing historical events and 
including representations of a variety of historical figures from Presi-
dent Warren Harding to the Harlem Renaissance poet Countee Cullen. 
In fact, Reed argues that his fanciful mixture of fiction and history is 
a more accurate interpretation of the experience of the nation than 
the official versions produced by academic historians (McHale 96).4 
Allen’s stories with their startling inclusion of fantasy create no such 
sense of history and defy interpretation. The result is an indetermi-
nancy that can frustrate and/or fascinate the reader. When Pea, the 
first person narrator in the story “Holding Pattern,” claims a woman’s 
head gushes blood and then falls off during a subway ride, the reader 
toys with the notion that this episode is some psychotic hallucination. 
However, the policemen’s attitude toward the older prisoner and the 
circumstances leading up to the prisoner’s flight in the cell seem to af-
firm this act as an actual occurrence in the narrative, not the product 
of Pea’s imagination. Each incident of fantasy brings uncertainty. Do 
both John Brown and Hatch see the winged monkey in the tree or is 
the monkey the product of Brown’s rumored insanity and Hatch’s de-
monstrably vibrant imagination? Does the character Cosmos in “Toilet 
Training” actually swallow a live rat?
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Allen’s use of fantasy also reflects the banality that, according to 
Brian McHale, is characteristic of the postmodern text. McHale con-
tends that, despite the most “miraculous violations of natural law” in 
postmodern texts, the characters in these texts remain amazingly un-
fazed. There is no indication that the fantastic is anything out of the or-
dinary. The amazement of the reader, in contrast, is greatly heightened. 
McHale writes, “[T]his ‘banalization’ of the fantastic actually sharpens 
and intensifies the confrontation between the normal and the paranor-
mal” (76–77). The reader of the Allen stories not only is startled by the 
inclusion of the fantastical but also is left in a great deal of uncertainty 
about what is imagined by the characters and what is part of the plot.

Allen’s techniques of narration also make it more difficult for the 
reader to construct a fictional whole. The center of consciousness is 
frequently a character—one of several young boys named Hatch or the 
despicable Lee in “Shimmy”—whose judgments and observations are 
unreliable. Allen also switches seamlessly from third-person narration 
to free indirect discourse. In the first story, “Bread and Land,” the be-
ginning of a scene may be described in the objective language of an om-
niscient narrator but end up in the voice of young Hatch. When Hatch 
and his mother go to the train station to meet his grandmother, Hatch 
is at first described by the third-person narrator: “His snowsuited legs 
rubbed together and made a noise like that of an emery board against 
fingernails” (Allen 7). At another point in the description the repor-
torial voice morphs into the child’s: “The creature called Blunt spot-
ted Mamma [not Joy or “his mother”]…. Extended her hand. It was 
big. Mamma took the big hand into her own” (8). At another point in 
the same story the narration becomes a first person account, when Joy, 
Hatch’s mother, tells Hatch about her life with Blunt and her stepfather, 
the preacher turned funeral director. The lack of quotation marks in this 
account, and in all of the dialogue, and the shifts in perspective, add to 
the demands of interpretation and comprehension. One may not be able 
to distinguish the omniscient voice from the thoughts and perceptions 
of the characters and thus establish a point of reference by which all 
other observations and utterances can be judged.

Allen’s stories in Holding Pattern are set in a world where char-
acters are buffeted by inexplicable occurrences and where agency is 
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impossible. The children are frequently the most vulnerable because 
they cannot trust those who have gone before. The elders are deceitful 
and/or clueless. The people who have been entrusted with their care—
the parents—are often negligent and abusive. In “Toilet Training” the 
father is uninvolved and egocentric. When the air-conditioning fails, he 
retreats to his cool Lincoln Town Car and denies entry to the rest of the 
family, even his wife. The mother seems to be attentive. She disciplines 
the children and concerns herself with domestic tasks such as cooking, 
but when Hatch (a third character using the same name) warns her that 
the physically abusive Cosmo is “aggravatin” him, she scolds him for 
being a “tattletale” (62). When Cosmo, dressed only in a robe and slip-
pers, knocks him unconscious and later demands that he come behind a 
sheet hung in the room, we imagine the impending sexual assault.

In “Same,” Glory is literally a castrating mother who cuts off the 
penis of her son’s father and psychologically castrates the son Lincoln. 
When she dies, the son thanks her God despite his disbelief in a deity 
and then spends his life preying sexually on women. Lee, in “Shimmy,” 
fakes interest in the child of the young woman, Peanut, who is half his 
age. He voices concern about her neglect and abuse of her son Boo but 
has ignored his own motherless child, Samantha, for sixteen years. He 
thinks of her as a “fat, black, ugly, stanky, bald monster”; leaves her to 
the care of the hired help for thirteen years; and “celebrate[s]” when 
she finally runs away at the age of sixteen with a neighborhood juvenile 
delinquent (131–2). Peanut, who has become a mother at the age of 
twelve, contends that she loves Boo “mo than anything in this world” ; 
however, she constantly leaves the seven-year-old home alone and beats 
him nightly, once with an extension cord (131).

In the story “Holding Pattern,” the mother, Juicy, makes a great 
show of providing guidance and training for her sons, laughingly named 
Crust and Ham, but she is another example of the neglectful parent. 
She warns them to behave as she sends them off to participate in the 
schemes of her underage boyfriend, Pea. Pea essentially rents her chil-
dren for twenty-five dollars a day and then spends the money on take-
out meals, cigarettes, and the marijuana (or “tree”) that Juicy smokes 
constantly. Pea himself is simply a child deserted by the adult world. He 
worries about buying cigarettes for Juicy because he fears being carded. 
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When he is arrested for jumping the subway turnstile, the transit and 
city police recognize that he is a juvenile, but he keeps insisting, “I ain’t 
a kid” (116). And in reality he is not. Despite his ineptness and lack 
of courage, there are no elders available to help him survive, direct his 
behavior, or teach him values.

In the world of Holding Pattern, the very young often possess the 
courage, the prescience, and the knowledge the adults lack. The Hatch 
in “Bread and Land” appears to be less than eight or nine. He attends 
school and evidently can read, but he wears a one-piece snowsuit and, 
as he moves through the adult world, spends a lot of time looking at 
people’s shoes and crashing with his forehead into the midsections of 
the adults around him. Yet his diction is that of an adult from another 
age. He tells his mother Joy that she looks “dashing” (3) and contin-
ually admonishes her to “be frank” (6). He engages his mother as an 
equal, and her only defense is occasional pinches and constant requests 
that he behave himself. Joy, who lives with Hatch in a walk-up apart-
ment and performs some menial labor that involves rubber gloves and 
a white smock (probably work in a kitchen or hospital), believes in the 
wealth of her mother, Blunt, but Hatch has decided before he sees Blunt 
that she is a liar and a “phony” (16). He has seen one of the Progressive 
Funeral Homes which Blunt claims to own and is convinced of Blunt’s 
dishonesty when she passes by it without recognition.

Hatch understands ultimately that the only real thing about Blunt 
is the blues she sings. When he hears her sing the blues, which his 
mother dislikes because of its frank sexuality, Hatch is transfixed by 
its power. It sends him on a ride of “deep waves of thought and feeling 
that carry him to some far-off place in the room, where he sits alone, 
in a small boat, spiraling on a whirlpool of blue water” (17). When he 
discovers Blunt on the street singing for the coins that passersby toss 
her, he lowers his head and, like a charging bull, reduces to splinters 
the guitar. The destruction of the guitar and the blues it represents 
denotes the end of the only connection that exists between Hatch and 
his grandmother.

Allen’s children learn to fight in the treacherous world in which 
they live. When Shiheed threatens to hurt their mother Juicy, Crust 
and Ham pick up makeshift weapons on the street and force him to 
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back down. Boo in “Shimmy” becomes a kind of pint-size avenger. Like 
many of the children in Holding Pattern, he seems more adult than 
child. Since these children live in a world that provides no nurture, pro-
tection or love, they show no deference to adults unless forced to do so. 
Peanut, Boo’s mother, constantly refers to him as a “lil ole man” (130). 
When Lee Christmas first sees Boo dressed in a double-breasted suit, 
the older man immediately decides that Boo looks more like a midget 
than a child. Left alone with Boo, Lee is overcome by fear—a fear that 
intensifies when the boy begins a verbal assault that implies that Lee is 
a homosexual. First Boo wants to know if Lee Christmas knows Santa 
Claus and Frosty the Snowman. Then he asks, “Does Frosty have a cold 
dick?” When Boo unzips his pants to expose himself, Lee feels that his 
chest has been torn open.

Nature aids Boo in the killing of Lee, the unnatural father, and in 
the reclaiming of Boo’s childhood. Throughout the story, Lee, like a 
vampire, hates the light and heat of the sun. Boo’s eyes are described 
as “black sunlight” (160), and later the great pain that Lee feels in his 
chest is equated to “the glare of sunshine gathering in his heart” (161). 
Boo leaps from the car, and Lee, fearing Peanut’s anger, pursues him. A 
cube of sunlight snatches Lee from the ground and, with the aid of the 
wind, smashes him to the ground. Before this occurrence, Boo, the “lil 
ole man,” has according to his abusive mother, cried only twice in his 
life—at his birth and after the beating with the extension cord. Bathed 
in the blood of the dying Lee, Boo becomes again a child who can cry. 
With a tearful innocence and a seeming unawareness of the forces he 
has unleashed, he urges Lee, “Gon, get up” (162). But it is Lee’s de-
struction that makes possible Boo’s transformation from a malevolent, 
obscene, miniature adult to a naïve child who cannot fathom death.

These final moments of the story “Shimmy” create a kind of aporia. 
On one level Boo seems to be the one character in all the stories who 
represents resistance and the possibility of agency. But the ending cre-
ates another moment of indeterminacy. Is Boo a conscious agent or has 
he been rescued by some cosmic force? If so, why does Lee’s death evoke 
sadness rather than a sense of triumph?

The notion of resistance seems to be promised by the epigraph that 
Allen uses for the story. The statement “I know that I am not alone” 
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comes from June Jordan’s essay, “Declaration” collected in Civil Wars 
and is Jordan’s reaffirmation of a unified force that continues to struggle 
against political, economic, and cultural oppression (115). However, 
Allen’s deconstruction of this epigraph in “Shimmy” is ultimately a re-
pudiation of the radical politics of the generation that preceded him. 
None of Allen’s stories addresses institutional power above the limited 
authority of the police or the bus driver in “Same.” There is little evi-
dence that these figures represent a larger polity that exercises control. 
Instead, the epic battles in many of the stories are familial ones in which 
the young struggle against the old in an environment that is unknow-
able and untamable. Despite the implications of the Jordan epigraph, 
Boo is most definitely “alone.” Even though he has caused or at least 
witnessed the destruction of a man he perceives as the opposition, he 
returns to a mother who claims her child’s intense love for her frightens 
her and who, despite her own proclamations of maternal love, contin-
ues to neglect and physically abuse her young son.

In Holding Pattern, Allen wages a postmodern battle against the 
totalizing narratives of his literary forebears. Ultimately one can appre-
ciate Allen’s parody of their romanticization of magic and fantasy. On 
some levels Morrison’s and Reed’s representation of the paranormal 
as an effective tool of political and cultural struggle seems an escape 
at a time in American history when the radicalism of the late sixties  
has died from a ruthless repression and the enervation of the harassed 
Left. The subsequent right-wing domination has made any actual po-
litical action seem quixotic. Indeed, Frederic Jameson argues that the 
origin of fantasy is a sign of political incapacitation. He contends that  
“[f]abulation—or if you prefer, mythomania and outright tall tales—is 
no doubt the symptom of social and historical impotence, of the block-
ing of possibilities that leaves little option but the imaginary” (369).

Yet Allen’s refusal to construct an alternative history or to target the 
dominant culture rather than his literary mothers and fathers who fo-
cused on the need for resistance makes this collection of stories primar-
ily an aesthetic exercise. As Linda Hutcheon points out in A Poetics of 
Postmodernism, “the interpretation given to [postmodernism’s] modes 
of distancing and critique just might depend on what is being decon-
structed and analyzed” (183). In Holding Pattern the primary target of 
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the critique is the fiction of earlier black writers. There is no recognition 
of any political order and, therefore, resistance is impossible.

According to Hutcheon there are critics who argue that the de-
constructive nature of postmodernist fiction is revolutionary because it 
challenges the reader to recognize the relativity of any memory, narra-
tive or ideological construction (180). But in The Politics of Postmod-
ernism she also points out the “potential quietism of the political ambi-
guities or paradoxes of postmodernism.” Because its stance is negation, 
postmodernism “has no theory of positive action on a social level” (22). 
Madhu Dubey insists that the very nature of postmodernism prevents 
the possibility of any “pure, uncompromised political critique” (160). 
Stories like Allen’s can create a kind of reactionary stasis. Their contin-
ual deconstruction of every narrative including their own can reduce 
such fiction to “a form of solipsistic navel-gazing” (Hutcheon Poetics 
206). Caught in the taxing struggle for comprehension, the reader of 
Allen’s stories must decide if the artistic and mental exercise is suffi-
cient. Ultimately, Holding Pattern becomes an aesthetic battle with the 
literary ancestors, and Allen’s deconstruction of their political struggle 
amounts to capitulation and despair.

NOTES

1. Allen prefaces his collection of stories with a note that states that “the 
reader should not assume that this name represents a single, reappearing 
character.”

2. Paulla Ebron contends that “rural nostalgia and romanticism had no 
place in [the] vision of male writers of the renaissance such as Hughes” 
(102). Obviously she is not familiar with Hughes’s poems, “Homesick 
Blues” (Collected Poems 72) and “Red Clay Blues” (Collected Po-
ems 212), both written with none other than Richard Wright. See also 
Hughes’s short story “Big Meeting” in Laughing to Keep from Crying.

3. Reed’s novel deconstructs the typical racial narrative by including 
young followers of LaBas who are not black. 

4. Key to postmodernism is the idea that history is itself a fictional con-
struct defined by ideology and power. See also Hutcheon, Politics of Post-
modernism, 70–78. 
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DAYS
Jeffery Renard Allen

—for James Byrd, Jr.,

lynched June 7, 1998, Jasper, Texas

I.
Boll weevil in the cotton
Worm in the corn
Devil in the white man
War going on

Dusk
light tucked in
(Flies touched down like day on skin)

At approaching knife earth
scurries away

Hellhounds on the prowl
mouths open, nooses swinging
free

Twin rails frail black blood
from a black tree
Pack up your besotted trunk
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O, this howling distance
Pilot,
don’t you pilot me

II.

Memory in
side the humming shell

Threat rising
from the white gourd of a
bullet-riddled skull

Keep wary eye out
Only got enough of the story to
line me this song
No horse
no money
did I come to tell you

Take up that nail and scratch
your torn name

Nest there:
vulture
phoenix
witchbird

this is our labor

Lord
bend us youur ear

Feel a sin coming on

(from Stellar Places)
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JEFFERY RENARD ALLEN’S STELLAR PLACES
Terese Svoboda

Jeff Allen’s second book of poetry Stellar Places begins with a dignified 
litany in the rhythm of a heavy footfall.

We have come 
at the mercy of winds 
We have come 
at the mercy of sea 
From the shackles of the old 
to the shackles of the new

One stacked observation after another, yes, but then the poem torques 
its energy into commentary:

Caved 
Cooned 
Numb in the localized fist 
Blind in the plastic order of the eyes (“Prayer to Eshu-Elegba”)

This rich evocation of racial oppression, a subject that can never be 
exhausted, has many influences beyond the Chicago nexus of poets of 
Allen’s upbringing that includes Yusef Komunyakaa and the late Gwen-
dolyn Brooks. Are we in Rimbaud-land: “I laid myself down in the 
mud. / I dried myself in the air of crime” from A Season in Hell, the 
chanting here becoming more and more surreal? Or has Allen gone all 
language-y with direction-swerve like Cole Swensen in “The Evolution 
of the Garden”:

that shade is dearer than fruit  and the trees be not bitter ones  let them 
not be 
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bitter please 
pass me the sun (Jacket 13)

Or is he diving into an almost inarticulate interior of pain in the manner 
of Paul Celan:

he who drives us, the man, 
he who also hears it, 
 
the half- 
trod log- 
trails on the highmoor, 
 
humidity, 
much (“Todtmauberg”)

In the poem “Word/Inside”—another seeming list of Allen’s—the 
images pile up but they do not add up. Instead, they reverberate, they 
back talk, they kink the knots in a rope the reader uncoils, they pay out 
in narrative as well as rhythm.

Talk 
Tell every thing 
Slim tongue 
Slender rope 
My Captain 
he tugged me from 
a dream 
The One 
The rain 
bow tied 
round his shoulder 
tiller 
on his ship… (“Word/Inside”)

Like the slash in the title of “Word/Inside,” the slash in “Mo/The 
Red/Tongues” readies the eye for the poem’s rhythm, its narrow listing, 
its tight back and forth. Allen’s slash also works as an equal sign or a 
colon, the way it was used in the Seventies, with A. R. Ammons its main 
practitioner, who often joined two terms with colons that also expand-
ed and explained. In some of Allen’s poems, the result is often explosive. 
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For example, in “Prayer to Eshu-Elegba”:

They rise those who fell with 
setting sun/crushed beneath 
They rise now with pierced glass sparkling in their knees 

“Crushed beneath” further defines the falling at sunset, but the juxta-
position makes the repeated rising that surrounds it even more trium-
phant. Another example of Allen’s slash is from “L. A. Suite”

Palm trees like shredded biscuits 
Clumps of random bushes/film on cutting room floor 
Wide-streaming freeways 
Bright bold cars/painted war canoes 

In this instance, the slash works as shorthand for the metaphorical re-
lationship between “bushes” and “film,” and “cars” with “canoes.” It 
also expands the L.A. setting in a more fluid exchange than the tradi-
tional “like” by creating a ricochet between parallels. In these lines of 
Allen’s poem “Rails: Things You See”:

Can die in a storm like this 
spilled life/an over 
turned bag 

The slash further specifies the abstract “life” with the phrase that fol-
lows— “an overturned bag”—that introduces the colloquial. The same 
poem contains another slash that complicates and enlarges what sur-
rounds it.

Stars sparkle/barbed wire 
fixed in enamel sky (“Rails: Things You See”)

Fixed on barbed wire are those stars, the slash economically uniting 
the mundane imagery of their sparkling with a startling violence, then 
barbed wire becomes the stars.

Allen uses his parentheses in a more familiar way, like the blues, 
but not so much as sotto voce (another horn solo) or to further define 
what’s just been stated, but as an answer to a call. In “Lint” there’s also 
the syncopation of line break.

Idle be 
hind my notes 
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(Sweet talk cause me pain) 
heart perched on a toothpick 
fingering my maroon horn,

His parentheses can also work to obliquely drop in political com-
ment. In his “Tricks into Light”:

Conk sculptured in a defiant 
backwash of wave 
(due process) 
 
Sharp camera flash 
stabbing microphones 
trashcan uproar

Finally, there’s a title in Allen’s book that uses only half a parens: 
“Night (Against Death,” suggesting an open-endedness that is not re-
solved by the poem that follows the title, the impossibility of closure on 
the subject of death.

Allen’s complex formal choices are well-matched by the ambition 
of his imagery in the book’s title poem, “Stellar Places.” Dedicated to 
Robert Hayden, the famous black poet of Detroit and also Consultant 
in Poetry to the Library of Congress, the poem ends with a spectacular 
but controlled burst of triumph in sound and image, continuing the 
motif throughout the book of the persona rising, ever rising.

Water-fueled flesh sprouts through down 
pressing surface 
motion-hungry machine 
showing sky forever upwards into unmapped black

reaches
worlds in tow 
universes in rocketing wish.

Allen generously acknowledges his influences and inspirations in 
his many dedications, keeping up a lively exchange between aesthetics 
and mediums, painters and writers and musicians. But his style stays 
steady, and the imagery is clearly cooked up by Allen. He captures the 
tremendous energy of Jimi Hendrix in a couplet of six words:

You burn tonight / hair 
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flicker rage

This quote is from “Egungun (dead spirits): closing,” the last poem 
in the book, a prayer that ends with the words: “Die without fuss,” an 
imperative gesture, a command of submission. Surely it is ironic. I pre-
fer as a summary statement the brilliant end of “Word/Inside.” 

Stars topple into luminous broth 
  —slow orbits of smoke and flames— 
a perfect nest for fires. Sedimented. Worked on. Turned 
mineral. Awaiting rubber grips to lift the 
dome. See me 
 
sitting pretty 
in tender drift 
where body and color meet
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ON READING JEFFERY RENARD ALLEN’S 
“DAYS”

Lucy Biederman

Rage is not a custom
—Jeffery Renard Allen, “Tricks into Light”

One of the customs Jeffery Renard Allen observes is the dedication of 
a poem to an eminent person. In both Stellar Places and Harbors and 
Spirits, dedicatees are most often from the world of arts and entertain-
ment, like Lauryn Hill, David Cronenberg, and Mahalia Jackson. Rath-
er than about, or to, or of, his subjects, Allen pledges his poems for 
them, his visions of their visions laid at their feet.

—for James Byrd, Jr.,

But Byrd’s fame is of a different kind, and merits a different kind of 
dedication. The for that prefaces “Days” indicates something closer to 
elegy and memory than tribute and vision.

His name comes bounding back from the decades, oh yeah, of course, 
connected inseparably to the term “hate crime.” Three white suprem-
acists chained Byrd by the ankles and dragged him from a truck for 
three miles, in Jasper, Texas, 1998. They dumped his remains in a Black 
graveyard and drove to a BBQ. The Matthew Shepard Act, the anti-hate 
crime legislation that President Obama signed in 2009, is officially titled 
the Matthew Shepard and James Byrd, Jr. Hates Crimes Prevention Act.

Ezra Pound defined epic as a “poem including history.” Is there a word 
for a poem including rage?

lynched June 7, 1998, Jasper Texas

Derrida argues that the date inscribed in all writing is what makes phi-
losophy impossible. Philosophy attempts writing without a dateline, 
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an untimed always that could never be.  Weddings and circumcisions 
are among his exemplary dates, because they are truly one-time-only, 
and yet they are repeated, in a sense, via anniversary. What about a 
lynching—its unrepeatable/repetition in America, always coming back 
around from history? “It looks like the ’60s all over again,” people said 
of the pics on Twitter of protesters vs. police in Ferguson.

Transitively: I date a poem. Intransitively: a poem dates if it ages, if 
it has a history and is of a certain age.

—Jacques Derrida, 

“Shibboleth: For Paul Celan”

One of the things that makes “Days” undated is that the date of June 
7, 1998 is what Derrida might call an “anniversary” of the date August 
9, 2014, and the date August 25, 1955. A date, specific mark, that con-
veys the eerie truth that what cannot return will return, that it perhaps 
already has. Derrida would distinguish between the “internal” and “ex-
ternal” dating of “Days.” The explicit, external date on the poem is not 
necessarily the date of the poem’s writing. Inside the poem is a secret 
date only it knows, its private date.

Memory in 
side the humming shell

—Jeffery Renard Allen, “Days”

It plays at the edge of my memory, the huge public discussion of nearly 
twenty years ago about how long Byrd stayed alive as he was being 
dragged behind that truck. I can almost not remember it; it’s almost 
too bad and distant to recall. Was he alive the whole time? If so, was he 
conscious? They said he tried to lift his head. How much did he suffer? 
It comes rushing back. How much did he suffer? Can they show it as a 
wedge on a pie chart, as a level of liquid in a jar?

Boll weevil in the cotton 
Worm in the corn 
Devil in the white man 
War going on

Gwendolyn Brooks, Allen’s literary relative from Chicago’s South Side, 
began her response to a similarly horrific event, the murder of Emmett 
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Till, by writing: From the first it had been like a / Ballad. It had the beat 
inevitable. It had the blood.

As ballad-like as “Days” begins, with its regular meter and rhyme, even 
its war-going-on blood, this poem is a prism. A single angle is insuf-
ficient. Over the course of its one-and-a-half pages, fourteen laconic 
stanzas, it plays many roles. List poem. Religious poem—psalm, prayer. 
Ballad. Pastoral. Warning. A lyric guided by sound. Work song. Dia-
logue. Dramatic monologue. “Days” tries on each of those forms and 
more, every stanza another try, a trick, a chance.

O, this howling distance 
Pilot, 
don’t you pilot me

Who is at the wheel? No Pilot, no pilot, no author, no God. No one to 
watch or listen, no one to witness. O, this howling distance unbolts the 
stanza with its howl of lyric intensity; after the empty Pilot, that open-
ing lyric crumbles like an old brick. There is as much punctuation in this 
tercet as there is in the rest of the stanzas combined. The commas after 
“O” and “Pilot” lengthen the “howling distance” between the surety of 
“Pilot” and the skepticism in the little-p pilot. And that second comma 
is suggestive of dialogue, but it doesn’t offer any clarity on who might 
be speaking which words.

Take up that nail and scratch 
your torn name

Along the road where Byrd was lynched by dragging, police found a 
wrench with “Berry” written on it: Shawn Allen Berry was the name of 
the driver of the truck. They found a lighter with “Possum” written on it, 
“Possum” being the prison nickname of John William King, well-known 
around Jasper for his white supremacist views. He had a tattoo of a lynch-
ing. The police found pieces of Byrd’s body in 81 places along the road.

Only got enough of the story to 
line me this song

Story/line/song. There are so many ways to tell it, but more is left out 
than ever gets conveyed. The America we stand on is full of holes like 
the space between stanzas.
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Once again to Derrida, who asks what it means to encounter one spe-
cific poem on this specific now:

Today, on this day, at this date.

People are still protesting in Ferguson, and the police are still throwing 
protestors into jails; it’s just not in the news anymore. I saw tweets that 
someone shared on Tumblr, saying an official said Darren Wilson, the 
police officer who shot and killed Mike Brown, will not be indicted. The 
tweets said police are preparing for full-scale riots after they announce 
that he won’t face charges. Someone from Ferguson posted a pic of a 
can of gasoline on Facebook, proclaiming she would burn down the 
town.

What must be commemorated, at once gathered together and re-
peated, is, at the same time, the date’s annihilation, a kind of noth-
ing, or ash.

10/6/2014–10/7/2014
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TO WANDER IS TO SEE
A Response to Jeffery Renard Allen’s  

“Rails: Things You See”

Melissa Jenks

Often at night I dream of lost suitcases, lost tickets, lost passports. I 
am at a train station, or bus station, or airport, with an indecipherable 
itinerary and an urgent departure across town. I blame these dreams on 
the travel I did as a child, the travel that continues to haunt my waking 
and sleeping life. Although an American, I grew up in Asia and even 
now, forever, I belong to two places.

To belong to two places is to belong nowhere.

Amid Jeffery Renard Allen’s second collection, Stellar Places, nest small 
poems about wanderers. Like “Rails,” which speaks of side-mouthed 
sailors, who sing:

of wide-hipped continents 
heart gutted by waves

At the center of Allen’s poem is a restless, gutted heart. Other Allen 
poems speak of alien gods, abandoned elephants, lost tribes. His char-
acters follow mysterious charts, follow the tracing of oceans and rivers, 
travel on trains, roads, boats. They are wanderers—speaking, above all, 
of homelessness.

The title rails refuse to lay down easily. Where are they? The poem 
speaks the lyrical language of myth, of dream.

Just when we’ve theorized a boxcar shifting along rails, past a “har-
bor afire” with sunset, with:

cigarette-shimmers in 
the dark
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comes:
Can die in a storm like this

Where is this storm? An initial interpretation of the dyadic structure 
of the poem into a neat two-stanza sunset and sunrise dissolves when 
interjects an all-powerful god, a jilted lover—someone—rising in rage. 
Is it the ocean itself? 

In some ways, the poem seems to hold the repeating structure of a 
refrain, with the narrative returning to touch on three different stories. 
The first, that of the train and whistle; the second, that of the deadly 
storm with its overturned bag and helmets tumbling over; the third, one 
where open “shoots of hurt and healing.”

Then arrives:

Road forms to foot 
rises/distended belly

That echo, the road rising like the shape of a malnourished child makes 
me realize, we’re not on a train. No, these rails travel the world of peo-
ple who suffer.

Allen uses a slash in a rarely punctuated poem. Why? Because even 
here, in the glimpse of road seen from the safe haven of a freight car, or 
from the dangerous bilge of a storm-tossed boat, rests the uncertainty of 
a traveler’s unbelonging. The road is a road and yet it is not—it is also 
a distended belly. The stars are stars and yet they are not—they are the 
sparkle of sunset on barbed wire.

The poem’s words speak the language of a dream, a language that 
veils itself. As Allen himself wrote about the nineteenth century “pop 
star” pianist, “Blind Tom”: “This person remained silent to me.” In 
many ways, Allen’s poem remains silent, at least in the way it obstructs 
narrative. Instead, it echoes archetypes that we ourselves project. Just 
when we’ve formed a narrative to explain the surreal images, a nev-
er-mentioned box car, a storm-tossed boat, the poem shifts, withholding 
its meaning from us. 

What goes unsaid 
remains unfinished business.

“Rails” contains the “infinite plasticity” that Stanley Crouch writes 
about, describing Blind Tom’s music. “Rails” tells the stories that we 
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tell ourselves, to ourselves, the ways we make sense of the world, by:

the dark 
map and constellation

In the same way, he writes of hiddenness, silence, misunderstanding.

the cults of 
he said she said

Characters arise mysteriously, without explanation. How do we recog-
nize our god? Not by his face, but by his walk.

To the new reader of a Jeffery Renard Allen poem, what surfaces is 
the way a singular experience becomes universal. All of us experience 
the rage of gods. All of us know a wing-burned bird, webbing through 
branches. Beneath his pen, an alien history becomes familiar, as aching-
ly familiar as a mother’s face.

A quote I have fruitlessly googled came from an old professor who 
said: the ring of truth in a great piece of art should be like the reflection 
from a window, seen from a train. In a split second, as I ride by a house on 
a train, I see a reflection, and I know that what goes on behind that win-
dow is real, is true, is singular. There are people alive behind those win-
dows. That house has a history. I taste that “worm-hard kernel.” And then 
I am gone. We all know that authenticity, the echo of lived experience.

In words, he lives for us the experience of the exile, the men born 
homed and cast out to wander the waters, at the mercy of the ocean. He 
draws, with a sure eye, how it looks to be from one place and long for 
the gods of another. To cry out to them and not be heard.

Perhaps his poems are fundamentally American in that they remind 
us that none of us (save for a remnant sliver) came from here. All of us 
are aliens. All of us belong to two continents. Or perhaps that experi-
ence is even more universal. It was Odysseus who first “ached with an 
agony to redeem himself and bring his company safe home.” It’s why 
the ache for home that Allen writes about is so familiar.

“This world is not our home,” goes the line, from Hebrews. Allen’s 
poem speaks to this homelessness, with his multitudes of overlapped 
travelers—these trains, these boats, these roads.

Three shakes of a tail 
for the homecoming song
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Perhaps, in Allen’s world, all of us are looking for a way to bring our 
company safe home. All travel is a form of exile after all, and it is only 
in travel that we see the harbor afire, only in wandering that we see the 
truth, the final truth, that:

There is no birth 
I say 
no birth without 
dust

This place is the only place. Here is the only place I can be, the only 
place anyone can be. Not before, not after. This is human experience: to 
be here and not there. To hover between god and demon. As we wander 
the rails of the world we learn that there is no train. No whistle. No 
wailing guitar. 
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UNCHANGING HAND
Jeffery Renard Allen

—for Tumie

A voice at the window calls me by name
I bump the bed in darkness
fumble at the sheets, trying to hold
my body in place

Just one hour

Though from every wind He has made us secure

Light boned birds clinging to
cover
Little fish darting a
way 
Antelopes as quick as the sun behind them
And other creatures too
All are captured, tamed in the net, and taken to those dim fields of the
underground

So it must be
for long ago Human went to visit God
And God said, “Return in the morning before you 
leave” and gave Human a chicken
But that night Human was hungry after such a long
journey
The next morning Human went before God and God said, “Human, I 

did not
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hear the chicken crow this morning”
Human replied fearfully, “I was hungry and ate it”
“You did? I see.” God took to his feet. “That is all right. Cease your 

worrying.”
God put a hand on Human’s shoulder. “Tell you what: in the by and 

by,
die as chicken did and at your death return here to me so that I may 

look after you”

So it is

Pain carries us closer
but let us not go
down in grief and weariness and trepidation
vexed
Though Death’s face be dreadful in its look
think about the light of no light when
darkness gathers in the windows and the floors are clean

How otherwise could I have found this
chair of stone?

Come and bring advantage to this place

The evil things that await us
let the setting sun take them
Misery cannot walk this ground

I bend my knees

Should it be that this is the
last my flesh shall feel,
fly with me to the mountain
lie with me under the sea
until huge crests bear us high
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In your vast consideration
consider me

October 6, 2014, Miami
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THE MARRIAGE STOOL DOESN’T WEIGH MUCH, 
NOR DOES THE ALTAR, NOR DOES  

THE LADDER, NOR DOES THE GATE
Jeffery Renard Allen

—for Oumou Sangare’

Moon runs down in a purple stream
The stars forbear to shine
disappear

Child of a cocoyam farmer
why do you cry?

If you are hungry,
put fresh peas in a pot

The prepared meal, the arranged marriage—
both may have their plenty
More plentiful the
stolen marriage
stolen meal

Lock the doors

For (first rule) the love that lies beyond
only a thief can be its prophet

Dry September,
in the treeless grassless yard I can
not stand
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Be mindful of me
Fire will swim me through frigid water

You who withstand thirst,
I am calling
Nostalgia is hard
(Did I mention the hills?)
Was it the white dog or the red
who broke the calabashes
smashed the butterjars
stole the wash hanging out to dry
sent flute tones over the garden wall?
Never said what it all meant
what it was all for

Dearest
I have found you but don’t know how
(It’s the hidden snake that grows big)
Take a breath then come so that we can feast
Don’t you know that the art of the
hunt demands a little sorcery?
After all, the cow is called “one day”
the lion is called “future”
two hundred pounds of effort to
chew on this rock

With thieves about,
if I were you I would share
(odd yams in the barn)
Trust is finished in the world
Have you not heard about that thousand-eyed
devil who stands paring his nails and tapping his feet,
keeping tabs on us all from his watchtower in hell?

If it were left up to me, the hunter would never die
No two ways about it
Alas
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Steal away

The worried songbird cries out in the forest
her thoughts go far but not far
enough
Beat your way there and see what she wants
then report back to me or send a note
Karang folo,
you can’t argue with a wall of feathers

Darling
I don’t care what troubles you, if
you stand in that pose you’ve already lost your case
Hear me out
The sedan chair doesn’t weigh much but
the prophet does
the prayer mat does
the mosque does
the door does
Humans can see the heavens with
brain and hands
Behold a light the Almighty did not create

Steal away for only a mad man rushes in
to a house people are running out of

Live where you can

Sweetheart
the sugared porridge is finished
the ginger juice is finished
the fermented plantains are finished
the spicy coconut is finished
the roasted groundnuts are finished
Is there any tea left?
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any rice?
any coffee?
No?
So go boil the water (the vulture does not lick grass)
while I will take up this stale boxy kamalengoni

Two frets or twenty, this thing stinks like a
birdcage and is just as small
And, one touch, already the strings are angry

Cool
down, show some restraint, patience
Refrain until the sky speaks
wind speaks
rain speaks
the broken leaf
If (second rule) you cannot run, do not
chase after a married man

My love,
you who withstand hunger,
I am calling with
crumpled note humming inside my fist
Drink some wine from this calabash
Hear how it swishes from side to side but does not spill
Indeed

Oumou,
you battler of sins and saints,
though you are a woman please accept these small intestines as a
belt for your waist
You have earned it

Now rise and take your name into the afterlife

October 13, 2014
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THE GIFT
Jeffery Renard Allen

—for Zawadi, heart of my heart

Zawadi,
did I tell you about the
donkeys of Lamu,
those ships of the desert
making way, making-a-way
through twisted stone streets?
(Their timing must be perfect)

Or about the muezzin broadcasting the
call to prayer, voice rising and falling,
singing his verses higher than a man’s voice should travel

Or about the women robed in black, a bright square
of face exposed inside each veil, gazing out with longing at a
forbidden world

The black blowing about of these hard-edged beauties who might at any
moment sweep up into flight

Turned away, now the donkeys pause with their burdens,
white bricks piled on reed-skinny backs
The ground is not the only hard substance that receives the
shape of their feet
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In the square, men and women alike are seated in a circle
around a baobab tree as squat as a house

They speak law and lesson and love, letting their words hum,
small words that have little use alone, speak,
each person trying to outdo his neighbor, long and unhurried tales spun
amid the shadows of branches, fold upon rough thick fold

Mangrove trees rise out of low tide like an army on stilts
all alike in size, tone, and color
their black branches neatly groomed and inviting, hiding nothing

The light is little but all the world shines around them

Sea ruffling its white sleeves, reaching gestures across waters
where the sharp triangular sails of jahazi slice through sky mile after 

mile on every idea of commerce invented for us (mango, coconut, 
shaving cream)

They seem to spring up from nowhere
a white blossoming of ocean
a series of jerky mechanical gestures against bright East African sky

I take it as a sign to start singing and let the sound carry me

At each syllable
I say what comes from my most inner thoughts
bright wisdom-cutting words that flash across the darkening heavens 

with the chaotic
bats snapping in and out of vision, each black wing unrolling into a 

noisy veined map

Here in Zanzibar the whole sky resets
(The white man is King of the Earth again)
One ferry capsizes under an outrageous overstatement of weight
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and a second ferry six months later
No way to tally the number of dead

Breathing, I take refuge with the Lord of Daybreak
for those who opened the door before me

Zawadi,
there is land we have not touched
in every corner of the globe a distinctive offering
Shall we see?
Inch into this hull until we are one body

It will take a long pole to anchor in the promised land

So we will, together

September 29, 2012–September 29, 2014

Far Rockaway, New York—Bronx, New York
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POET
Sterling D. Plumpp

(For Jeffery and Zawadi Allen)

My voice, infinite territorial
memory: annealed
in back/Hand

me down moans
to flesh.

Blues draped
in spiritual under

tones (O nobody knows
the trouble I see)

in creole idioms

ascending from coughed
up diasporic

vernaculars of self.

I am contradiction
with a history and
culture. I sing.

My voice/Unique alien
disguised in distances and pains
and blood is not something
auctioned
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I am nothing. I define all
in imagination of

my experiences.
I exist always in disciplined

cries of silence.

My poem is everything
I imagine in language
I hear. My song for
the moment/Improvised
hours and ages I chant

to link ancestors
with the spirit I breathe.

I was born when blues
singers followed their songs/North
away from Mississippi.

This journey I travel and
genocides and chains on
my name try to take a

way my identity/Make
a creator instead.

10–15–2014
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THE ENGINE OF DREAMING
Rachel Eliza Griffiths

His tongue flays the skin
of light: the birth of slow
burning. The blind man
offers me his head: a marvelous bowl
of sound with no bottom. Tom says,

A photograph is a mirror that remembers.
His hands peel the work song
of morning’s tongue. Illiterate, red,
a flap of nameless title. The book speaks

Like a nigger, Tom
says. What blood will not lift
the dream from its socket?

Flesh available for ambush.
Memory yields a thunderhead
of pharaohs. Flames. Eyeless in love,
a name gropes along the stone stairs
of a boy’s spine, his fingers curve
around what will not break—

The best bread comes
from the flesh, Tom

says. His eyes open inward
like worlds : gods settle
in the red cradle of
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his knuckles. Nightfall
prostrates itself at his balcony,
a riot of sightless faces
listen to the discipline
of pleasure. When I hear a shadow
beg for milk, the piano opens
its vast lungs, the hammers
swollen with breathing. The music
devours the dark fields of love &
the city teaches ecstasy to play
dead. The smoke of solitude
is a man, a blur of
torture upon which I lay
my hunger. The best meat
is

sweet, Tom says. I didn’t think
screaming was part of music.

You say the rest in the dark:
there are bridges here
that will not lead you back
to your own mouth : your
mind rouses a kingdom engulfed
in gold birdsong. The snake heel
is a truth standing alone
in the closed eye
of paradise.
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WHENEVER HEMINGWAY HUMS NIGGER
Joshua Bennett

it feels less like the southpaw cross
your friends foretold, more like fresh talon
sailing across the eye’s tundra.

your neck snaps
back: a black
bow in winter, a black boy in summer.
you register the wound. halfway down the page,
waist-deep in The Sun Also Rises, you admonish
your 21st-century heart, bemoan
such unearned fragility.

gentle theorist,
your life’s work depends on mastering
men like this, on surviving
that which shames the tongue’s lust
of utterance, tears you from linear time,
screams: just try
to look at this
and not hate
what you can’t make
bleed.
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UPON THIS PLOT
Evie Shockley

—with a line from nourbese philip

while it is still wet

etched with now:   august 1965

drag time through concrete
on the tip of a stick

a time of ownership, property

erect with new:     the baby rushing
into the home

prepared for her
(november and leaves

and stays

at the foot of the garage
the driveway laid:        flat monument

to a family  history

a house built for            2          3         4

on the corner of ph.d. in zoology         (dr. hubert b. crouch       drive
and painter of quilts          (faith ringgold                drive
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young sisters pretend       with black & blonde baby dolls & barbies
to do almost anything 

haynes manor

a lofty name holding a bit of black nashville aloft

a community of educators, entrepreneurs, office workers & 
government employees

a neighborhood built for black families on the moormans arm
(not a fleeing swan’s wing

a couple hundred brown acres to green with lawns from seed,
young maples & sycamores maturing

at every intersection, possibility:
bontemps (arna   novelist, poet)
work (john wesley  composer)
rowan (carl   journalist)
dunbar (paul laurence  poet)
revels (hiram rhodes  u.s. senator)
dubois (w. e. b.  editor, intellectual)
baldwin (james   essayist, novelist)
augusta savage)   sculptor)

(won’t let a surname hold us back…

there, 3 generations of children
biking                 pumping uphill earns the return, frees the breeze

jumping rope 
running                barefoot on the glittering asphalt, spring grass

playing kickball    forcing the cars to slow      driveway’s home

waiting on buses
chasing dogs             yelling down the block

listening to radios      looked out for

growing up                 almost safe

(knowing or not knowing they lived
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on streets named for     who we are
and     who we hope you’ll be

and from that corner house 
at the bottom of the hill

edged with knew:    the poet rushing
into the world

prepared
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WHEN TIME MOVES IN
Kitso Kgaboesele

Travelling on the bus from Jeounju to Padju
this day has lived before

On that Thursday afternoon
now this Monday morning
we drifted from Pisa to Firenze
listening to the landscape as it spoke for itself
after miles on the road
we stretched our legs, wiped the sweat from our faces
and filled up with giggles as we licked the falling drops of gelato; 
awestruck; we promised to return to Portofino.

Lonely houses are now perched along the road, telling stories from afar
but disappear as time presses on the accelerator
winter then, now autumn
the gold fields are barren
the land is striped with crimson and caramel hues
zigzagging splendidly in between muddy patches
where rice paddies once seemed to hold our dreams afloat
will we ever speak again?

the windowpane
transparent and impenetrable
separates me from you 
yesterday from today
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in cars and on donkey carts
our dreams pulled in different directions

do we relinquish memory when time moves in?
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CHICKEN WIRE 
David Mills

Grandma Ella reared you in a two-room house,
where sausage crackled on a potbelly stove.
Once in her outhouse, a coachwhip tried to staple
your leg. Ella baptized the serpent with an ax,
but snakes don’t give up the ghost ’til sundown, 
and you never missed a day at Tyrell County
School, skipping down Ella’s unpaved road
past the wooden gate fenced with chicken wire.

But chicken wire couldn’t coop you in June of ’62,
you—nothing but wavy pigtails and cardboard valise—
headed to a city hot as a stove, tiptoed around New York,
working Paul’s Sunday afternoon Audubon Ballroom
record hops, taking folks money, handing them tickets
to the ‘get down,’ groove cooking like johnnycakes
on a stove. Bet’ not muffle the heat when JB was going
off the rhythmic deep end. Paul’s ‘Annie’ cracking up
beside you—‘Peg-a-leg.’

You, working a NY Telephone
switchboard, one of the first to get the call: Camelot
had been cut down. What did a White House mean
to a 19-year old black girl who’d stumbled into an Empire
Day Dance, met a man from an island you’d heard was hot
as a stove. He’d left what he’d known for 96th Street’s
buttered popcorn and silver screens. Why head down
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town just cause some high-heeled, hip-swiveling Baby-
Baby beehived trio wanted to know “Where Did Our Love Go?” 

To swap ham hocks for soursop, sweet tea for rum punch,
chicken and waffles became ackee and codfish, corn bread
—curry goat in his blue-eyed mother’s apartment
where concrete was just chicken wire’s closed casket.
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BY WAY OF MARRIAGE
David Mills

Budding in a rail
road apartment, you’d watch the Mets
while a child unfurled in your womb,
praying the only thing the kid would steal
were bases. But if you drifted outside, you’d
upchuck on every corner—the only thing
you kept down was OJ.

Back in Columbia, the woman who reared you 
dipping snuff, a Karo Syrup can her spittoon
by the edge of the porch, near collards and cucumber,
string beans and corn, near the grapevine
you’d summer under cause the ground was cool.

Back in Columbia, parched peanuts stirred in a pan, 
the chicken-feather pillow she’d made you as an infant;
apple slices sprinkled with nutmeg, Virginia swift
premium ham on a wood-burning stove; two beds,
like clodhoppers, facing each other, chifforobe
in the corner of her two-room house, this is what

you’d left. Ella watching your back thin,
like a gladiola stem, down her dusty road,
watching through saucer-sized glasses and tears
when she swung that wide gate shut, chicken-wire
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rattling, her driving that nail, that make-do latch,
into the corner post, locking it and her southern heart.
She moseyed back to her clay-coated, asphalt-shingled
hutch, shooed a dragonfly, poured tomato juice,
pinched her thoughts in a stocking cap.

She would phone you in Brooklyn. You trying to
explain the neighborhood, recalling the privet hedges 
’round her house and heart while a child, ignorant
of country roads, walked in your womb. Your belly—
that baby’s blindfold while you wandered 
Brownsville’s streets. With bangs on one side
and a bun in the back, you paused on ‘your’ corner:
a country road’s cousin—by way of marriage.
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MAMA’S COMB
Dianca London Potts

Mama faded fast, getting sick and sicker. So tired she couldn’t walk on 
her own, couldn’t comb through my hair, hang the wash on the line 
or smile. That sickness turned her blood sour, taking up all the space 
in her veins, drinking strength from her limbs like a thirsty weed. The 
doctor, he gave us bottles filled with thick tonics, telling Mama, “Rest.” 
The pastor read us pages from the good book, telling us, “Pray.” And 
Daddy, Daddy whispered, “Don’t go nowhere” into Mama’s ear while 
her breaths grew shallow and faint. Now she lying still on her back, in 
bed, with her eyes open wide. There ain’t nothin’ on that mirror when 
I hold it beneath her nose and the thump in her chest, its gone. Those 
hands that used to hold me, that stitched me dresses out of nothing, 
and tied ribbons around my braids, they are cold and stiff. Mama’s 
lying there looking empty and Daddy keep on saying she still with us, 
saying he can feel her, how he heard her talking to him in his sleep 
telling him to find Nana’s silver ring, that china cup from the World’s 
Fair, and her finest hair comb, the one that Daddy gave her back when 
they was young. He says she told him that when the time come we best 
place them on her grave or she’ll come looking for them on her own. 
So now Daddy’s searching for the teacup, Nana’s ring, and that comb 
that he ain’t never gonna find cause I got it hidden in the pocket of my 
skirts, its carved swirls in ivory looking like something a lady in one of 
them houses Mama used to clean might wear. Daddy’s looking through 
the kitchen, in the trunk where we keep the blankets, beneath the bed 
Mama’s lying on, and I keep quiet, keep standing, watching with that 
comb in the dark of my pocket. I’ll keep it there until Daddy gets tired 
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of searching and once Mama is resting in the ground, she’ll rise up and 
come looking. Even that bottle tree out front won’t stop her. She will 
rise and come back, come back looking for me.
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REIGN
Kim Coleman Foote

(inspired by JoJo Kabala’s paintings, “Mood Indigo” 

and “Poplar Tree”)

We can no longer predict time by her eye. Shot through the center, its wires 
sprang out, coiled into rusted snakes—fossilized tears. She, who wanted 
to rule the Otherworld with full sight and subject savages to her musings.

Don’t wonder why she no longer cries. How can she feel, locked in pink 
skin that speaks of either too much life—drunk on blood—or the edge, 
the certainty, of death?

The clock stopped ticking long before she lost her wires. Time pierced 
her pupil and incised its natural arc, allowing us to see her inner work-
ings. Nothing but death (or is it the absence of foresight?). For her other 
eye is blind, seeing only in red.

Do not cross her, for she rules the Underworld. It was the lightning 
slant of her brow, her affinity for red, that made them claim her down 
there. They gave her their diamond-encrusted wand, adorned her scalp 
with white flowers, showered her with black rain. In return, she spoke 
in ticks, clicks, and clatter—metallic sounds pulled from her long throat 
and bulbous brain. Time moved backward in her socket and cracked it, 
chiseling a track down her cheek—a reminder that she was once like us. 
Mortal. That she didn’t always strive to be cruel. That her head bowed 
in suffering, her tongue tasted fear, and her eyes saw the spectrum and 
not a sliver of universe.

She who sees in red shall feel the need to hegemonize, and receive praise, 
and rejoice in it.
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But she went by force.

She was lured by aurora in the sky. The sudden red of the atmosphere. 
She, who wanted to rule the Otherworld, skin moon-white and glowing. 
They lured her with promises of marriage, of sensations yet unknown. 
Intoxicated her skin with their touch. Her lips moaned new wisdom.

They tricked her with the bridal veil. She was poised to smile when 
they cracked her neck, split her skull, stopped her clock. For seven days 
she rained pink trails across jaundiced skin, leaving her lips and empty 
socket stained.

They adorned her with the colors of her skin and blood. Awaited her 
transformation into their queen.

If she could have seen her fate, would she have gone to them so eager-
ly? Or would it have been impossible to resist? Could she really avoid 
time, clicking away in her eye? The pinkish being growing inside her, 
slug-like, in the shape of their wand? Until it had eaten her skin, the 
remaining morsels of her inner flesh. Gorging until she had become the 
inverse reflection of innocence.
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ODE TO THE CONFEDERATE WALKING
March 30, 2014

Ed Pavlić

—Athens, GA

I mean open, yes, to be in that fluid
crystal. Let’s still let’s none of us deny
or lie about the day you mistook
my spine for a spiral
staircase your vision a rain of light
dripping down twin mahogany
banisters. So nice to see you out and about
on a Sunday morning. Spring colors
& button-cuff blue blaze.
I serpentine thru your number as you march
children scrubbed the color
of this page, cloudless paste the color
of the Southern sky. The color on the news
is blue. Leather bound blasphemies
tucked under one arm, en route
to sanctify another week of blindness
another life filed under the smiling flag
of Apartheid. As even your unconscious gestures
refute our existence, the state
subsidy that just lit your cigarette : us.
Take that last word apart, you’re right,
we’re a trick; and that’s a dare.
You’ll pardon our wish, since you still insist
on walking without living
in the world we’re here to share,
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that you may go to bed this evening,
yes, in privacy earned, and, so peacefully
as to escape notice, fail to rise, again, tomorrow morning.
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AFTER COLTRANE
Cynthia Dewi Oka

The boy, in the brandy light of a passing train unlatches
a black case, the surface of which is regret, hauls out
the curled studded bronze parts and assembles what
desire is plotting to make his tongue’s chariot.

When spit has saturated the reed, his mother
sits beside him, a hinge; her hands tiny iron gates that swing
open then shut to the galloping chords, as though guarding
an island of ghosts. Near its shore floats her at his age,

water lapping chin, chlorine rusting windpipe.
She has always trusted herself to be a boat, empowered
to part her own reflection, still she finds the body engulfed—
arms blown glass, air like planets breaking the orbit of her mouth.

No one’s taught her to drown with grace, or grip the breath
which like a python squeezes the jelly-life of the lungs, before lunging,
pure freedom, toward the surface, the rudder-blades of sun
that slash and slash yet never scar the darkness, that god

of failed rebellions. She rubs the memory, a coin of bone
between her breasts. Who knows how long she was there,
kissed by linoleum, in the heart of distortion, not thinking to plead
for her life? The way her son holds his breath, secretly
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chains to a single note all the mutinies inside him—
she wants nothing more than to say Here, here I am
to this sound at once roof and typhoon, heaven and the race
of wildfire to which all flesh at last gives, in tribute, in blues.
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TONIGHT WE DRINK WHISKEY & DIVE
Cynthia Dewi Oka

Over the balcony rail, two hundred feet up,
I watch my brothers walk to the liquor store.
It’s spring—the sun has just poured its last
russet malt over the ice of the Rockies,
and the air is laced with reggae, cop sirens,
kids shouting across islands of concrete.
We’ve been discussing what it means to be

poets of color, how we often feel obligated
to make the agonies of our communities dance
(to paraphrase Baraka), to take sides in wars
we had hoped our poetry would help us
transcend. And how still, our bodies divide,
though we burst at the seams, into costumes
of power and desire we spend our lives

repairing: we men, we women. Now the dark
lifts its woolen head, a sapphire god. My poet-
brothers almost imperceptibly hunch their
shoulders, dig hands into pockets, shifting
their route to blend into the densest shadows.
I see Hari’s cigarette go out, Sevé’s Kangol
a drifting temple. Then for a split second, a net
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of crows swoops low over them, and I flinch.
How can I say I love these men, when I’ve only
touched them through the skin of conquest?
Beyond their swagger, which grows smaller
and smaller as they cross further into the night,
I see the mountain peaks. Regal and jagged,
in their shade I’ve begged, fought, knelt, and

won my voice, though I’ve not praised the faces
they lift so reverently to dynamite, the tracks
laid across them like scars. Soon the men will
return, laughter and shit-talk rippling against
the glass, the brown liquid of them spilling
from lips and over the rail. We’ll slip back
into the play, the third act, as though poetry

made us invincible to the ending, as though
poetry could save us from falling.
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HOW THEY CARRIED THEIR HANDS 
 PAST POUNDING

Duriel E. Harris

for Jeffery Renard Allen and Amiri Baraka

—What business had a nigger there,
doors hiss closed, washing a metal sound’s tight flesh
slickness beading in the joints
oily fat and skin, pinched past the grimace

—What
spittle damp, reclining
in velvet cushions’ smoky blue grease,
suspended above a glass pipe’s bowl
blowing a thin suck of air into a waiting mouth
a steel cabinet’s open slanted drawer

—What business—cork hiding in the woodpile
floating, bludgeoned, in the creek
—a nigger—dangling, seed on a string
a kite to fly or drag

cud white meat of a knot, snatched and jerking

—there
wrapped in newspaper, folded in rough linen, wound in jute, bound in plastic

and sealed, packed in wood crates, coolers, bins, cans and barrels, freight boxes,
cartons, cedar chests, trunks and footlockers, burlap and gunny sacks, canvas

satchels, rubber totes, buckets, sequined clutches, steadied in wrought iron
frames, stitched into tapestries and war rugs—twisting the latch hook fringes,

borne in baskets, jugs, glass and clay potter’s jars, urns, vaults and barrows, piled
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 onto tarpaulin beds, into cabs, caravans and carts, perched in paper cages, pulled
 soaking in vats, pickled in tight milky bottles, hung on cables by the wrist

hollows, joined in webs of extremities—clasped and flat against human feet
and quartered hinds, bolted, clamped onto cylinders, juggled loose in their hands

—there
peeling back the blackening crisp fins, skyward thumbs
sipping the surly premise spun out and worshipped like a sun
jaundiced eye pinned open spilling tentacles, light
cleaved shadows, the blue scuttle swiftness parting against the swell
slaughter pulling back red sleeves of circular muscle

clicking tracks through a black water gaze
teeth flitting against the gate
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Jeffery’s Story (photo and text), Jeffery Renard Allen
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JEFFERY ALLEN’S GRACE
René Steinke

December 17, 2014

I first met Jeffery Allen in 1987, in Chicago. The poetry workshop met 
in a classroom in a grim, high-rise building with narrow, tinted windows 
that looked out on the South Side of Chicago, Jeff’s native city. Our pro-
fessor, Michael Anania, a mentor to us both even for years after this, 
had a grand and generous view of his students’ potential. “Look around 
you,” Michael said. “If someone in this room writes a poem you think is 
great, don’t be jealous. Ask them out for coffee. Literary history is made 
of friendships more than rivalries.” Jeff was quiet and reserved. I recall 
several conversations with him about Michael Ondaatje’s work, and the 
intersections between poetry and fiction, and I admired Jeff’s poems, how 
his voice was like no one else’s. We’ve now been friends for many years.

I only stayed in Chicago for a short time, but Jeff and I met again six 
or seven years later, when we were both teaching at colleges in Queens. 
Jeff’s astonishing first novel, Rails Under My Back, had just been pub-
lished to great acclaim, and I invited him to come speak to my students. 
The literary sophistication of this novel escaped these undergraduates, 
and they didn’t understand everything they heard, but they were, none-
theless, completely enraptured by the pure music of the language. That 
was the first time I heard Jeff say that when he was younger, he’d want-
ed to be a professional musician—only he’d “never got around to learn-
ing to play an instrument.” Jeff stayed in the classroom for a long time 
afterward, patiently answering questions in his typical, modest way.

One of my favorite sentences in Rails Under My Back is: “Jesus 
was convinced that her exodus had strangled any impulse her surviving 
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children—his mother and aunt—had to get close to her, and had ripped 
open his life, for an eye, like a shattered mirror, multiplies the images of 
its sorrow.” The straightforward emotional insight at the beginning of 
that sentence, followed by an illuminating image full of complexity—
this is, in a microcosm, what I love about Jeff’s prose. There is often a 
searing directness, but it’s complicated by an image or a digression that 
leans toward the numinous. Jeff has published poetry as well as fiction, 
and though it might be too simplistic to say that his prose bears the 
marks of a poet, I heard him say recently that the reason he took up 
poetry was actually very practical—to make his prose more interesting. 
This might be one of Jeff’s typical self-deflections, but if it’s true, this 
very practical strategy, has over the years, often had the effect of magic.

After I began teaching at Fairleigh Dickinson University in Mad-
ison, New Jersey, Jeff began teaching part-time in the low-residency 
MFA program, and then we saw each other regularly, as both colleagues 
and friends. Jeff is one of the most intelligent people I know. He reads 
constantly, and holds a lot of information in his head, but he wears his 
brilliance lightly. He often has an almost old-fashioned, courtly man-
ner, in fact, that alternates with a more casual, modest affect, especially 
when presenting his lectures. One of his most recent lectures on Albert 
Murray’s Train Whistle Guitar began, “I’ve always been fond of literary 
gossip,” and he proceeded to deliver a fascinating discussion of music, 
writing, politics, the influence of Albert Murray on his contemporaries, 
and as I recall, he presented this lecture entirely without notes, with 
delightful digressions and asides.

Over the past several years, at the faculty readings at FDU, Jeff has 
read passages aloud from Song of the Shank, as it has been in prog-
ress. For years, we’ve been anticipating this book, and when I first read 
the complete novel a few months ago, I was even more in awe than 
I’d expected to be. Even beyond his unique treatment of the historical 
material of Blind Tom, Jeff’s prose is masterful—lyrical, inventive, and 
absorbing. 

There in her quarters the world dropped away. Morning light so 
heavy that it almost shattered the stained glass windows as it fell 
into the room, so heavy that it hurt when it dropped onto her—
bearing up in that light, bearing that light—every familiar object 
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in the room (table, chair, bed, closet, lamp, bowl, basin) atremble 
(quivering), fragile, brittle in the face of such breakage. Like the 
clouds the walls changed color. She tried to keep very still in the 
fantastic temperatures of the room and make her way to the fires in 
her mind where Thomas might be… (132)

I was absolutely floored by the brilliant clarity and the intimate texture 
of life in this passage. As so many reviewers have said, this book is a 
wonder of imagination and creative research. The story of Blind Tom 
radiates into other stories, without losing its place at the center, and the 
novel’s complicated treatment of race is unlike anything I’ve ever read. 
And the novel is also about music and words themselves: 

Tom bites into the hard green apple. (Whale of an appetite.) The 
cold sweet grain against the roof of his mouth. Seeds perhaps. The 
shapes of words enter and play at making sense. Leaves hover on the 
verge of speaking. Words rise to sky with the chickens but drop back 
to earth after a brief flight. Worms whisper marvelous things into his 
fingers and feet. And when others speak he can taste their language 
and thoughts in his mouth.” (196–197)

Song of the Shank is a novel that performs the miracle of making 
history feel as alive and salient as this present moment in time. This 
contemporary feeling has been especially resonant in the last few weeks, 
amid the outrage and protests surrounding the deaths of Mike Brown 
and Eric Garner, and the injustice of court decisions not to indict the 
policemen in either of these cases. Last week, I attended one of Allen’s 
readings, which he prefaced by connecting recent events to Song of the 
Shank. This was before the decision about the Eric Garner case was 
announced, after which Jeff told me, “I have to say, I’m not surprised.” 
The sheer absurdity of racism and its attendant brutality is something 
Jeff is interested in exploring in his writing—not just in content, but in 
formal ways, in the rhythms of his character’s interior lives, the images, 
the unexpected shapings of the narrative. One of the reasons I admire 
Jeff’s work so much is that he doesn’t shy away from large questions 
of justice and politics, but those themes are never the only focus—Jeff 
is always just as interested in the approach to the writing itself—and 
because of that approach, the political dimension to his work is all the 
more powerful. The complex and baffling machinations of racism in 
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Song of the Shank feel contemporary and poignant precisely because 
one feels Jeff challenging the language to address the knotted barbarity 
(we are privy to the thoughts of several ridiculous bigots in the novel). 
But even within this milieu, the shocking ugliness, Jeff also stretches the 
language to reclaim moments of solace, particularly in the care he takes 
with the inner lives of certain characters: “Now that she and Reverend 
Wire are here, in the camp, nurses dressed in white descend from the 
topmost branches of the trees like a lost flock of birds. Tall trees that 
brush the light in, brush the shade out” (499).

 Jeff is a writer whose complete engagement with his work is insep-
arable from engagement with life. I want to mention something about 
Jeff’s work in Africa, where he has organized and led several writing 
conferences, and he has mentored and befriended many African writers. 
I know that going to Africa has been transformative for him personally, 
and consequently, for his work. A few years ago, I received a long email 
from Jeff, in which he said that his experience of the continent had 
changed his entire vision, that, although he was nearly finished with 
his novel on Blind Tom, he now realized that it needed to be recon-
ceived. Then he told me what happened when he was in Kenya in 2006. 
Some illness contracted in Nairobi was keeping him from sleeping more 
than two hours each night, and this was causing a delirium from fever. 
Nonetheless, he believed that he’d had a spiritual encounter later on 
the island of Lamu, in Kenya, when an epiphany came to him, “The 
ancestors are trying to get your attention.” It turned out that the island 
of Lamu provided a geographical model for the fictional island in Song 
of the Shank, Edgemere (as did Zanzibar, in later trips, where he met 
his wife, Zawadi).

In 2008, Jeff had a near-fatal bout with malaria, which he’d con-
tracted in West Africa during the summer. In December, he was taken 
into the hospital with septic shock and liver and kidney failure. I went 
to visit him there, with our friend, Terese Svoboda, and frankly, we were 
very frightened for him the first time we visited, when his health still 
seemed precarious. He was in the intensive care unit, his body attached 
to complicated machines, and he was visibly weakened and thinner. 
Terese and I talked with Jeff and tried to joke, but privately, we were 
very worried. We knew Jeff as someone who often became so consumed 
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by work that he didn’t always take the time he needed to rest—and 
here in the hospital, though he was bored, he had a forced confinement. 
We desperately hoped that he’d fully recover, though at the time that 
outcome seemed uncertain. When we went back to visit him a couple of 
weeks later, though, Jeff was sitting up in bed, lively, with pages of his 
manuscript spread across the sheets, and he was fiercely back at work. 
“This all made me realize,” he said. “I need to finish this novel!”

Jeff and I have talked about a wide range of spiritual ideas over 
the years (via Clarice Lispector, Africa, our very different childhood 
experiences of church), and in England, where we teach each winter, 
we once had a long conversation about different notions of grace. He’d 
understood that I was trying to write about a certain aspect of religion 
in my new novel; he had recommendations of books, and we talked 
about how difficult it is to write well about anything related to notions 
of the divine or sacred. But I also learned then that Jeff has a keen 
awareness of the spiritual workings in his own life. In recent years, Jeff 
has seemed happier than ever before, partly, I’m guessing, because of 
his recent marriage to Zawadi, which, as he told me, means “gift” in 
Kiswahili. I think much of the power in Jeffery Allen’s work comes from 
his writing out of an awareness of the gifts he’s been given, and from 
a place of mystery, as someone who nearly lost his life, and so now is 
especially, awake.
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THE BIG KID IN THE LAST ROW
Lore Segal

Jeffery Allen was a student in my undergraduate class in the eighties, 
when the University of Illinois at Chicago was still known as Chicago 
Circle.

Creative writing teachers, a comparatively recent species in aca-
demia, seem all independently to have arrived at the same method: Ev-
ery member of the class is required to have read and come prepared to 
discuss the work of the student scheduled to be “critiqued.” Always in 
the last row, as if with his back to the wall, sat this very large African 
American kid, who brought in one astonishing, groundbreaking story 
after another. Here, in my class, I had discovered an original talent! It 
turned out that all the members of the department’s creative writing 
faculty had Jeff in their classes, and were all making this same discovery.

The definition of something original is precisely that it is not saying 
what we are set to hear. It takes experience to smell out the genuine in 
what we don’t understand—to be willing to imagine that an artist may 
be up to something that we might not be up to. The teacher’s job in this 
situation was to defend these stories to the undergraduate population, 
since the writer was too shy or maybe too wise—was for whatever rea-
sons of his own not going to explain anything.

Why, for instance, did the narrative not tell us the where and when, 
and who was talking? Why did we find ourselves inside of characters 
who were experiencing a world we didn’t know? And the sound of their 
talking was different from what we had read in books before.

It might have been a postmodern Black American Dickens who had 
created the boy protagonist, Hatch, Hatch’s bizarre and rather beautiful 
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retarded brother, the monumentally embattled mother, and the unfor-
gettably sinister boy villain with the name of Chitlin’ Sandwich who 
was perennially at war with Hatch’s older sister—so movingly in search 
of good order and good behavior.

This, thirty years later, is how I remember it, but we know interpre-
tation does a number on the original. Was that the story Jeff had written 
or the story I would have written? The only corrective is to plunge into 
the real Jeff’s language. Listen to this from Song of the Shank:

The shapes of words enter and play at making sense. Leaves hover 
on the verge of speaking. Clutching at the air. Words rise to the sky 
with the chickens but drop back to earth after a brief flight. Words 
whisper marvelous things into his fingers and feet. And when others 
speak he can taste their language and thoughts in his mouth.

Words “play at making sense,” and there are moments when Jeff the 
poet achieves the sort of sense that might have made Emily Dickinson 
feel physically, she wrote, as if the top of her head were taken off.

On another note, Jeff may remember the year of his first time in 
New York. He stayed with us. After breakfast, he shot out of the door 
to get himself to Harlem; the second morning he went off to Coney 
Island. Here it is 2014 and Jeff brings his wife Zawadi and baby James 
to see me.

It may be true that blood is thicker than water, but there is a chem-
istry that, over a third of a lifetime, can create an elective kinship. The 
kid in the last row has become family, a friend, and one of my favorite 
writers.
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OPEN LETTER TO JEFF ALLEN
Arthur Flowers

My brother in struggle. You’ve been a true friend and a brother with 
whom I have run good longgame. Felt like I had to come up with some-
thing special for you, something personal, something sincere and signif-
icant without being sycophantic.

I don’t make friends easily at this stage in my life and it’s been a 
long time since I partnered up with anybody, especially somebody so 
mercurial, so visionary: I’m the practical one on the team. That’s just 
wrong. But it’s indicative of how special you are to me, in part because 
we have history, in part because of my respect for your work.

When I think of your work I think Ulysses, I think Chamoiseau, I 
think epic. It’s clear from the first couple of paragraphs in Rails that we 
are in the hands of a master, that a commitment will be necessary if we 
are to mine this literary work of wonder.

For those willing to wade in new worlds await. Your use of lan-
guage is a lyrical world all its very own, poetic in its grace, meticulously 
relentless in its power. Throw in the craft and the vision and the inten-
sity with which you grapple, you got masterwork. I judge you to be one 
of the premier literary forces of the age. I do not make the claim lightly. 
Far as I’m concerned, you da man.

I recall meeting you as SLS Kenya faculty, 2008 I believe, how we 
quickly bonded on a Memphis/Chicago axis, two downhome believers 
in the power of the word, in this, the heart of East Africa, birthplace 
of humanity. Then there was Lamu, that strange little island that felt 
like it was a century or two out of historical sync, with a resilient Pan 
African consciousness that was so spiritually refreshing, so uniquely 
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illuminating. We had a ball, did we not? A mythical, magical ball that 
still resonates to this day.

I recall that spot where I took that picture of you, where you bought 
up all those Afrospiritual instrumentations, furniture and fetishes, in-
cluding I believe, that Oba chair you were sitting in. I recall the mis-
adventures you were subjected to, tearing up your leg, falling into the 
ocean, getting sick, but also rooftop jam sessions watching the sun rise 
on the ocean, dhows and mangrove swamps, friendly black folk tickled 
to actually meet African Americans, and the wandering mazes of Lamu 
leading you to this spiritual epiphany about Pan African identity and 
happiness, an epiphany so intense it became like a crossroads moment 
for you. A moment further shaped by Zanzibar and all you have found 
there.

I recall how insistent you were that it was all a “message from the 
ancestors.” In Song of the Shank’s Edgemere, I see how that crossroads 
revelation has affected your work and your vision. I see how significant 
it has been for you, for AfroAm literature and Pan African identity.

I also recall how that crossroads moment manifested itself in the 
Pan African Literary Forum, a vision so powerful that I signed on. The 
PALF experience and the experience of running longgame with you, 
well, that, my brother, that is something I will always treasure.

Would not have missed PALF Ghana for anything. Still hard to 
believe we pulled it off. Writers from all over Africa and the Diaspora, 
including a major contingent of young writers of all persuasion from 
the States, and an open slot to any writer from the continent who could 
get there. How, with the help of the NYU Ghana folk, we were able to 
house them all, run classes and workshop them, party them, dialogue 
them.

Who will ever forget our literary investiture of Accra, the DuBois 
Center, the expat exPanther’s sustainability compound on Kokrobitey, 
the folk we meet and hung tough with, the issues we dialogued, the 
talents we nurtured, and, more than anything, the slave castles and the 
Doors of No Return. The moment that most spoke to me was at Cape 
Castle. Stepping through the Door of Return into a vibrant African sea-
scape of fisherfolk and their boats, flapping flags and green nets full of 
fish, I felt a connection to the continent that made me cry. I had made 
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it home. It was in that moment that I truly understood the vision. The 
ancestors were, indeed, speaking to you. In tongues. I have since come 
to understand just how much of a player you are, always running long-
game of some sort or the other, a tireless literary organizer, an ideologi-
cal force—my kinda people.

Also, I recall how you almost died soon after from malaria con-
tracted in West Africa. I remember you in critical care, body swollen 
beyond recognition. And how you came back from the brink bearing 
gifts of power that reached literary culmination in Song of the Shank.

Watching your literary evolution has been in itself a revelation and 
it’s like in Edgemere I see how that crossroads moment in that beach-
front establishment has shaped so many of your creative and ideologi-
cal moves, significant contributions AfroAm literature and Pan African 
identity, global consciousness and enhancement of the human condi-
tion. Once again, these are not claims I make lightly. I know what I’m 
saying. I’m saying works like Rails Under My Back and Song of the 
Shank, are the kind of work that shapes generations.

I’m saying I’m proud of you, my brother, proud to call you my 
friend. Comrade in struggle. Our relationship takes me back to Viet-
nam, what we called getting blackinized, solidarity and struggle and all 
that, literary style. Brotherme, Brotherblood, Brotherblack.

Oldschool.
Mad love and respect for you and your work. May your vision 

endure. May your work serve many generations.

I remain tu compañero
arf
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PAN AFRICAN LITERARY FORUM
July 3–18, 2008

GHANA

Jeffery Renard Allen, Director
Arthur Flowers, Co-Director

Mohammed Naseehu Ali, Co-Director
Meri Nana-Ama Danquah, Program Director

Week-long Workshops in Accra

Week-long Retreat and Master Classes in the Asante city of Kumasi Faculty:

Colin Channer, Junot Diaz, Niq Mhlongo—Fiction 
Kwame Dawes, Yusef Komunyakaa, Patricia Jabbeh Wesley—Poetry 
E. Ethelbert Miller, Binyavanga Wainaina—Creative Nonfiction 
Sheree Thomas—Speculative Fiction 

Sapphire—Performance Poetry

Special Guests Include:
Chimamanda Adichie, Mohammed Naseehu Ali, Jeffery Renard Allen, 
Doreen Baingana, Sherwin Bitsui, Walt Cummins, Meri Nana-Ama 
Danquah, Hope Eghagha, Arthur Flowers, Ntoni Edjabe, Nina Foxx, 
Mary Gaitskill, James Gibbons, Manu Herbstein, Duriel Harris, Sean 
Hill, Honorée Fanonne Jeffers, Major Jackson, Tyehimba Jess, Mat 
Johnson, Josip Novakovich, Bayo Ojikutu, Ed Pavlić, Caryl Phillips, 
Robert Polito, Francine Prose, Nelly Rosario, Lore Segal, Matthew 
Sharp, Terese Svoboda, Peter Trachtenberg, Eisa Ulen, Quincy Troupe, 
and John Edgar Wideman

Craft Classes and Lectures
Panels, Programs, and Consultations with faculty, agents, editors, and 
publishers
Tours and Special Cultural Events
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Award Competitions:
Africana Contest for emerging writers from Africa and the African Di-
aspora
Judges:

Junot Diaz—Fiction 
Quincy Troupe—Poetry 
Meri Nana-Ama Danquah—Creative Nonfiction

Winners will receive a Free Trip to the Conference and publication in 
The Literary Review and in a special insert of A Public Space

OneWorld Competition for anyone who wishes to submit work
Judges:

John Edgar Wideman—Fiction 
Terese Svoboda—Poetry 
Josip Novakovich—Creative Nonfiction

Winners will receive a Free Trip to the Conference and publication in 
The Literary Review

www.panafricanliteraryforum.org
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UP SOUTH REPRESENTING 
Ghana Says “Akwaaba” to Jeffery Renard Allen’s  

Vision for a New Pan African Literary  
and Multicultural Literary Community

Malaika Adero

The Pan African Literary Forum (PALF) sounds like a venerable and 
seasoned institution and I predict that it will be. But, launched only 
this year, the organization brought together established and emerging 
writers and publishers from the United States, Kenya, S. Africa, Ni-
geria, Ghana and beyond to participate in a series of events: writers 
workshops, performances, forums and a retreat, this time in Ghana, 
West Africa.

Jeffery Renard Allen is the visionary responsible for this event, and 
when he extended an invitation for me to participate, I jumped at the 
chance, in part because I’d never been to this particular West African 
nation, adopted home of W. E. B. DuBois and birthplace of Kwame 
Nkrumah, a Pan Africanist leader revolutionary who steered his nation 
away from imperialist Britain to restore their independence. I was also 
excited by the idea of sharing the kind of rare intimate experience with 
old and new friends and colleagues—including Allen—that travelling 
together can provide. He is the author of Rails Under My Back, called 
“a wondrous journey” by Publishers Weekly and “a literary tour-de-
force” by Library Journal. His new book, a collection of short stories, 
Holding Pattern (Graywolf Press), publishes in September 2008. Check 
him out and look for his appearance at upcoming Up South events.

Check out the organizations website, www.panafricanliteraryforum 
.org, and you’ll see a wide range of individuals and organizations who 
have lent their moral and material support to this effort, including cel-
ebrated writer Edwidge Danticat, acclaimed activist and actor Danny 
Glover, New York University, and us, Up South, Inc. I’m thrilled that 
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as an organization Up South has a sibling organization of this kind to 
work in tandem with around our common values and goal to promote 
the abundance of literary talent and invaluable publishing work being 
done throughout the African Diaspora.

I participated in this year’s PALF in a dual role as publisher, i.e., 
Vice President and Senior Editor of Atria Books, and as founder of 
Up South, Inc. I spoke on two panels on publishing on two separate 
evenings alongside Laurie Calhoun of the literary journal, Transitions, 
Binyavanga Wainaina, Sandile Nigidi, Manu Herbstein, Vonani Bila, 
Mohammed Ben Abdullah, Hope Eghagha.

I would have loved to work as an author and writer, and to work-
shop some of my pieces-in-progress and take advantage of the opportu-
nity to learn from among the best. Yusef Komunyakaa, Patricia Jabbeh 
Wesley, Arthur Flowers, Faith Adiele, Fran Gordon, Binyavanga, Niq 
Mhlongo, Pamela Fletcher, and Matthew Sharpe led sessions populated 
by published writers and beginners alike from all over the continent 
who had gone to great lengths to be there. I resisted the temptation to 
impose myself and take up space that a more deserving young writer 
could occupy.

The event was twice as long as the time I had to spend. The first 
week included readings and performances in the evening, workshops in 
the day. A few excursions: shopping at Makola Market in Accra and 
visits to Cape Coast Castle and Elmina Castle—holding pens for the le-
gions of Africans enslaved and transported on the Middle Passage—and 
to the Kakum National Park.

I spent the daylight hours getting to know my fellow participants, 
writing and reading, and otherwise exploring Accra: the historical sites 
such as the Nkrumah Museum, the Arts Alliance, and the vibrant mar-
kets where you could purchase anything from safety pins and groceries 
to fine textiles, including Ghana’s signature Kente cloth. But the eve-
nings were all about the writers, established and emerging, showcasing 
their talent.

—July 17, 2008
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Allen and Kurt Vonnegut

Allen and John Edgar Wideman
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Jeffery Renard Allen page in Significant Voices brochure
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Allen under the Hanging Plaque
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Allen at Ernest J. Gaines 
Award for Literary 
Excellence Banquet

Allen with Ernest J. Gaines, Dianne Gaines, fellow Gaines Award Recipient Ravi 
Howard, and Members of the False River Book Club
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Allen in Zanzibar
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Allen in Kenya
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Allen with Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie and her publisher

Allen in South Africa
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Allen with the Trinity Book Club, Lafayette, LA

Allen and Junot Díaz
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Jeffery and Zawadi Allen wedding photo

Allen in Miami (2014)
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Announcement for Rails Under My Back
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Graywolf Press announces

HOLDING PATTERN
by Jeffery Renard Allen

Contact: Erin Kottke / 651–641–0077 / kottke@graywolfpress.org
Graywolf Press • 250 Third Avenue North, Suite 600, 

Minneapolis, MN 55401 • www.graywolfpress.org

The Streets of Chicago: real and luminously imagined
Jeffery Renard Allen’s brilliant debut stories brim with emotion, force 

and a magic all their own.
“Imaginative, empathic, brave and beautifully told, these are astonishing and 
transcendent stories.”
—Chicago Tribune

“These are tales that blur the lines between the tough emotional interiors of 
noir and the free-flowing obliqueness of a writer like Samuel Beckett.”
—Los Angeles Times

“Engaging, intriguing, and poetic.”
—Minneapolis Star Tribune

The world of Jeffery Renard Allen’s stunning short-story collection is a 

place like no other. A recognizable city, certainly, but one in which a man 

might sprout wings or copper pennies might fall from the skies on to your 

head. Yet these are no fairy tales. The hostility, the hurt, is all too human.

The protagonists circle each other with steely determination: a grand-

son taunts his grandmother, determined to expose her secret past; for years, 

a sister tries to keep a menacing neighbor away from her brother; and in 

the local police station, an officer and prisoner try to break each other’s re-

serve. In all the stories, Allen calibrates the mounting tension with exquisite 

timing, in his mesmerizing prose that has won him comparisons with Joyce 

and Faulkner. Holding Pattern is a captivating collection by a prodigiously 

talented writer.
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JEFFERY RENARD ALLEN is the author of the novel Rails 

Under My Back and two collections of poetry. Allen was 

born and raised in Chicago. He teaches in the Writing 

Program at the New School.

Visit Jeffery online at http://jefferyrenardallen.com

SEPTEMBER 2008, $15.00, 256 pages, ISBN 978-1-55597-509-8

Praise for Holding Pattern
“If you haven’t yet heard of Allen, you will…Allen’s first calling was verse, 
and his considerable poetic gifts of observance and language help keep aloft 
stories that might crash and burn in lesser hands.”
—Paste

“Subtly otherworldly, each tale is electric with the rising tension that proceeds 
stormy weather; each tale is a veritable boxing match, as characters trapped in 
impossible situations feint, jab, and retreat.”
—Booklist (starred review)

“Allen delivers striking prose.”
—Publishers Weekly

“The prodigiously talented Jeffery Renard Allen is without question one of 
our most important writers. His novel, Rails Under My Back, kicked ass, and 
these tough beautiful stories are a gift. You cannot finish this collection with-
out being dazzled by Allen’s manifold talents.”
—Junot Díaz

“Jeffery Renard Allen’s poetic vision is stunning, tragic, wildly funny and most 
of all alive. He is the rare writer who, by creating a wholly unique and surreal 
dreamscape, illuminates, illuminates human reality on the deepest level. He is 
also the rare writer who borrows from no one and doesn’t pander to anyone.”
—Mary Gaitskill

“The best stories in this collection linger—haunted, unique, disturbing—the 
voices throughout are original, demanding—talk that walks.”
—John Edgar Wideman

Praise for Rails Under My Back
“A novel of immense power… If there is justice in the literary world, this 
book will make a large mark on the first decade in a new century of American 
letters.”
—Vince Passaro, ELLE

“Big, ambitious, picaresque, and beautiful… a book for anybody who cares 
about serious fiction.”
—San Francisco Chronicle
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Book Display of Song of the Shank at Creative Capital
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Thomas Greene Wiggins Performance Ticket

Bill Advertising Blind
Tom Performance
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Advertisement of Blind Tom Performance in France
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ENTERING SONG OF THE SHANK
Ethan Nosowsky

I’m a sucker for style. I know I’ll keep reading deep into a novel when 
the prose in the opening lines reminds me of no one else’s. Jeffery Re-
nard Allen’s Song of the Shank, which Graywolf recently published, 
has that rare quality of sounding only like itself. One pre-publication 
reviewer did find echoes of William Faulkner and Ralph Ellison in the 
book, and there’s certainly something to that. You might discern a hint 
of Faulkner’s maximalism in Allen’s lyrical, loping sentences, or you 
might detect Ellison’s jazzy rhythms and heightened sense of reality. But 
basically we have something pretty sui generis here.

Song of the Shank is based on the life of Thomas Wiggins, a.k.a. 
Blind Tom, a once-famous 19th century African American pianist who 
has been largely erased from the history books. But this is no conven-
tional historical novel. While we know that Tom was born a slave in 
Georgia and died in New Jersey in 1908, there are no extant recordings 
of his performances, nor did he leave any written accounts of his own. 
Jeff Allen’s incantatory, hallucinatory novel draws its energy from those 
lacunae.

A blind person sees the world only indirectly, and from the first 
page of Song of the Shank, Allen tries to give the reader a sense of what 
it is like to move through the world as Tom does. What can and can’t 
be seen, both literally and metaphorically, is a dominant concern of the 
novel. In fact, sight figures significantly in the book’s opening lines:

She comes out of the house and sees fresh shapes in the grass, 
a geometrical warning she does not understand. Blades mashed 
down under a foot, half-digested clots of earth where shoe heels 
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have bitten in, mutilated worms spiking up through regurgitated 
blackness—piecemeal configurations, suggesting a man’s shoe, two, 
large, like Tom’s but not Tom’s since Tom never wears shoes in the 
country.

“She” is Eliza, Tom’s caretaker, and while she can see, unlike Tom, 
she still can’t make sense of what it is she’s looking at—“she does not 
understand” the significance of footprints in the grass outside what we 
quickly learn is their house in the countryside. Clear answers are often 
hard to come by in Song of the Shank, and the characters, like readers, 
must learn to dwell in mystery.

Allen conveys Eliza’s anxiety in those first lines not by saying some-
thing declarative like, “Eliza was worried,” but through the peculiari-
ties of diction. The grass is “mashed down,” and there are “half-digest-
ed clots of dirt” that shoe heels have “bitten into.” “Mutilated” worms 
are “spiking up.” You might not notice those words when you first read 
them, but the steady accumulation of violent imagery works on you 
subconsciously. (Throughout the novel, Allen often puts violence and 
lyric beauty into uneasy relation with each other.)

It’s worth noting that our first glimpse of Tom is actually a decoy: 
the shoes “are like Tom’s but not Tom’s.” Signs, symbols, doubles, and 
imposters haunt the novel, all in the service of showing how impossible 
it was for anyone to know the real Blind Tom, and how hard it is for us 
now to “see” this man who had no sight.

In the sentence that follows the lines above, Eliza concludes defini-
tively that someone seems to be spying on them. This is not a plot-driv-
en novel, but as in any good mystery or thriller, we are filled with ques-
tions: who is after them, and why? Eliza begins to speculate:

Had she been back in the city, the idea would already have occurred 
to her that the journalists were to blame, those men of paper deter-
mined in their unstoppable quest to unearth the long lost—three 
years? four?—“Blind Tom”—Half Man, Half Amazing—to re-
produce the person, return him to public consumption, his name 
new again, a photograph (ideally) to go along with it, the shutter 
snapping (a thousand words). She has grown accustomed to such 
intrusion, knows how to navigate around pointed questions and ac-
cusations. (Ignore the bell. Deny any insistent knock on the door 
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and that voice on the other side, tongue and fist filled with demands. 
Speak calmly through the wood, polite but brief. Use any excuse to 
thwart their facts and assumptions. No matter what, don’t open the 
door.) Yet no one has called upon them their entire summer here in 
the country, those many months up until now, summer’s end.

Several things jump out at me in those lines: I like the way the jour-
nalists are referred to as “men of paper,” which is a nice way of mak-
ing them seem insubstantial and shallow. We also learn here that Tom 
seems not to have appeared in public in several years. Which leads to 
another urgent plot question: why not? But what really strikes me here 
is the unusual use of parentheses. They seem to add a layer of commen-
tary to the close third-person point of view, but they do something else 
as well. When we read “a thousand words” we automatically supply 
the missing “a picture is worth.” The best writers make the reader an 
active participant in his or her own reading experience, and Allen here 
seems to have found his own way to do that.

Our “First Pages” column is meant to be just that, but it should be 
said that the first paragraph of this book actually ends on page three, 
with Eliza still looking for Tom as evening approaches:

No timepiece on her person—her heavy silver watch left behind on 
the bedroom bureau—but she’s certain that it’s already well past 
Tom’s customary hour of return, sundown, when Tom grows hur-
ried and fearful, quick to make it indoors, as if he knows that the 
encroaching dark seeks to swallow him up, dark skin, dark eyes.

So we begin in the dark. A colleague of mine once said that a good 
novelist builds a room that the reader can walk into. In Song of the 
Shank, Jeff Allen has built an entire mansion that the reader can walk 
into, but the lights are off, and you have to feel your way around.
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CHAPTER ONE, SONG OF THE SHANK
(from the original manuscript)

Jeffery Renard Allen

She comes out of the house and sees fresh shapes in the grass, a geo-
metrical warning she does not understand. Blades mashed down un-
der a foot, half-digested clots of earth where shoe heels have bitten 
in, mutilated worms spiking up through regurgitated blackness—piece-
meal configurations, suggesting a man’s shoe, two, large, like Tom’s but 
not Tom’s since Tom never wears shoes in the country. A clear track, 
left foot and right, running the circumference of the house, evidence 
that someone has been spying through the windows, trespassing at the 
doors. Had she been back in the city, the idea would already have oc-
curred to her that the journalists were to blame, those men of paper 
determined in their unstoppable quest to unearth the long lost—three 
years? four?—“Blind Tom”—Half Man, Half Amazing—to reproduce 
the person, return him to public consumption, his name new again, a 
photograph (ideally) to go along with it, the shutter snapping (a thou-
sand words). She has grown accustomed to such intrusion, knows how 
to navigate around pointed questions and accusations. (Ignore the bell. 
Deny any insistent knock on the door and that voice on the other side, 
tongue and fist filled with demands. Speak calmly through the wood, 
polite but brief. Use any excuse to thwart their facts and assumptions. 
No matter what, don’t open the door.) Yet no one has called upon them 
their entire summer here in the country, those many months up un-
til now, summer’s end. This can only mean that the journalists have 
changed their strategy, resorted to underhanded tactics and methods, 
sly games, snooping and spying, hoping to catch Tom (her) out in the 
open, guard down, unaware, a thought that eases her worry some until 
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it strikes her that no newspaperman has ever come here before in all the 
years—four? five?—that they’ve had this summer home. Alarm breaks 
the surface of her body, astonished late afternoon skin, all the mus-
cles waking up. Where is Tom? Someone has stolen him, taken him 
away from her at last. She calls out to him. Tom! Her voice trails off. 
She stands there, all eyes, peering into the distance, the limb-laced edge 
of the afternoon, seeing nothing except Nature, untamed land with-
out visible limits. The sky arches cleanly overhead, day pouring out in 
brightness across the lawn, this glittering world, glare-less comfort in 
the sole circle of shade formed by her straw hat. Tom! She turns left, 
right, her neck at all angles. The house pleasantly still behind her, tall 
(two stories and an attic) and white, long and wide, a structure that 
seems neither exalted nor neglected, cheerful disregard, its sun-beaten 
doll’s house gable and clear-cut timber boards long in need of a thick 
coat of wash, the veranda sunken forward like an open jaw, the stairs a 
stripped and worn tongue. Nevertheless, a (summer) home. To hold her 
and Tom. It stands isolate in a clearing surrounded by hundreds of acres 
of woods. Taken altogether it promises plenty, luxury without pretense, 
prominence without arrogance, privacy and isolation. Inviting. Homey. 
Lace curtains blowing in at the windows, white tears draining back 
into a face. The trees accept the invitation. Take two steps forward, 
light sparkling on every leaf. The nearest a dozen yards, a distance she 
knows by heart. Deep green with elusive shadings. Green holding her 
gaze. Green masking possible intruders (thieves). She must move, have a 
look around. No way out of it. Takes up a stout branch and holds it in 
front of her in defense, uselessly fierce. Even with her makeshift weapon 
she doubts her own capacities. Look at her tiny hands, her small frame, 
the heavy upholstery of her dress. But the light changes, seems to bend 
to the will of her instincts, lessening in intensity. (Swears she hears it 
buzz and snap.) She starts out through the grass—Tom keeps the lawn 
low and neat, never permitting the grass to rise higher than the ankles, 
her feet unexpectedly alert and flexible across the soft ground under her 
stabbing heels, no earthly sense of body. Winded and dizzy, she finds 
herself right in the middle of the oval turnaround between the house 
and the long macadam road that divides the lawn. Charming really, 
her effort, she thinks. In her search just now had she even ventured as 
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far as the straggly bushes, let alone into the woods? It is later than she 
realized, darkness slowly advancing through the trees, red light hem-
orrhaging out, a gentle radiance reddening her hair and hands. Still 
enough illumination for a more thorough search. No timepiece on her 
person—her heavy silver watch left behind on the bedroom bureau—
but she’s certain that it’s already well past Tom’s customary hour of 
return, sundown, when Tom grows hurried and fearful, quick to make 
it indoors, as if he knows that the encroaching dark seeks to swallow 
him up, dark skin, dark eyes.

Had she missed the signs earlier? What has she done the entire day 
other than get some shut-eye? (A catalogue of absent hours.) Imagine 
a woman of a mere twenty-five years sleeping the day away. (She is the 
oldest twenty-five year old in the world.) After Tom quit the house, 
she spent the morning putting away the breakfast dishes, gathering up 
this and that, packing luggage, orbiting through a single constellation 
of activities—labor sets its own schedule and pace—only to return to 
her room and seat herself on the bed, shod feet planted against the 
floor, palms folded over knees, watching the minute lines of green veins 
flowing along the back of her hands, Eliza contemplating what else she 
might do about the estate, lost in meditation so that she would not have 
to think about returning to the city, a longing and a fear. She dreaded 
telling Tom that this would be their last week in the country but know-
ing from experience that she must tell him, slow and somber, letting the 
words take, upon his return to the house for lunch; only fair that she 
give him a full week to digest the news, vent his feelings—in whatever 
shape and form—and yield.

It takes considerable focus for her to summon up sufficient will and 
guilt to start out on a second search. Where should she begin? A thou-
sand acres or more. Why not examine the adjoining structures—a tool 
shed, outhouse, and smokehouse lingering like afterthoughts behind the 
house, and a barn that looks exactly like the house, only in miniature, 
like some architect’s model, early draft. She comes around the barn—
the horse breathing behind the stall in hay-filled darkness, like a nervous 
actor waiting to take the stage—dress hem swaying against her ankles, 
only to realize that she has lost her straw hat. A brief survey pinpoints 
it a good distance away, nesting in a ten-foot high branch. She starts 
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for it—how will she lift that high?—when she feels a hand sudden-
ly on her shoulder, Tom’s warm hand—Miss Eliza?—turning her back 
towards the house, erasing (marking?) her body, her skin unnaturally 
pale despite a summer of steady exposure, his the darkest of browns. 
(His skin has a deeper appetite for light than most.) He has been hav-
ing his fun with her, playing possum—he moves from tree to tree—his 
lips quivering with excitement, smiling white teeth popping out of pink 
mouth. Tom easy to spot really, rising well over six feet, his bulky torso 
looming insect-like, out of proportion to his head, arms and legs—what 
the three years’ absence from stage has given him: weight; each month 
brings five pounds here, another five pounds there, symmetrical growth; 
somewhere the remembered slim figure of a boy now locked inside this 
seventeen-year-old (her estimation) portly body of a man—his clothes 
shoddy after hours of roughing it in the country—an agent of Nature—
his white shirt green- and brown-smeared with bark and leaf stains.

He turns her fingers palm up like a palmist reading her hand. Pulls 
and leads her back to the front door of the house, bypassing the back 
entrance. Because his eyes are lidded over, all the energy in his face is in 
mouth and jaw. (Eyes are globes that map the feelings of the face.) He 
grasps the door handle as if it is a butterfly—delicately, barely touch-
ing it with his fingers—pushes the door open, and with a great show 
of strength turns to carry her inside, a weight that lifts her high above 
the ground, overestimating, throwing her face momentarily into his 
black cap of kinky hair. She hooks both arms around his thick neck, 
ringed with sweat, for the ride. Her body against his, she can feel his 
heart beating rapidly beneath his damp shirt. In fact, he’s exhausted, 
struggling for breath. Something vulnerable about his features, a child’s 
earnestness in his unknowing blind face, which gives to his obesity 
the suggestion of exposure rather than strength, more unaware flesh 
available for ambush. He takes time to wipe the bottom of his feet 
against the hemp doormat, one foot after the other, again and again, 
Eliza stilled in air. They flutter in. He almost drops her when setting 
her down. In the act of balancing she detects a faint scent in the room, 
the smell of tobacco. Someone has been in the house. Might still be in 
the house. She latches the door while Tom, sensing nothing, dizzy with 
the scent of pollen on his hands, grass on his feet, whistling—always a 
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tune buried under his breath—hurries over to the piano—his feet slide 
like dry leaves over the carpeted floor—which squats like a large black 
toad in the sitting room. He takes a seat on the bench, removes his 
hank from his back pocket, and cleans his face. Returns the hank and 
brings his hands to the keyboard, his long fingers fanning out in excite-
ment. Begins playing, his routine, discipline of pleasure. She sets off to 
inspect potential hiding places, twenty rooms of ample size, upper and 
lower, sets off, charged by fear she doesn’t dare feel. How quietly she 
goes above the music rising up from downstairs; she feels lighthearted, 
competent, in a situation she knows she can handle. Could be a bur-
glar sneaking through some unsuspecting person’s house, increasingly 
confident and safe, her pendular breathing causing her to believe that 
she is only moments behind the intruder, just short of reckoning. A feel-
ing quickly dispelled. Expecting everything, finding nothing. Looking 
through glass, she scans the jagged red-lit landscape impressed upon 
her mind with the sudden violence of a dream, all those yellows greens 
and browns separate parts of something, no longer the stable signs of 
summer sanctuary but disjointed hostile eruptions. She feels even more 
the need to leave the country at the earliest opportunity, tomorrow or 
the next day at the latest. Hard to imagine putting off their return to the 
city. Something real ahead.

Downstairs again, satisfied with her search—check the latches, 
front and back—safe and sound for now, she settles down on the set-
tee, Tom twenty feet away from her at the piano, his face directed at 
the ceiling with the height-bound music, his hands chasing one another 
squirrel-like over the keyboard, Eliza turning speculations about the un-
known intruder, mind spinning down to concentrate on her own slow-
ing pulse, buried sense, the music relegated to the edge of awareness as 
she sits face to face with the fact of herself in this red-bright room filled 
with handsome well-crafted furniture and plump well-stitched uphol-
stery, light making the objects look incongruous and absurd, lurching 
in and out of focus like this countryside which lurches in and out of her 
(their) life with the seasons. She wants to get back to the city, to her 
(their) apartment. A strong drive to part with this place for good, sever 
all seasonal ties. Easier now for her to entertain the thought of year-
round residence in the city. Everything in between their apartment and 
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this house a mistake. Torn (her) from the city each summer, they holiday 
here because there is little risk of entanglement, danger from others, the 
house far beyond the usual hunting grounds. Not that she is not trying 
to keep them hidden, keep Tom underground.

The facts trip her up. (What she does not say is clearest.) Forced 
to admit, the city is ideal for her, but not for Tom. Would she dare live 
here in the country? A city girl her entire life, she’s not sure she’s cut 
out for the countryside. All that harmony and light. Greenness pulling 
through the leaves. And flowers blooming out in the heavy humidity of 
the air, growing things too colorful to look at but nevertheless created 
beautiful for the delight of man. Scents and nectars and fruits that act 
as attractive guides for insects. She cannot get her mind around the idea 
of Nature, Barmecidal feast. Too much to take in. The promised primal 
power and purity of the elements—fresh air to clear the head, space 
for the body, rest and reclamation—rarefied to a degree that eludes her 
senses. There is nothing she desires to map, mount or measure. So who 
she is in the country is unclear. Tom’s safety is not reason enough to 
stay. End of story.

Or is it? The morality is ever changing, (At cross-purposes with her-
self.) She gets caught in all the choices. What’s bound to happen? What 
might happen? What should happen? The questions cast long shadows 
that do not disappear.

She watches as if from a watery distance, a red-tinted vista, dusk 
besetting the edges of body and piano, profile opening, redefining the 
boundaries between ivory and skin, muscle and wood. Tom is signaling 
her, white and black flags moving under his brown fingers, as if he can 
sense her rigid unresponsiveness—is she holding her breath?—and is 
determined to break her out of it. This bounteous act, premature calls 
floating around her. She casts out—what precedes what—to meet them, 
drawing to herself many points of sound, many others lost, breath held 
to slow down the reeling in, that which is brought back heard singly 
(as should be?). What a pleasant feeling to find (sense) her person in 
an upright position, rebodied, flesh again in a distinct sort of way, no 
longer just a sleeping form, but a working one, thinking, planning and 
organizing, fields clearing in her mind. The sound growing there says 
too much. She feels it—pinching the keys—in her mouth, teeth, tongue 
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and gums. She wants to curtail it. Can’t. Her mood rising with each 
minute. Uplifted. All this music he gives only to her. She’s no expert, 
but he seems to play better than ever, no part of the force lost, his three-
year hiatus from the stage hurting him none. He could step back under 
the spotlight tomorrow and simply pick up where he left off and then 
some, his past performance mere dress rehearsal for his prime. All that 
music still, “Blind Tom” preserved. Words prepared, she wants to tell 
him right then that they will be leaving tomorrow but the music chases 
the idea of departure from her head for the moment. (After dinner, tell 
him after dinner.)

The splintered edges of a voice. Is Tom singing? No. Speaking her 
name—Miss Eliza—clearly and cleanly in a way pleasant to hear, the 
play of a smile around his mouth.

Yes, Tom?
Lait, please.
She gets up from the settee to honor his request, walks down the 

long tunnel of hall to the kitchen filled with the odor of meat—blood 
congealed in the cracks and the lined spaces where the floor joins—music 
following her. Pulls the pantry open (hinges creaking) and enters the cool 
sound-muffled dark. Bends at the waist and lets her hands search through 
black air for the bottle of milk kept curdle-free in a bucket of water.

In the light, she fills a slender cylindrical glass to the high rim and 
makes her return—music drawing her back—steady hand, careful of 
tilts and spills. But Tom, planted on his bench, fingers skipping like 
grasshoppers across the keys, doesn’t seem to notice her standing there 
right next to him. She nudges his shoulder with the glass, and his right 
hand springs up to seize it while the left continues to pattern chords, ar-
peggios, bass lines. He throws his head back and takes a deep draught, 
throat working, until the glass is empty. Pivots his face ninety degrees 
in her direction and holds the glass—face, neck, Adam’s apple—out to-
ward her at the end of his fully extended arm. Miss Eliza, he says. Lait, 
please. She knows where this is headed, her feet fated to flux between 
kitchen and tongue. (Been there.) Might as well bring the whole bottle 
and preempt any need for orbiting.

So why doesn’t she? He takes more time with the second, drink-
ing and blowing melodies into the liquid at the same time. Drains the 
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third—see, you should have brought the bottle, or made a fuss—then 
bites the rim in place between his teeth, the glass attached to his face 
like a transparent beak, both hands free to roam over the keyboard. 
Tom drinking milk, making an event of it.

Milk seeping from the corners of his mouth, Tom sits quietly on the 
bench—buttocks seesawing over the narrow mahogany edge—facing 
her (twenty feet—more—away), practicing gestures on his pliant face, 
each expression holding the burden of a moment—what is he ponder-
ing? feeling?—and not for the first time the thought occurs to her that 
his face is not unattractive, the skin smooth and unblemished, the hidden 
eyes protruding against the lids to give them a pleasant bell shape, the 
ears large and relaxed at the sides of his head, close and tight, the nose 
spread wide and clinging, a bat hanging upside down in sleep. All in all, 
a look of still calm which he can never fully eradicate from his face.

He’s forgotten all about the piano—the music sleeps between his 
fingers, which are joined together and resting atop his paunch—and is 
ready for something else. His arms moving in circles now, hands trawl-
ing through the air, like someone swimming. What is it that he wants? 
She pushes her thoughts (speculations) into his body and face. He wants 
her to choose a song for him to play. (Yes, that’s it.) She calls out a se-
lection—Waltz in A-Flat—but he continues to gesture. She shouts out 
more guesses, the two of them partnered once again in this dance of 
communication. He won’t simply come out with it. A game for him, 
having fun at her expense. Lured (roped) in, she’ll just have to play 
along, abet him. What choice does she have? Looking at these arms 
and hands moving even quicker now in strange uneven arcs, frantic, 
annoyed.

Perhaps what he wants involves some act where words can’t go. She 
relinquishes her place on the settee, rising up to meet what? And an-
swers with a dance that moves her feet forward, two steps, three, which 
succeeds (at last) in eliciting a change in Tom. He hears her move away 
from the couch, hands waving her on. (Advance.) She stays put, and he 
begins a hauling motion, as if she is attached to an invisible rope. And 
when she still doesn’t move he leaps up from the bench and charges, 
face forward, body behind, Eliza startled (confess), not knowing what 
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will happen, knowing nothing ever. Comes and takes her by the hand 
(left), palm up, and starts to lead her back—now she understands: he 
wants her to sing while he plays, though she can barely carry a tune—
to the bench, where he begins to wedge her down before the piano, 
bending her fingers back, stretching the seams of her palms, testing the 
durability of the hem that is her wrist. She sits and he settles into his 
space right beside her, close enough for her to feel the heat come off 
him. Sings. (What tongue, mouth, and throat don’t know.)

Some time later, she salts, cuts, plucks, soaks, scrubs, rinses, chops, 
grounds, dices, pounds, oil sizzling in the skillet, pots bubbling and 
boiling, her mind working over tomorrow’s departure, while Tom 
stands listening at her side (touching distance), swaying slightly—his 
body can’t keep still—mouth watering, strings of drool webbing his 
chest, a sticky obstruction between now and tomorrow.

She readies her knife while he hovers over the cutting stand, poking 
and playing with the dead thing, exhibiting the straightforward curi-
osity of some innocent—a puppy or toddler—unburdened by any ev-
ident capacity for prejudice or appraisal. Her hand claims the handle, 
blade venturing out to discover the difference between air and flesh. 
The pleasant rhythm, slice and clack, of the knife, hitting the butcher’s 
board, traveling from gullet to gut.

When she is done, Tom seizes the knife and begins running it back 
and forth over the butcher’s board, sharpening silence, his mouth mov-
ing, some song just beyond the ear. A short time later he rinses the 
knife in the sink, strokes it dry, and puts it quietly away in the cutlery 
drawer. Circles back to the sink to wash his hands and face, water and 
skin splashed and slapped. Dries himself firmly with a clean towel. She 
spreads a fresh cloth over the table and sets two places, and they take 
seats, he on one side and she on the other. He is quite capable of serving 
himself, his fingers drawn to steam, and already his plate is full, spongy 
biscuits pushed to the edge, like shipwreck survivors overcrowded into 
a single emergency craft. Tom bent over his plate, lips quivering—is he 
saying grace? A new activity for him if so—the same angle he assumes 
at the piano, one hand rising to his mouth.

Eliza enjoys watching him eat, the physical manifestation of a fact. 
But she can’t take in much, too much room in her stomach for remorse.
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The darkness that comes on them is startling (her momentary 
blindness, her fear) and complete. She lights the lamps, releasing the 
smell of kerosene. Tom floats against thin white curtains hanging 
straight in still air, the shadows concealing, revealing nothing of his 
color, his or hers.

His skin is ready. He holds his arms closely to his chest as if determined 
to guard this limited (torso) part of his nakedness—flabby mounds not 
unlike (almost) a woman’s breasts, bellybutton in layers of abdomen 
suggesting the bird’s eye view of a volcano—and wobbles towards the 
tub. Hauls his legs up one after the other over the high porcelain side 
and joins her neck deep in high islands of foam. It’s the only way she can 
get him to bathe, the two of them together—He never has taken much 
to water, Sharpe said—two huddled forms stationed at either end of the 
tub, face to face, an archipelago of suds between them. Two bodies peel-
ing away, layer by layer, soap the substance that obscures when smeared 
across cheek and brow, nose and chin, before running white fingers 
over muscle, bone, soft places, hard places—knows them all—making it 
hard to tell which leg or elbow, one outside, one inside, belongs where, 
to whom. She reaches to slow down his wild hurried hands. Rebuffed, 
cut short, they go moving like dark fish through the water, swimming 
to another world.

She grows considerate. Guides him back, hands which work as hard 
returning as running away. Stroking her face. Down-stroking her shoul-
ders. Drawing warmth across her breasts until he takes tight hold of her 
silent back. She lets his touch linger, feeling the power of his fingers, this 
body embracing her reminding her that she is not alone. He reaches up 
and fists a hank of her hair, letting the strands sieve through his splayed 
fingers. Hairs pushing against each other, flickering back and forth, a 
mass of flowers set afire under his water-warm touch.

Two washed bodies, light and clean—she dries Tom then herself, 
using the same towel made from Georgia cotton—smelling of lavender 
soap and talcum powder. He dresses her, she him, her form preserved 
under the wide heavy folds of her nightgown, Tom exotic in his white 
sleeping caftan and peaked night cap like something out of an Oriental 
tale, Arabian Nights.
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Back in the parlor she takes a seat on the settee, and he kneels at 
her feet, rests his head on the altar of her lap. Lets her (needs her to)  
massage his scalp, harvesting the naps, black buds blooming open. Un-
expectedly, he pulls himself up mid-touch—short season—and ambles 
off to the piano, where he sits on the bench, hands positioned above the 
keys. And he stays that way, still, withdrawn, music withheld, leaving 
her to measure the distance between them. It’s as if he knows that some-
thing is up. (No, she hasn’t told him.) She feels a deep sense of gnawing 
discomfort but refuses to let it take hold. No use trying to draw him 
in. He’ll find his way to bed. In fact, she should allow him to savor this 
hour, his final night here. She rises—heavy filled skin—and snuffs the 
lamps.

I’m going to bed now, Tom.
As might be expected.
With no light to guide her, she starts her ascent up the imposing 

mahogany staircase—a body wound through space—reaching out for 
the inclined railing to steady and direct her. Pain sets off in her hand. 
She realizes that she has actually grabbed the blade-like finial, which is 
carved in the form of a fiery torch (Sharpe’s idea), with pointed top and 
sharp spiraling edges, rather than the customary polished globe. Soon 
finds herself sitting upright on the bed, its circular shape (Sharpe, ever 
the iconoclast)—some beached sea creature trapped inside the pink and 
blue and gray squares and diamonds of the crocheted bedspread—so 
familiar to her bottom and the soles of her feet, yet she feels like an ex-
ile in an unknown space, her fears scrawled into words on the unmade 
sheets. Lets her head fall back into the pillows, her turn to be quiet.

She awakens the next morning in a semi trance-like state. Shudders 
loose. Scrambles out of bed. If she slept at all last night she does not 
remember doing so. (What actual and what the engine of dreaming?) 
Opens one drawer after another, moves into the closet and dresses for 
the day ahead. Finds Tom downstairs—he is always up at the first flut-
tering of color in the sky—seated at the kitchen table, an empty plate 
before him, utensils set, fully clothed, a napkin tucked into his collar.

Miss Eliza. Sleep well?
Yes, Tom. Thanks for asking.
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And how are you today, Miss Eliza?
Fine, Tom.
I am fine today too. The smile on his face is meant for her. No 

trace of last night’s glumness. (Forgotten? Denied?) The old Tom in full 
effect. How faithfully he assists her. Pumps buck after bucket of water 
from the well out back—the motions come naturally, the trajectory of 
handle and shoulder—and hauls them to the door. Grinds her coffee. 
Beats eggs in a bowl, his hands circling faster and faster, while she slices 
some strips of salt pork and sets them popping in the hot lard-lathered 
skillet.

The discarded bread crumbs, the empty coffee pot, the quiet sink, 
the cups, plates, and utensils cleaned and put away—only now does he 
pick up on it (again), the smell of moving, uprooting, as present and 
pervasive as the odor of their long-finished and satisfying breakfast. 
Tom seated across from her, fingers locked on the table, head bowed, 
like someone saying grace. It’s not easy for her, his silent pleas cutting 
through defenses. The best recourse is just to get on with it, Eliza dumb-
founded once again at how poorly she has understood his feelings.

In the parlor, he calls himself to order. Fits his bell-shaped bowler 
hat onto his head, a pristine object she hasn’t seen all summer, since 
their arrival here. Picks up his portmanteau—when had he readied it?—
in one hand and his Malacca cane with the gold knob, a gift from a 
former stage manager, in the other, his actions weighing everything with 
a solemn expectancy. She ties her bonnet in place and pulls the door 
open, but he remains standing, wavering slightly, rocked shut. She takes 
him by the arm and leads him out.

mmm

The entire production of leaving the train, walking through the station, 
and passing out of its wide portals takes only a few minutes. Panic and 
anger and the beginnings of elation all in an instant. The point is to hide 
right out in the open, put up a front of normalcy and routine. Noth-
ing out of the ordinary here. No crossing of boundaries which should 
not be crossed. But suspicion permeates every syllable and glance. They 
think he is dead. “Blind Tom,” the Eighth wonder of the World, the Ne-
gro Music Box, for her eyes only. His three-year absence from the stage 
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having produced tenfold theories about his death. Strung up during the 
draft riots. Frozen in Alaska. Drowned in a Pennsylvania flood. Con-
sumed by fire in a London hotel. Caught under the wheels of a rail car 
in Canada. The victim of a soldier’s bullet in Birmingham. Felled by his 
own heart in Paris.

Tom gives her hand a little tug, meaning, Let’s move a little faster, 
Miss Eliza. Distracted by their return to the city, only now does she notice 
his distress. A timid destitution has closed over him, a folding in on self 
(collapsible flesh), which forces him to walk in a slouch, Tom conscious 
of being watched. Wisps of panic begin to flicker through her brain.

Eliza is already searching for a taxi among the many lined up one 
after another curbside, horses parked head to behind, their drivers out-
fitted in ragged and ill-fitting frock coats and stovepipe hats, attending 
to their carriages cheerfully, dancing around the wet slap of dung hitting 
hard ground. If only their good mood could work in her favor. The first 
just looks at her in a dull unresponsive way, her request left stinging in 
her throat. The next waggles his head from side to side. It gets worse 
after that—shouts and curses, faces turning away, glares that promise 
pain. She approaches the final driver in the queue, thinking that this 
may be the occasion when they will have to walk home. But why give 
him a chance to refuse? But the driver only smiles back at her delighted-
ly from his perch as if he has never seen anything funnier. She calls out 
to Tom. Tom passes her his cane then heaves his considerable bulk into 
the cab next to her, leaving the porter to attend to their luggage. The 
taxi does just hold it all.

They ride out into the strange wonders of the city, trundling across 
dry bridges and wet streets rivering up out of twelve canals, a city 
stitched together by water. Houses and buildings pushing against each 
other like contentious waves. The glow and hum of the gaslights cling-
ing silt-like to their frames. Their windows crawling with lurid light. 
Shadows of people moving behind them as if performing (for her). The 
factories and mills burning even at this hour. The shops still open for 
business, many hundreds of objects arranged so as to arouse desire. 
People tumbling out from restaurants and saloons or leaning against 
the crossed telegraph poles from which black bodies had hung during 
the draft riots. The entire city welcoming her back. How happy she is 
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that they are safely hidden within the hooded cab. They took something 
away from Tom, and he’ll never get it back.

As they drive deeper into the city, it seems to her that hundreds and 
thousands of facts crowd into memory. The reek of feces and urine, lime 
and kerosene. The air stinging her skin with some invisible but definite 
spray. This crisscrossing of the senses too much and achingly familiar.  
The tiniest details recognizable. (Seeing them now?) Before long she 
can feel her whole body revive. Strange how altered the city seems af-
ter a summer away. Unreal. The wagon moving faster than warranted, 
bouncing them into the unmistakable dimensions of Broadway, a wide 
well-lit boulevard running like a river of whiteness from one end of the 
city to the other. (The boundaries stay clear.)

Tom’s ears perk up. They have only to take the next corner, fol-
low this last street, empty and mute and dark (dim lamps stationed far 
apart), which presses in on them like the walls of a narrowing tunnel. 
Tom relishing (smiles, grins) these bumps and declensions. Under in-
spection, the corners and lanes scramble to order, form a neat row of 
identical nondescript five-story residences reflecting the crude elemental 
law of symmetry which has directed much of the layout of the city. 
She tells the driver where to stop. The façade pleases the observer (the 
broader view) because it looks so gray in keeping with its actual age, 
but sturdy, able to withstand. The brick—she wants to believe she has 
memorized each one—honeycombed with bullet holes. Every window is 
open, except theirs—a sultry night despite the time of year.

The driver will take the luggage into the vestibule and no further.
Tom gets out of the cab unassisted and, golden-headed cane in hand, 

hops shifts and hobbles along the sidewalk up to the building entrance, 
his hat flying away from his head, Eliza behind him struggling to keep up, 
walking deeper into the darkness, away from the gaslights. They walk 
through the heavy door, pull moonlight in, and start the five-flight climb, 
Tom wheezing fitfully from the effort of lifting his ample bulk, voices from 
the street following them up, loud, night-singers, and frenzied laughter 
and shouts, mixed with the erratic barking of neighborhood dogs.

She rattles keys at their door. The one which should won’t turn the 
lock. Tom clings to the banister, alert and listening.

I’ll need to go fetch Mr. Hub.
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Tom makes a slow sound of assent. As might be expected.
Forcing himself to immobility, remaining at the banister while she 

descends five floors—six?—to the basement in search of Mr. Hub. The 
Hubs inhabit the smallest dwelling in the building, the sort of place 
you see all at once upon entering. (And she has, once or twice over 
the years.) They have both a bell and a knocker at their door. She tries 
both. For quite a long time nothing happens. Mr. Hub is someone who 
usually rushes to answer a bell. She knocks and rings again. That sen-
sation which has to do with a shut door. Mr. Hub answers, a ripple of 
surprise passing over his face, that shapeless lump jammed into the an-
gle of opening, little circles where the eyes should be as if thumbs have 
gouged in. (How he always looks or only the pallor of the late hour on 
his cheeks?) He smiles, nods—Mrs. Bethune—trying to hide his dis-
comfort. Hovers anxiously in the doorway, looking leaner than usual, 
perhaps because of the bedclothes. Eliza used to seeing him in denim 
overalls, a rag fraying away in his hand.

Now his wife, a gaunt woman with stern pale features, is standing 
behind him, holding her dressing gown at the collar, flanked by their 
children. Eliza cannot recall a single instance where she has heard the 
woman speak, even in greeting or to chastise one of her offspring.

I’m sorry to draw you from your bed. She tells him succinctly about 
the key and asks him to look into the matter.

Yes, Mrs. Bethune. Of course.
They hasten along, Mr. Hub rising before her with a three-foot can-

dle, which he carries like a sword at his side. He is low and stout but 
lunges his body up the stairs with long strides as if someone is pushing 
him from behind.

A most peculiar thing, she says, the key.
It ain’t the key, Mr. Hub says. A lock can shrink and swell. Like 

most things.
She sees the logic of that.
Mr. Hub reaches the landing where Tom is standing against the 

banister. He barely acknowledges, a peep, a nod. Puts his whole body 
before the door, hands working, and the door springs open. There. He 
lights the candle, stops at the threshold of their inviolate privacy before 
passing off the candle to her.
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That tallow’s still got some life. The wife will be wanting it back.
She looks at him dubiously. This small matter. Burning wax. Will 

the morn be soon enough?
Certainly, Mrs. Make as much use as you need.
She informs Mr. Hub about their luggage waiting down in the vesti-

bule. Okay squeezes out of his eyes faster than his mouth. He holds out 
a new key to her. You’ll be needing this, he says.

She takes the shiny new key, wondering how it confirms or contra-
dicts his theory of contraction and expansion.

He starts back down the stairs, Tom still, waiting. Only when Mr. 
Hub’s footsteps have died away does he move, half-stumbles half-dances 
into the apartment. Continues on, the fingers of one hand touching the 
wall, a map to orient him, the carpet muting the sound of his and her feet.

They gain the sitting room. Using the candle, she lights a lamp and 
steps to the center of the chamber, surprised to find that the entire space 
has been dramatically transformed into a cube of dazzling white. In 
their absence someone—Mr. Hub?—had entered the apartment and lib-
erally coated the walls in several layers of fresh wash. The room seems 
otherwise undisturbed, furniture and lamps collecting dust and spider 
webs. Tom’s piano is the dominating object, black and shining (had 
Mr. Hub polished it?), rising like some rocky formation—a butte or 
cliff—out of the carpeted floor. Overall, the room produces (the long 
view) a strange impression, spacious (airy) but subdued, because of the 
limited light, the shadows, black vectors. The first thing she’ll have to 
do is to open all the windows, for the apartment has not been allowed 
to breathe for months now.

We have returned, she thinks. Feels her body subsiding to the calm 
thrill at being home.

Tom gives her a sudden and delighted embrace, squeezing her to his 
steeping softness, her body crushed against his. The back of his jacket is 
wet with sweat, and his body reeks of coal and exhaustion. He speaks 
into her neck.

Lait, please.
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Jeffery Renard Allen’s Illustration of “The City” in Song of the Shank
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Jeffery Renard Allen’s Illustration of “Edgemere” in Song of the Shank
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Tom, The Blind Negro Boy Pianist
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Blind Tom Postcard (front)

Blind Tom Postcard (back)
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“Mother Dear Mother” Concert Advertisement
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Music from “The Rainstorm”
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Blind Tom Cameo Portrait
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“Church with Upside Down Crosses” (used in Song of the Shank, credit: Victor Ehikhamenor)
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LUSONA
Jeffery Renard Allen

The third part of Song of the Shank includes the Chokwe sona drawing 
“Path of the Hunting Bird,” which is one image from the lusona (sin-
gular of sona) attached here. It is meant to encourage the careful reader 
to find out what s/he can about Chokwe art and in doing so discover 
parallels with my novel, especially to the novel’s overall structure. To-
gether, this image and all of the other images form a kind of “shadow 
narration,” as it were, a subtextual story.

A homegrown African version of the Seven Bridges of Konigsberg 
(and the Euler path), sona sand drawing is primarily a storytelling de-
vice in Chokwe culture. Indeed, a lusona will serve several functions—a 
device for story, memory, and mathematics. However, as a “recursive” 
image and pattern, a full sona draws on ideas of symmetry, repetition, 
duplication, in a way that brings to mind what Amiri Baraka called 
“the changing same,” the aesthetic principle that is at the heart of entire 
foundation of African American improvisation, the paradoxical ability 
to play the same but differently each time. (What Tom means when he, 
quoting Miles Davis, says, “Play what the day demands.”) And the nov-
el’s structure is meant to be a kind of recursive pattern, a linguistic sona.
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“FROM A HIDDEN SEAM IN THE BLACKNESS”
Jeffery Renard Allen’s Song of the Shank

Michael A. Antonucci

Writing to the Earl of Dartmouth in the fall of 1772, Thomas Woolridge 
reflects on his recent visit with Phillis Wheatley at the Boston home of 
her owners, John and Susanna Wheatley. Precipitated by Dartmouth’s 
appointment as secretary of state for Britain’s North American colonies, 
Woolridge’s letter issues an unwavering endorsement of the poet’s in-
tellectual abilities. Describing Phillis as “a [r]emarkable female slave,” 
Woolridge assures the Earl that after “conversing with the African,” he 
knew “she was no Imposter [sic]” (Carretta 131).

As his glowing account of Wheatley continues, Woolridge produces 
an eighteenth-century example of an enduring trope in American let-
ters, perhaps best described as “writing-in-praise-of-the-phenomenal-
Negro.” This connection becomes evident as he explains to the Earl, 
“I gave her your name which she was well acquainted with. She im-
mediately, wrote a rough Copy [sic] of the inclosed [sic] Address [sic] 
& Letter [sic], which I promised to convey and deliver, I was astonishd 
[sic] and could hardly believe my own Eyes” (131).

In Song of the Shank, Jeffery Renard Allen recovers the legacy 
of Thomas Wiggins, a pianist and composer, who “astonished” audi-
ences—just as Wheatley did—creating and performing as an enslaved 
person of African descent. Allen’s novel assembles and collects com-
ponents drawn from Wiggins’s extraordinary career as a composer, 
musician and performer. Song traces the imprint made by the pianist, 
appearing as a nineteenth-century American pop culture phenom-
enon, “Blind Tom.” The novel brings attention to a set of volatile 
subjects—the questions that surround categories of race, nation, and 
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ability—as Allen renders these all American elements in delicate and 
monstrous detail.

Song of the Shank excavates the foundations of Wiggins’s story. 
Born blind to parents enslaved on a south Georgia plantation in 1849, 
the pianist began demonstrating behavior associated with an autism 
spectrum disorder (ASD) at an early age. He was fortunate to have had 
access to a piano as a young child in the home of General James Neil 
Bethune, who had purchased the Wiggins family in 1850. The instru-
ment became a conduit for Wiggins’s self-expression. As his potential 
became exceedingly evident, Bethune arranged for Wiggins to receive 
musical instruction. By the age of eight, he began performing solo mu-
sical “exhibitions” as “Blind Tom.” Promoted as “the thoroughbred 
Negro musical phenomenon,” his talents and abilities gained notice as 
a “great musical mystery.” In a short time Wiggins became a cultural 
curio of the nineteenth century, attracting attention among race con-
scious audiences both in the United States and Europe, as Wheatley had 
done among Anglo-Atlantic literary circles and salons of the eighteenth 
century.

Allen’s novel reconsiders Wiggins’s story, bringing particular atten-
tion to the combination of promise and tension that accompanied the 
pianist, both on and away from the stage. Thoroughly researched and 
delivered in detail, the novel charts the course of celebrity and conflict 
that created the Blind Tom phenomenon. It presents Wiggins and his 
life experiences as a whole person, exceeding the narrow binaries (pa-
thos/humor, North/South, black/white, etc.) that consumed and con-
trolled his public image. Song of the Shank thereby delivers a series of 
significant insights about the pianist and his vulnerability as an artist, 
granting him recognition as a representative, functional Black cultural 
practitioner.

Allen’s sharp prose makes readers aware of demands and expecta-
tions that Wiggins’s audiences and handlers place on him. Song of the 
Shank surveys the pianist’s conditions of servitude, documenting the 
various ways in which physical, cognitive, and legal limitations left him 
susceptible to exploitation and contradiction. By doing so, the novel 
outlines Wiggins’s artistic and commercial capacities as performer, en-
tertainer, and object of wonder, at the same time that it underscores 
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his legal and social obligations as a slave and Black man, as well as 
treating his struggle as an individual exhibiting behaviors associated 
with ASD. In this way, Allen delivers a distinct perspective on opera-
tional and functional aspects of nineteenth-century America, revealing 
its mechanistic, categorical, calculating, and transactional structures in 
his sketch of the slave regime.

The novel also explores General Bethune’s “professional arrange-
ments” with Thomas Wiggins. His positions on the pressing issues of 
life in nineteenth-century America were made fully evident in the pages 
of his newspaper, The Corner Stone. A confirmed racist and early advo-
cate for Southern secession, his stance and sentiment did not waiver in 
the way he conducted himself as Wiggins’s master and proprietor of the 
Blind Tom Exhibitions. He possessed a keen understanding of his audi-
ences and sought to express his vision to them. This part of Bethune’s 
character is made evident as Allen writes, “every dollar earned from 
both the General’s press and Tom’s concerts and publications went into 
the Confederate war chest” (467).

Yet Song of the Shank’s account of the Blind Tom phenomenon re-
directs readers’ attention away from stage and concert hall appearances 
in the United States and Europe. It works to extricate the pianist and his 
music from the swirl of custody battles, lawsuits, rumors, accusations 
and calls for authentication that formed the surface of his career and 
life experiences. Allen’s novel examines interior portions of the pianist’s 
story, locating and identifying spaces where Thomas Wiggins articulat-
ed himself as an artist and individual. Exploring the pianist’s capacities 
for personal and artistic expression, the novel considers questions con-
cerned with place and possibilities allotted to African Americans, as 
both individuals and artists.

Allen facilitates his literary excavation of dialogues concerning 
questions of race, ability, expression and expectation to the Blind Tom/
Thomas Wiggins story, by deploying a series of photographic plates 
throughout the course of his novel. Depicting a range of ancient, mod-
ern, and contemporary material objects, these images chart flows in 
African diasporic culture. Entering into and intersecting with Wiggins’s 
life and music, they illustrate continuities connecting Tom to Black 
artists and Black expression in United States, around the globe, and 
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across time. At the same time, Allen also works to contextualize Wig-
gins’s nineteenth century, incorporating printed materials that appeared 
during his lifetime throughout the novel. Taking various forms—ad-
vertisements and promotional materials, personal correspondences, 
published reports, and newspaper interviews— these artifacts capture 
sounds and textures associated with the Blind Tom phenomenon.

Unencumbered by quotation marks, these items enter Allen’s text 
as direct entries, asides, documents, and visual images, functioning as 
bridges and causeways within the archipelago of narrative, poetics, and 
imagination from which Song of the Shank emerges. For example, in 
“Voices of the Waves” (1856–62), the fifth (and shortest) section of the 
novel, a description of Wiggins drinking a glass of milk as he prepares 
for bed and an impressionistic account of the pianist disembarking from 
a sailing ship are connected/separated by a review of Blind Tom from 
the Columbus Observer that reads.

[Wiggins] sat on his stool a full half yard distant from the piano, this 
awkward position making it necessary from him to stretch out his 
arms to their full negro [sic] length, like an ape pawing his food. His 
feet showed no better understanding of proper, keyboard posture…
(354)

Wedged between the two glimpses of Wiggins—one private (drink-
ing milk), the other public (disembarking from a ship)—the review illus-
trates the narrow scope applied to pianist’s image and actions. Casting 
doubt on his humanity as well as his musical abilities, the passage near-
ly presages mid-twentieth-century discussions of another pioneering 
African American pianist, Thelonious Monk. This connection becomes 
evident, in a 1948 DownBeat feature by George Hoefer: referring to 
Monk’s music as “weird sounds,” Hoefer writes, “[the pianist’s] tech-
nique is not the greatest, but his originality in improvisation is that of a 
genius” (Kelley 132).

At the same time, the excerpt from the Observer also carries echoes 
of Thomas Jefferson’s Notes on the State of Virginia. The review’s dis-
missive tone and variation on the all too familiar “Apes and Africans” 
trope maintains a direct connection with Jefferson’s foundational work 
of Black arts criticism in Notes’ “Query XIV,” where the Sage of Monti-
cello suggests that “[African men] declared by their preference of [white 
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female features], as uniformly as the preference of the Oranootan [sic] 
for the black women over those of his own species” (145). Jefferson 
continues asserting that “The [poetic] compositions published under 
[Phillis Wheatley’s] name are below the dignity of criticism” (147).

Allen illuminates this line of thought throughout the course Song of 
the Shank. For instance, the novel’s narrative structure provides readers 
with access to the mind of Wiggins’s music teacher as she questions the 
capacities of Black artists and the “authenticity” of Black expression. 
Listening to Wiggins play she wonders to herself,

Countrymen and foreigners alike have noted the Negro’s special gift 
for song. Melodies snap through their blood. Rhythms wholly spe-
cific to their skin ambulate their breath and limbs.…But how little 
or how much does this really tell us?…No lesson he can’t master…. 
But can he do anything other than parrot what she does? Can any 
Negro be more than a parrot? (201)

The passage is reminiscent of Jefferson’s comments about Wheatley 
and her poetry, where he asserts, “But never yet could I find that a black 
had uttered a thought above the level of plain narration;…Whether they 
will be equal to the [musical] composition of a more extensive run of 
melody or of complicated harmony is yet proved (147).”

Song of the Shank resonates at this depth, effectively expanding 
the form of biographical fiction. At the same time, Allen’s novel deliv-
ers its sketch of this under-recognized figure and effectively performs a 
literary/historical intervention on Wiggins’s behalf. Situating the Blind 
Tom phenomenon within the fractured and fragmented cultural land-
scapes of nineteenth-century America, Song of the Shank enters terri-
tory where sustained dialogues on race, nation, aesthetics, and identity 
intersect with the Civil War, Reconstruction, and the codification of Jim 
Crow segregation.

Fusing these cataclysmic events to the ebb and flow of the pianist’s 
everyday existence, Allen’s novel affirms Wiggins’s life story. Song of the 
Shank provides its protagonist with breadth, depth, and personhood. 
This treatment grants Wiggins with context and definition that allows 
him to become a person, performer, and African American artist. As 
such, “Blind Tom,” Bethune’s two-dimensional artifice, is both human-
ized and humanizing. This transformation is evident in a description 
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of Seven, Wiggins’s rambunctious companion and caretaker in “Rain 
Storm (1854–1856),” the longest of the novel’s eight sections (217–
347). Readers find themselves within the narrowed corridors of Tom 
and Seven’s quotidian experiences, circumscribed by slavery, American 
race ritual, and customs of the nineteenth-century entertainment indus-
try when Allen writes:

While Tom played, not once did Seven turn around on the stool 
and he did not so much as glance at the other patrons in the sa-
loon (restaurant), as was his custom. Established a boundary that 
no one dared cross. He and Tom must not be noticed by the outside 
world…. 

So they remained for several hours, Tom playing. (285)

As the performance concludes, while Seven and Tom outwardly re-
main in their prescribed roles, they have been, somehow transformed by 
the music. Despite (or perhaps due to) the begrudging attitude of their 
audience and the lingering menace of their environment, the two black 
men assume a posture of mutual support. Aligned, orderly, and coolly 
dignified, their departure from the saloon, at least fleetingly, transcends 
the degradation and limitations of chattel slavery and the American col-
or line. Their egress from these sites becomes palpable as Allen writes,

Time to go now, Tom, he said. Time for food, he said, strategic.…
Tom would obey hunger and taste. Tom nestled against him. Ten-
derly close, the two of them got up from the piano and made their 
way up to the bar. Seven received their dinner basket from the Ne-
gress. Handed Mr. Oakley the money due. (285)

Song of the Shank rises from a foundation of powerful language 
and poetic imagery that rests upon Allen’s deft writing. In this respect 
the structure of the novel matches the immense scope of its subject mat-
ter. Plunging readers into the dark water of the United States before, 
during, and after the Civil War, Allen constructs an exhibition space for 
the pianist’s life and music. Song of the Shank is as much a tale of cog-
nition and experience as it is exploration of intention, transmission, and 
representation. Arriving replete with Faulknerian gravity and Baldwin-
ian precision, it travels with the elliptical motion of Ellison, the compact 
power of Hemingway, and the stunning force of Morrison. As such, 
Song of the Shank sings for both “Blind Tom” and Thomas Wiggins.
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In this way, Song of the Shank merges as it moves along these 
pathways, and Allen provides readers with an offering that is, at once, 
worthy, functional, and fully engaged. As a novel, Song of the Shank 
surveys the boundaries of African American experience and expression, 
offering a well-constructed response to vexing questions raised about 
what African American literature was. Writing with a decided sense 
of continuity and forward vision, Allen reminds readers what African 
American literature does, as well as how it can be, the way it works, 
how it sounds and most importantly, what it is.
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INVENTING TRUTH
Facts, Fiction & Slavery in Song of the Shank

Horace A. Porter

Jeffery Renard Allen’s Song of the Shank (2014) is the first novel written 
about Blind Tom, a slave pianist and boy wonder, who before and af-
ter the Civil War, performed throughout the United States and abroad. 
Born a blind slave in 1849 on a Georgia plantation, Blind Tom (his 
stage name) was a gifted pianist/composer. He was also autistic. When 
he died in 1908, he had become an international concert pianist and ce-
lebrity—though he remained a so-called autistic “savant.” (Blind Tom 
or Tom Wiggins hereafter will be called Tom as Allen’s character and 
Wiggins as actual person.) The odd combination of Wiggins’s talent, his 
prodigious memory, and yet his childlike inability even to dress himself, 
inspired curiosity and astonishment. He packed concert halls. He once 
performed at the White House for President James Buchanan. And no-
table guests attended his concerts. Willa Cather, Rebecca Harding Da-
vis, and Mark Twain, among others, have written about Wiggins’s spell-
binding performances and his truncated human development. At the 
height of his career, whether because of legal battles or Wiggins’s own 
choice, he stopped giving concerts. He and his caretaker, Eliza Bethune, 
lived sequestered in “the City”—New York City and New Jersey. A 
considerable portion of Allen’s novel is dedicated to this hiatus.

Allen did not have to dig too deep for the basic “facts” about Wig-
gins’s life. Beyond the testimony of the famous, there are contemporary 
newspaper accounts about his concerts and various custody battles re-
garding who rightfully “owned” him.1

However, Allen’s book is not a biography disguised as a novel. Song 
of the Shank (566 pages) is Allen’s symphonic meditation on Tom’s 
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musical genius and the social circumstances surrounding his embattled 
personhood. Allen’s novel, with its varying points of view, rises here and 
there, like a crescendo—echoing Tom’s virtuosity and subtly depicting 
his brutal deficiencies. Allen dramatizes the consequences of slavery, the 
Civil War, and freedom for all parties. Tom, though remaining silent 
and offstage for many pages, is the novel’s magnetic attraction.

Song of the Shank covers more than slavery—taking place just be-
fore, during and directly after the Civil War. Allen has been influenced 
by other writers, notably William Faulkner, not just the example of The 
Sound and the Fury featuring Faulkner’s Benjy, but more generally. Al-
len’s frequent shifts between time present and time past, along with his 
narrative shifts in points of view, takes us beyond Faulkner and suggests 
postmodern experimentation. Furthermore, throughout the twentieth 
century and more recently, novelists and historians have substantially 
revised how slaves have been documented and portrayed.2 Among Af-
rican American novelists, several, including Arna Bontemps, Margaret 
Walker, and Toni Morrison, have written about slaves—giving credit 
to slave narratives as inspirational sources for their books. Bontemps 
has written about discovering the treasure trove of narratives archived 
at the Fisk University library that inspired him to write Black Thun-
der (1936) based on the unsuccessful slave revolt of Gabriel Prosser. 
In an introduction written for a later edition (1968), Bontemps writes: 
“Discovering in Fisk library, a larger collection of slave narratives than 
I knew existed, I began to read almost frantically.”3 Margaret Walker 
has written about the years she spent doing research while writing her 
novel, Jubilee (1966), partly the story of newly liberated slaves.4

Novelists after Bontemps and Walker have written prize-winning 
novels about slavery—including Charles Johnson’s Middle Passage 
(1990), Edward P. Jones’s The Known World (2003), and more recently 
James McBride’s The Good Lord Bird (2013). These novelists have also 
credited their reading and reflection upon slave testimony (especially 
slave narratives and letters) as inspiration. Recently, Solomon North-
up’s narrative Twelve Years a Slave (1853) was the basis for a movie of 
the same name (12 Years a Slave) that received an Academy Award for 
Best Picture (2014). Toni Morrison’s famous novel, Beloved (1987), is 
also, as it is phrased in Hollywood, “based on a true story.” Morrison 
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read the story of Margaret Garner, an Ohio slave. Garner, along with 
her four children, had escaped from their plantation. When she became 
aware that slave catchers were on her heels, Garner, in a desperate at-
tempt to prevent her children from being returned to slavery, killed her 
two-year-old daughter, cutting her throat with a butcher knife. She also 
tried to kill her other children.5

While writing Beloved, Morrison did not feel that she was bound or 
limited by the historical “facts.” In “The Site of Memory” (1987), she 
calls her work “a kind of literary archaeology”:

Fiction by definition is distinct from fact…it claims the freedom 
to dispense with “what really happened”…and nothing in it needs 
to be publicly verifiable, although much of it can be verified. […] 
Therefore the crucial distinction for me is not the difference between 
fact and fiction, but the distinction between fact and truth. […] I’m 
looking to find and expose a truth about the interior life of people 
who didn’t write it…I’m trying to fill in the blanks that the slave 
narratives left (IT 93–4).6

Like so many other slave incidents, Garner’s story possesses a bloody 
authenticity that does not need embellishment. Yet Morrison notes how 
slaves invariably hold back when giving their own testimony—engaging 
in a form of polite self-censoring: “In shaping the experience to make it 
palatable to those who were in a position to alleviate it, ex-slaves were 
silent about many things and they ‘forgot’ other things” (IT 91).

To be sure, the circumstances surrounding Wiggins’s life and Mar-
garet Garner’s are different. Morrison’s and Allen’s novels, though both 
involve slavery, are strikingly different in aesthetic form and thematic 
content. Allen first discovered Wiggins after reading Oliver Sacks’s book 
An Anthropologist on Mars. Sacks’s work led Allen to do further work 
on Wiggins and more generally on savants. In contemporary parlance, 
Blind Tom was a savant with rare musical gifts, a kind of “rain man” 
of the piano. But unlike the impressive memorization and imitation of 
other savants, Wiggins also composed many pieces of music. This fact, 
among others, has led to an ongoing debate about the true nature of his 
musical gifts, no less than about his general mental capacities.

Allen faced the creative challenge of presenting a blind child prod-
igy enslaved twice over. First, Tom was sold and bought as a slave boy. 
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Second, given his relentless recital schedule, fueled by his owners’ greed, 
he was shackled to the piano. And how does Allen get at Wiggins’s pri-
vate needs, his thoughts and fears? In his implicit meditation on such 
questions in Song of the Shank, Allen exploits the creative potential 
embedded in the intersections of slavery, capitalist exploitation, and the 
inscrutable sources of rare talent.

Allen does not begin at the start of Tom’s life. Rather, the backstory 
of his childhood comes many pages in. Although he does not tell the 
story in chronological order, Allen keeps the actual names of the major 
characters and divides his novel into sections with titles and dates (some 
are the actual titles of Wiggins’s compositions and note that the order 
of some years are reversed): “Traveling Underground (1866)”; “Rise 
(1867)”; “Rainwater (1867–1849)”; “Song of the Shank (1867–1856)”; 
“Gold and Rose (1868)”; “Reve Charmant/Voice of the Waves (1868)” 
and “Traveling Underground (1868).” Given its shifts in chronology, 
Song of the Shank does not readily lend itself to summary. Suffice it to 
say that Allen follows the biographical details of Wiggins’s life up to a 
point. He invents the rest. In Allen’s hands, people in Wiggins’s actual 
life undergo various metamorphoses in his character Tom’s life. There 
are newspaper accounts and court documents about Tom’s concert 
schedule and the resulting profits made by the likes of Perry Oliver, one 
of Wiggins’s first guardians hired by his owner General Bethune. But 
Allen takes us inside Perry Oliver’s head, revealing the ruthlessness and 
oddities of his greed. Moreover, a considerable portion of the action 
takes place at Edgemere, Allen’s invented island set apart from the City 
(probably New York City). Edgemere is an enclave of black fugitives 
and newly freed black slaves. One of the strengths of Allen’s novel is his 
imagining of the dynamics, personal and political, among free Blacks 
like Tabbs Gross and the newly freed Negro refugees—the survivors 
of the Civil War and victims of the New York City draft riots. And by 
using characters like his fiery Reverend Wire, Allen echoes the debates 
held decades later during the 1960s between militant black nationalists 
and integrationists.

Unlike other important characters, we see Eliza Bethune at Song of 
the Shank’s beginning and at its very end. At the novel’s beginning, we 
see Eliza wandering outside of her vast New Jersey estate (purchased 
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with profits from Tom’s numerous concerts). The sun is setting and she 
is worried about Tom. Where is he? Then he surprises her like a child 
playing a game of hide and seek. Eliza is full of anxiety. She’s worried 
about their return to her apartment in the City and worried about how 
Tom will respond to apartment living and to his return, after a three-
year hiatus, to the concert stage. Eliza has not told Tom that they will 
leave the country for the city the following morning. But he senses it in 
the air. Allen makes the reader feel Eliza’s anxiety and Tom’s uncanny 
apprehension of what’s going on. He also allows us to fathom the day-
to-day life of Tom and Eliza living all alone together in the country.

Throughout early sections, Tom, a teenager by now, is technically 
no longer a slave. The Civil War is over. However, while he is not a 
slave in fact, he is still mostly perceived and treated as a commodity 
that keeps the cash flowing. Tom is also a handful. Allen delivers un-
precedented depictions and perspectives on Tom and his caretakers as 
well as on the various complications of slavery and reconstruction. He 
achieves some of his aesthetic effects by allowing the reader to observe 
Tom’s private interactions with principal characters—including Eliza, 
a widow, and Tabbs Gross, who is also an important character and 
caretaker. Tabbs is an intriguing black man whose motives are deeply 
mixed. He wants to make as much money on Tom’s performances as 
everybody else. But he also wants Tom to serve as an exemplary race 
man—a Negro figure of stunning achievement and genius for the whole 
world to see. Given Tom’s talent, his charismatic and strange personal-
ity, let alone his moneymaking ability, he deeply affects everyone who 
takes care of him—drawing them into a complicated web of difficult 
circumstances and deep emotions. Brief examples must suffice here.

Slavery and its consequences as borne out during the reconstruction 
period surround many scenes. But Allen zooms up close to the impla-
cably human dimensions of things. Take, for example, something so 
apparently straightforward as Tom’s bathing. Tom, like some children, 
does not like taking baths. The only way Eliza can get him to wash 
himself is to get in their porcelain tub and bathe with him. Suddenly, a 
big fear, taboo, and predictable scandal of slavery is placed deftly before 
us. Allen does not turn the scene into a freak show. However, since Tom 
is dark and bulky, “rising well over six feet,” and Eliza is a small white 
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woman, Allen plunges us into a whirlpool of prejudicial American as-
sumptions about race and sex:

It’s the only way she can get him to bathe, the two of them togeth-
er…two huddled forms stationed at either end of the tub…. Two 
bodies peeling away, layer by layer, soap the substance that obscures 
when it is smeared over cheeks and brow, nose and chin, before 
running white fingers over muscle, bone, soft places, hard places—
knows them all—making it hard to tell which leg or elbow, one out-
side, one inside, belongs where to whom. She reaches to slow down 
his wild hurried hands. Rebuffed, cut short, they go moving like 
dark fish through the water, swimming to another world (SS 15).7

Clearly, the scene is sexualized and some form of mutual enjoy-
ment is involved. During the splashing and mutual rubbing, Eliza feels 
“a mass of flowers set afire under his warm water touch.” And when 
they dress each other for bed, Tom looks “exotic in his white sleeping 
caftan and peaked nightcap like something out of an Oriental tale, Ara-
bian Nights” (SS 16). We should note in passing that Allen is also an 
accomplished poet and the staccatos and images in the passages above 
“Rebuffed, cut short, they go moving like dark fish…”—is an example 
of the kind of poetic passages that surface throughout his long novel. 
But a lot is going on beneath his poetic cadences and images.

Allen forces us to consider questions that arise when Tom and Eli-
za are removed from society and stripped bare of the dictates of law 
and custom. Allen’s is a nuanced presentation of the consistent questions 
generally involving the slaves’ and indeed ex-slaves’ humanity—their 
intelligence and honor, indeed their capacity to remain odor free in civ-
ilized company. We know that Tom is a child prodigy with mental lim-
itations. But who is this strapping seventeen-year-old black male beyond 
the stage and away from his piano? For instance, how does Tom perceive 
himself? Does he understand his sexual desires? In general, what is the 
true nature of Tom’s self-knowledge, and how much does he know about 
his circumstances and those surrounding him? Finally, apart from the 
potential cash involved, has Eliza become, after three years of isolation, 
emotionally dependent upon Tom for her own sense of self-worth?

At the end of “Traveling Underground (1866),” Eliza meets Tabbs 
Gross (the actual name of the man as well as the name of the character). 
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In Wiggins’s actual life, Gross is an African American lawyer, journalist, 
and entrepreneur who pays General Bethune, Tom’s owner, a consid-
erable sum to allow him to keep Tom for a specified period (for mutu-
al profit and Tom’s safety) as the Civil War draws to an end. General 
Bethune takes a down payment but eventually reneges. Gross sues for 
custody of Tom and the case becomes a cause célèbre. An Ohio judge 
rules in General Bethune’s favor. And the New York Times publishes 
an editorial that includes a scathing critique of General Bethune for his 
exploitation and greed.

In Allen’s complex rendering of Tom’s story, Tabbs Gross unex-
pectedly visits Eliza Bethune and tells her he has come to get Tom to 
return him to his mother, Charity, a recently freed slave. Allen allows 
us to witness Tabbs thinking out loud—sometimes in dream-like flights 
of fancy and at other times in a rapid series of rhetorical questions—on 
the meaning of religious faith and the significance of loyalty to race and 
nation. Tabbs has never been a slave and as he looks at the newly freed 
Blacks, including the wounded soldiers, he feels some racial loyalty but 
also a sense of selfish independence. As Tabbs interacts with various 
characters—including General Bethune and Tom—he forces us to won-
der about his true motive/s for trying so relentlessly to acquire Tom. His 
motives are clearly complicated. Tom is both intriguing and exasperat-
ing to him. Tabbs seems driven to prove to Blacks and whites alike a 
larger point about Tom’s humanity. Yet Tabbs still wonders whether or 
not Tom is helping or hurting the cause of Negroes.

As with Eliza, Tom comes alive to the reader through Tabbs’s inter-
actions with him. We watch and listen as Tabbs tries to persuade Tom, 
who has stopped performing, to practice and play again. And we won-
der, along with Tabbs, why Tom sits in front of the piano for hours and 
days silently refusing to play. The conversations or rather brief ques-
tion-and-answer sessions between Tabbs and Tom and other characters 
seem almost sensible at moments. This is one of the novel’s strengths 
and limitations. The reader struggles to make sense out of Tom’s utter-
ances, listening carefully as Tom’s verbal code is briefly deciphered, or 
sometimes not. At other times, Tom abruptly shifts the subject, for ex-
ample, to “three birds” he hears singing outside the window. He wears 
on Tabbs’ nerves:
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The boy is getting under his skin. Digging in like a worm. Conver-
sations that keep breaking off and starting again…. How can (will) 
he efface slavery from the boy’s body and mind? The space between 
them during a day only grows larger, widens. After all it has cost 
him to find the boy—the money, the miles, the years; I’ve given up 
everything to follow you—here the boy is, melting away, vanishing, 
again. (SS 420–1)

Allen faces a daunting challenge while attempting to capture the 
interior lives of his characters. In Tom’s case, Allen’s task was made 
more difficult by the scanty evidence of any actual words Wiggins 
spoke. Therefore, the author had to find a strategy of puzzling out and 
manifesting Tom’s conscious mind. Allen was also forced to think this 
through in the context of Tom as at first a blind and enslaved child star. 
How did the loud applause and attention, both caring and demanding, 
affect him? Is it true, as some of Wiggins’s contemporaries maintained, 
that his blindness, coupled with his prodigious talent, placed him in a 
world elsewhere beyond awareness of blackness, whiteness, or slavery?

Some of Allen’s own comments are pertinent here:

Could it be that Wiggins’[sic] blindness did indeed afford him a bar-
rier from racism since his inability to see color, to see skin, saved 
him from buying into the false notions and prescriptions of race? 
On this level at least biology worked in his favor. White people were 
invisible to him. He had no reason to believe what they said about 
him, and he had no reason to speak to them or explain himself. (SI 
9–10)8

One of the more difficult tasks Allen faces is accounting for the 
moments when Wiggins simply refuses to play church music or hymns, 
refuses to have his shoes polished by “niggers,” and his major refusal to 
play recitals. Allen suggests that somehow Tom knows what he’s doing 
when he refuses to play. Tom’s refusal is hardly born of avenging intel-
ligence or vindictiveness, but nonetheless is his own peculiar defiance. 
Allen says:

Where Nature and fate withheld sight from Wiggins, Wiggins him-
self made the decision to hold his own tongue, to remain silent…. 
The greatest refusal of all came in the form of a self-imposed re-
tirement from public performance after he had been giving recitals 
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for more than two decades. Wiggins simply refused to go on stage 
to play. During his retirement, journalists would come knocking at 
his residence with inquiries about “Blind Tom.” Wiggins would re-
spond, “Blind Tom doesn’t live here.” (SI 10)

Allen concedes that Wiggins’s refusals are “rife with ambiguity.” 
However, Allen concludes: “He stopped giving concerts because he 
would no longer allow white people to profit from his body. And during 
his retirement he refused to recognize and answer to the name ‘Blind 
Tom’ as this name represented a character that white people had con-
structed for their own enrichment and comfort (SI 10).

Given their brevity, the few statements attributed to Wiggins seem 
profound. Yet whatever we conclude about their actual or symbolic 
meaning, they are secondhand and detached and out of relevant con-
text. This situation recalls the circumstances surrounding the document 
recorded by attorney James Ruffin Gray which he titled “The Confes-
sions of Nat Turner.” William Styron, over a century later, published a 
bestselling and controversial novel with the same title. Styron’s novel 
led to even greater scrutiny of Gray’s document. But even after the pub-
lication of Styron’s novel and scathingly critical articles about it, we face 
some of the same unanswerable questions. What did Nat Turner really 
say? When and how did he say it? There have been various negative 
speculations about Gray’s character and motives. But some uncertainty 
would remain even if it could be conclusively documented that Gray 
was a good attorney and honest man.9

The circumstances surrounding the statements attributed to Wig-
gins are similar to Nat Turner’s. Their words are “as told to” or record-
ed. No corroborating evidence, for instance, exists in their own hand-
writing. But their situations are also markedly different. Nat Turner was 
accused of murdering many whites. Whether or not he did it, Tom Gray 
had a professional obligation to interrogate Turner; to ask appropriate 
questions and accurately record Turner’s responses. In contrast, the sto-
ries about Tom are anecdotal. Furthermore, the challenge Allen faced 
was compounded by a fake biography of Tom’s life written by a greedy 
and unscrupulous manager. The writer deliberately added fictional de-
tails. Tom was described as more than a blind and accomplished pianist. 
In this light, many paying spectators would come, not so much to hear 
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a concert, as to see a circus freak—a living wonder, Half Man, Half 
Mystery. The show usually began with Tom’s memorized introduction 
of himself in the third person as Blind Tom the idiot.

Where does fabrication end and truth begin? And how are they 
interrelated? Allen is endlessly inventive. He includes some of the sensa-
tional, though factual, documents in his novel to bolster his fiction. For 
example, one such advertisement boldly proclaims:

TOM! THE BLIND NEGRO BOY PIANIST…. THE GREATEST 
LIVING MUSICIAN, ONLY TEN YEARS OLD…! This wonderful 
Negro child… having played in Baltimore, performing for upwards 
of FIVE THOUSAND PEOPLE during the last three days he was 
there…was blind from birth, has never had one moment’s instruc-
tion, does not know a flat from a sharp, or the name of any key 
upon the instrument; yet he plays the most difficult operatic pieces, 
without ever striking a false note, not only brilliantly and beautiful-
ly, but with all the taste, expression, and feeling of the most distin-
guished artist. (SS 341)

Allen does not use such documents to present, “truth stranger than 
fiction,” to use a nineteenth-century phrase. Instead, Allen rescues Tom 
from the hype. He wants us to see Tom’s complex humanity. However, 
the advertisement does serve as an authenticating document. For in-
stance, in contrast to the claims above, Tom had received considerable 
musical instruction. In the third volume of her authoritative biography 
on Wiggins, Geneva Handy Southall concludes:

Tom’s Managers always hired the most respected musicians in the 
places where he performed to give him music lessons…. Tom was no 
“idiot savant,” whose abilities resulted from “natural talent.” His 
musical achievements were acquired as a result of constant musi-
cal instruction and considerable practice over the years. He studied 
with some of the best teachers in the United States and Europe (BT 
169–70).

Whether or not Tom could articulate his understanding, he clearly 
possesses an impressive command of all twenty-four keys—major and 
minor. But the ruthless nature of Tom’s exploitation and his owners’ 
and handlers’ greed are crystal clear. “Five thousand people” means 
many songs played, many tickets sold and a lot of money quickly made.
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As the novel approaches its end, Tabbs Gross, disguised as a wom-
an, takes Tom to Eliza at her country estate. The three of them—Eliza, 
Tabbs and Tom—along with a black boy, abruptly leave on a train. 
They are attempting to escape random violence (reminiscent of New 
York City’s Draft Riots of 1863) against blacks and white sympathizers. 
They are heading “to the South where the soldiers can protect” them. 
Perhaps, this is partly Allen’s way of forcing Tabbs, never enslaved, 
to experience the brutal degradation of the “strays”—those who are: 
“Uprooted. Exiled. Displaced” (SS 518). While on the train, several 
white men see through Tabbs’s disguise. He is beaten as the boy starts 
stabbing the men with a shank.

This is not a novel with a happy or even straightforward ending. 
Some readers may feel a sense of bewilderment, especially as the novel 
comes to a close. At its literal end, Tom and Eliza are alone—living se-
questered again in their city apartment. The neighbors gossip and grow 
accustomed to hearing someone playing a piano at all hours. Eventual-
ly, Tom dies. Since numerous obituaries of Wiggins’s death appeared in 
newspapers around the country, Allen could consult a range of primary 
sources (BT 148–163). Some articles start by recalling the false reports 
of Wiggins’s death years before. Depending on the author of each obit-
uary, Wiggins becomes in turn, an untutored savant, playing by divine 
inspiration; a pitiful idiot from birth to death, who ate, hog-like, with 
his face in his plate; a musical genius and credit to the Negro race; a 
man, who even in death, remains a stunning wonder.

There are also reports about how he died. Wiggins has a stroke 
that paralyzes his right side—including his golden right hand. He is dis-
traught when he discovers his “fingers won’t play no mo.” Three weeks 
later, saddened and stressed out over his paralysis, his inability to make 
music, Wiggins has an apparent heart attack and falls to his death on 
the bathroom floor. This account is presumably based on a reporter’s 
interview of Eliza (BT 149–50).

Allen’s final pages follow such reported details with remarkable 
fidelity. However, he makes up a final scene—inventing his own fic-
tional truth while bringing poetic closure to his splendid novel. Tom is 
a great entertainer who has lived his life on stages around the world. 
Having been heard for years playing the piano in their apartment, 
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heard but rarely seen, Tom gives an unexpected curtain call and plays 
an original encore:

Then one day several people passing on foot along the street heard 
big windows unlock with a clang above them and looked up to see 
the Negro plunge out onto the balcony and lean over the railing 
with his head cocked at some sound. After a minute or two, he went 
back inside. The big windows shut, and he was seen no more that 
day, or any other day that anyone can remember. But once he was 
back inside the apartment, they recall hearing piano music, a tune 
that none of them recognized. Soon thereafter the music stopped. 
And no one ever heard it again. (SS 566)

NOTES

1. Professor Geneva Handy Southall, a musicologist and pianist, pub-
lished a three-volume biography of Blind Tom or Tom Wiggins: Blind 
Tom: The Post-Civil War Enslavement of a Black Musical Genius, Book 
I (Minneapolis: Challenge Productions, Inc., 1979); The Continuing 
Enslavement of Blind Tom: The Black Pianist-Composer (1865–1887), 
Book II (Minneapolis: Challenge Productions, Inc., 1983); Blind Tom, 
The Black Pianist-Composer (1849–1908) Continually Enslaved (Lan-
ham, Md.: Scarecrow Press, 1999). The final volume will be quoted in 
this article and hereafter will be cited parenthetically as BT.

2. Since the 1970s, two similar but distinct developments have occurred in 
relation to the publication of books in African American history and litera-
ture. Numerous historical monographs about slavery have been published. 
During this same period, African American novelists have been drawn to 
slavery as a major subject. The long list of historical monographs includes 
John W. Blassingame’s The Slave Community: Plantation Life in the Ante-
bellum South (1972), Eugene D. Genovese’s Roll, Jordan, Roll: The World 
the Slaves Made (1974), Deborah Gray White’s Ar’n’t I a Woman: Female 
Slaves in the Plantation South (1985), Brenda Stevenson’s Life in Black 
and White: Family and Community in the Slave South (1996), and Walter 
Johnson’s Soul by Soul: Life Inside the Antebellum Slave Market (1999).

3. Arna Bontemps, Black Thunder (Boston: Beacon Press, 1968), xxvi.

4. Margaret Walker, How I Wrote Jubilee, ed. Maryemma Graham (New 
York: The Feminist Press, 1990).
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5. Michael DeRell Hill, The Ethics of Swagger: Prize-Winning African 
American Novels, 1977–1993 (Columbus: The Ohio State University 
Press, 2013), 25-27.

6. William K. Zinsser, Inventing the Truth: The Art and Craft of Memoir 
(New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1995), 92–94; cited parenthetically as IT.

7. Jeffery Renard Allen, Song of the Shank (Minneapolis: Greywolf Press, 
2014), 15; cited parenthetically as SS.

8. Jeffery Renard Allen, “Silence: On the History of Hearing and Seeing 
Blind Tom,” unpublished essay, 9–10; cited parenthetically as SI.

9. Tom Gray’s pamphlet, “The Confessions of Nat Turner,” was pub-
lished in 1831. William Styron’s novel with the same title was published 
by Random House in 1967. It won a Pulitzer Prize and became contro-
versial. In 1968, Beacon Press published a collection of essays, William 
Styron’s Nat Turner: Ten Black Writers Respond, edited by John Henrik 
Clark.
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MAPPING THE SON(G)’S ECHO
Song of the Shank by Jeffery Renard Allen

Thadious M. Davis

A carefully detailed map labeled “The City and Edgemere” precedes the 
table of contents to Jeffery Renard Allen’s Song of the Shank, a novel re-
covering the life and drawing the interiority of Thomas Greene Wiggins, 
an enslaved musical prodigy known as Blind Tom. The map, on a sur-
face plane of water, organizes the key elements in a spatial arrangement 
that calls attention to scale and grid. “The City,” with its regularized 
streets and diagonal swath of “Broadway,” dominates the entire left 
half of the drawing. “Central Park,” a large inlay, contains “Soldier’s 
Camp,” one of the few named places on the map. The others are “Black 
Town,” the “Eternally Benevolent Asylum for Ill-Fated Offspring of the 
Sable Race,” and “Grand Central Depot,” all marked as spaces existing 
within the city, though “City Rail” off the Northwest Side and “City 
Port” on the Southeast reference means of transport. “The Mainland” 
lies beyond, edged outside the prominent configuration of “The City.” 
The right half of the map bears the name “The City and Edgemere,” 
and has a boxed insert of an island stamped “Edgemere” with its only 
two identified places, “Church” and “Home for the Education and Ed-
ification of African Orphans.” The “Main Jetty” lies to the North and 
the “Atlantic Ocean” to the East, although island itself is clearly located 
within the ocean.

Edgemere in scale and positionality appears as counterpoint to the 
larger and more familiar “The City,” whose mapped shape and street 
markings immediately evoke and reference New York City. Only “a mile 
or two out in the ocean” (70), a short distance from the City, “Edge-
mere is where the world ends every time” (71). Eliza Bethune, Blind 
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Tom’s caretaker in the opening chapter, describes the island in relation 
to the City and from her perspective trapped with Tom within the City: 
“Edgemere a world deeper and ampler than anything here on the main-
land. City and anti-city, island and anti-island, place and anti-place, 
water and its negation.… Edgemere the city’s great unknown, dark 
space of silent speculation set between her and any magical possibility 
of relocation” (71). From his position as an Edgemere resident who lost 
his home in the City when whites took over Black Town, Tabbs Gross 
thinks: “Looking at all that water, you can’t see the city, you never see it. 
You must trust that it is there. Perhaps Edgemere is drifting farther and 
farther away from the city into some dark unknown” (404). Both Eliza 
Bethune and Tabbs Gross speak to the correspondence between the two 
islands, the City and Edgemere.

Positioned at the border of the flat rendition of the map’s surface, 
Edgemere is clearly drawn as a much smaller but corresponding island 
surrounded by ocean, and whose name encompasses both “edge” and 
sea (“mer” from the French). Edgemere might even be a horizontal mir-
ror image of the vertical map of The City with that familiar elongated 
shape turned sideways and flipped over. The box enclosing Edgemere, 
however, emphasizes its existence, foregrounds its prominence in rela-
tion to the larger mapped space, and expounds the referential citation 
lying outside the framed enclosure (the name Edgemere written in small 
letters with a tiny corresponding arrow pointing farther East). Thus, 
Edgemere counters and plays against the known Atlantic geography 
and cartography. Put another way: “The island demands contempla-
tion. Extra. More. A bright world lost at sea” (Song 71). It signifies an 
imagined space, an entity juxtaposed not only to the real and the actual 
but also to the known and the accepted or expected.

Allen’s map is a visual entre into his novel. It makes and anticipates 
meaning. It “fixes” the divide between black space and white space cen-
tral to the narrative, and it projects the figure of the enslaved Black boy 
Tom as a mediator between those spaces. Names on the map’s surface 
evoke a time past and signal the nineteenth century. Institutional nam-
ing on the map signifies African enslavement and prefigures the subject 
of race slavery that permeates the narrative. Tabbs Gross, who works 
for the Home for the Education and Edification of African Orphans, 
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looks at the broken bodies of Black people and thinks: “The hard lines 
of their hunger sketch a blueprint of possibility against the faded back-
drop of recent history. No language for this. Slavery is a puncture—
have you ever picked cotton?—the hole (hold) that can never close. The 
hole that still bleeds cotton, rice, sugarcane, tobacco. How do they lift 
their feet without becoming undone?” (107).

Functioning as a “historical” and pictorial document, the map 
opens out to a table of contents that emphasizes movement and trav-
el both through space (underground and over land and water) and 
through time (from 1866 to 1867, back through 1849 to 1862, and 
forward from 1867 to 1869). The map prepares for the engagement 
with actual places such as New York City and others in the southern 
world of slavery and the transitory world of traveling shows. The many 
foreign cities and nations where Blind Tom played are easily identifiable 
on a world map, but are referred to in the text as “Places on the edge 
of imagination” (56). The concept of existence “on the edge of imagi-
nation” also relates to the way in which the map requires a literacy that 
is different from that necessary to read printed texts, because maps, in 
effect, signify abstractions: the spatial arrangement in synthetic space of 
elements intended to organize abstract information. With the inclusion 
of Edgemere, Allen’s map announces a fictional place that verges on the 
actual but introduces a speculative imaginary that then can allow for 
the existence of additional imaginary spaces, and also allow for another 
kind of literacy, the reading of spaces and abstractions. More than a 
frontispiece, then, the map signifies the graphics of symbolic and actual 
geographies stemming from the nineteenth century to haunt the twen-
ty-first century.

Divided into nine chapters, Song of the Shank spans the periods of 
1866 and 1869 in the first and last sections, and back into the past from 
1849 to 1862. The temporal focus is on 1867 (two sections) and on 
1869 (three sections, one of which is linked with 1868). Three middle 
chapters map slavery and Blind Tom’s development into “the eighth 
wonder of the world”: “Bird That Never Alights on the Trees (1849–
1956)”; “Rain Storm (1854–1856)”; and “Voice of the Waves (1856–
1662).” Although set prior to emancipation, these chapters might be 
read in service to the primary projection of the trauma of slavery, the 
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afterlife of slavery, immediately following emancipation and into re-
construction, because the narratives not only trace Tom’s becoming a 
virtuoso, but also track his exploitation, as is suggested in the epigraph 
to “Rain Storm,” the chapter that bears the name of Tom’s first com-
position: “Sure, I been ripped off. I been cheated. But they gave me a 
name” (217). Taken together, the years from 1849 to 1862 chart a peri-
od of enormous social, political, economic, and cultural change within 
the United States. Those years prepare the way for major industrializa-
tion, for unprecedented population shifts, and for traumatic breakdown 
and reconstitution of the social fabric from the late 1860s onward, but 
they retain the heavy toll of slavery and racism on Black lives, as one of 
the members of Edgemere’s Vigilance Committee acknowledges: “Them 
chains is hard on a man. Hard” (520).

Coming before the listing of chapter titles, the map is the first tan-
gible indication of the brilliant structural creativity and symbolic inter-
vention Jeffery Renard Allen makes in Song of the Shank. It participates 
in the conscious manipulation of communicative strategies to render 
meaning. It anticipates the experimental melding of fact and fiction, and 
it projects the creative merging of historical documentation with imag-
ined speech acts and interior monologues. Originating in the world of 
maps, map making, and cartography, mapping is a concept that under-
stands representation as constituted from cultural codes and as connect-
ed to the encoding of power in writing. Song of the Shank seems fully in 
conversation with mapping as a structural device of representation and 
as a means of signifying encoded cultural codes within the structure of 
the novel.

Thematically, the narrative combines with artworks and epigraphs 
attached to each of the nine chapters to produce a commentary on pow-
er manifestations and genre expectations, as much as on identity and 
race. Included are graphic designs, an African fractal, a digital harmono-
graph, and photographs. These serve both separately as a visual space 
projecting Africa and people of African descent as a wider backdrop for 
the novel and collectively as a mapping of the correspondence between 
that graphic visualization and the narrative’s verbal space devoted to 
Blind Tom, and his physical, mental, temporal, and geographical con-
straints. The varied artwork provides visual evidence of the creativity of 
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people of African descent, while also suggesting the faceted and elusive 
subjectivity of Thomas, Tom, Blind Tom, Thomas Greene Wiggins, and 
all the racial names and racist epithets he endures in the narrative.

The component parts of mapping in the representational sphere are 
not only archival, such as the pictorial materials Allen collected for his 
novel, but include also “the remembered, the imagined, the contem-
plated,” as Denis Cosgrove has observed of mapping in contemporary 
representation.” According to Cosgrove: “To map is in one way or an-
other to take the measure of a world, and more than merely take it, to 
figure the measure so taken in such a way that it may be communicated 
between people, places, or times. The measure of mapping is not re-
stricted to the mathematical; it may equally be spiritual, political or 
moral” (1–2).

In taking “measure of the world” that was and in communicating 
that measure across a century of time, Allen skillfully remembers, imag-
ines, and contemplates a nineteenth-century world in which creativity 
and genius are at odds with social status and skin color. He evokes the 
cultural contradictions and personal foibles in the religious, political, 
ethical, and aesthetic beliefs of a nation profiting from slavery and then 
emerging from the Civil War into modernity. At the same time, how-
ever, he maps his knowledge of that world warped by slavery onto his 
cognitive and sensory apprehension of a present-day in which artifacts 
and material culture rewrite and revise historical misperceptions even 
though trauma persists. His strategy runs the risk of being misinterpret-
ed as postmodernist parody, but it is instead a way of opening out the 
possibilities of historicity and textuality beyond the words comprising 
the narrative. The well-chosen materials use visuality to frame, reframe, 
enlarge, and expand the themes and ideas of the text, including the un-
derstanding of the milieu. In constructing his narrative with the under-
pinnings of images, artworks, facsimiles, and photographs that come 
from different periods and diverse forms, Allen displays his affinity with 
the experimental novelist W. G. Sebald, whose documentary fiction col-
lapsed the boundaries between fact and fiction while also incorporating 
a variety of seemingly random visual materials. In an interview with 
Michael Antonucci for Other Voices magazine, Allen points to his inter-
est in Sebald’s approach to formal expansion of the novel by integrating 
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photographs, illustrations, biography, memoir, history, travelogue, and 
fiction. Allen comments that Sebald found “a novelistic form for pre-
serving those things that we want to forget or that history wants to 
forget or these things that we don’t want to see.”

In bringing his own formal experimentation to the complex, buried, 
and uncomfortable story of Thomas Greene Wiggins, Allen sees into 
the past with a sense of imaginative possibilities for rearranging known 
“facts” and creating a mosaic of plausible voices. He adds visual mat-
ter (illustrations, graphic designs, and photographs) to literary stylistics 
(stream of consciousness, interior and narrated monologues) and lin-
guistic devices (poetry, songs, sermons, verbal play, and repetitions) for 
conveying individual thought, conversational acts, private speech, and 
collective beliefs. Allen recovers a haunting voice for Blind Tom in the 
aphorisms he utters; for example: “Some bread is better than no bread” 
in response to a question about his blindness; “Yesterday comes like 
today,” as he repeats a daily ritual (321); “I don’t know what I can do. I 
promise nothing complete,” in answer to what he will play; or “I could 
be bounded in a nutshell and count myself king of infinite space,” on 
being asked whether he suffers from fatigue (356); or “A photograph 
is a mirror that remembers,” on having his picture taken (358). Allen 
infuses throughout an emphasis on music and on sound as a way of 
underscoring the significance of Tom’s musical gift and sensitivity to 
sound, whether in imitation or in creation. Obliquely, then, the exper-
imental narrative with its seeming diverse materials both illuminates 
Tom’s story and situates it within contemporary discourses about race 
and the capacities of people of African descent to create.

In superimposing illustrations and photographs from different me-
diums and temporal locations on his primary narrative of Blind Tom, 
Allen offers a counter narrative on creativity and exercises an authorial 
omniscient approach to forging meaning. The first and last images are 
photographs of doors from the art of maroons, one in darkness and one 
in light. The initial image, “Carved Door in Darkness,” is a mapping of 
the intricate interplay between a dark ground and a framed artwork; it 
calls attention to perception and to foreground, but it does not foreclose 
the possibility of interrogation, of asking questions about the seen and 
its significance. The final photograph, “Door Carved in Light,” maps 
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the lit and open space of possibility and achievement. The grain of the 
wood, the curve of the design, and the loop of the frame speak to the 
craft of the artisan’s hand, while the aesthetics of symmetry and repeti-
tion evoke order, harmony, and vision of the artist’s creative eye. These 
photographs articulate, just as words might, a resistance to power ex-
erted against Africans in an attempt to enslave them. The photographic 
images represent the visual language of aesthetic power to convey in-
finite possibility in the passageways (that is, “doors”) into Allen’s text 
and out of it. Allen’s selections, then, echo and frame his narrative with 
an enriched sensibility of what sight brings to interpretation. At the 
same time, the question of why Tom blinds himself is never far from the 
surface concerns and the subliminal reaches of the text: “What was so 
terrible about the world that he stopped himself from seeing it” (Song 
69).

Visually, then, the text self-consciously expands outside of the 
printed word and the realm of written or oral history, to engage ra-
cial biography (for instance, that of maroonage) as both verifiable fact 
and invention, as resonant with Song of the Shank yet at odds with its 
specific story of slavery, exploitation, and the question of racial genius. 
Allen does not follow the chronology of Tom’s long life (1849–1908), 
but rather focuses on the years leading up to his taking to the world’s 
stage and to his disappearance from public view. In both of these focal 
points, he represents the mystery of the boy and the man, Blind Tom, 
and the Bethune “family’s most profitable investment” (59), while also 
resolutely displaying a debilitated body not merely with a vulnerable 
personality but also with an undeniable strength. Tom’s self-perception 
erupts in verbal assertions of his uniqueness and his value; for example, 
he repeats from early childhood onward, “I am the one” (119) and “I 
am the only one” (125); or he proclaims his identity: “I’m Blind Tom.… 
I’m one of the greatest men to walk the earth” (84); or he avows his 
agency: “I have dominion over my life” (85). His white handlers, in-
cluding Sharpe, the Bethune scion, even muse that Tom is “fortunate 
that his lack of sight, lack of mind does not permit him to know that 
he is of the despised Negro race, a former slave. Hellfire, Sharpe said. 
Maybe he even thinks he is a white man” (81).

Midway in the novel, a series of authentic handbills and concert 
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programs from the collections of the National Archives and the Library 
of Congress announces: “Tom! The Blind Negro Boy Pianist”; “Blind 
Tom, The Marvelous Musical Prodigy”; and “Blind Tom’s Concerts” 
(341–47). Individually these facsimiles are dignified in the racial ref-
erences to Tom as “Negro” and, ironically, stand in marked contrast 
to the derogatory language frequently used in the text to describe Tom 
and people of African descent whether enslaved or free. In the con-
cert program, the racial identifier simply labels Blind Tom as “Negro”; 
however, in the graphic introduction to Perry Oliver in the chapter and 
in establishing the racial values and beliefs at all levels of society and 
class, Allen uses “nigger” repeatedly, freely, and from a variety of per-
spectives and characters, including Tom himself who says, for instance, 
“A nigger is a thing of no consequence” (321), and who insists that he 
is “Studying the niggers” (322). Here, James Corner’s reminder is rel-
evant that “mapping is particularly instrumental in the construing and 
constructing of lived space. In this active sense, the function of mapping 
is less to mirror reality than to engender the reshaping of the worlds in 
which people live” (213). The uncomfortable gap between the lauda-
tory language of the concert programs and the derogatory language of 
several of the characters constitutes a “lived space” for rethinking racial 
terminology and epithets in the present supposedly post-racial world.

The program reproductions occur after Perry Oliver, “The Manag-
er of the Performance,” has successfully orchestrated Tom’s appearance 
at Hibernian Hall to an audience of some four hundred people. Allen 
utilizes them to concretize the fully implied meaning of that first major 
concert for the trajectory of Tom’s career as a performer. As extant sou-
venirs and archival evidence of achievement, they attest to Tom’s range, 
his reputation, and his talent in a way that multiple narrative accounts 
of his performances might not be able to achieve.

Allen places the testimonial archive at the end of the very long 
chapter “Rain Storm (1854–1856),” detailing from a third-person per-
spective Oliver’s angling, planning, and maneuvering to get control of 
Tom and to put him on stage. Within the chapter and separated from 
the programs reproduced from manuscript collections, Allen inserts a 
full-page fictional announcement that opens with a boldface, large-type 
appeal, “IF ANY MAN HAVE AN EAR,” and that continues “let him 
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hear the wonderful melodies of / BLIND TOM, Musical Prodigy of the 
Age” (334). The ad gives the details of Tom’s background, his memory, 
and his endorsements from professors of music, as well as a list of the 
composers (Beethoven, Bach, Mozart, Hertz) he can play. This insertion 
emphasizes the seamless mix of the actual and the fictional interwoven 
throughout Song of the Shank. At first glance, there is no way of deter-
mining that the announcement is invented; its appearance corresponds 
to that of the preserved archival announcements. It performs work that 
the actual archive cannot: it specifically references and places the con-
cert at Hibernia Hall and does so in the language of the character Perry 
Oliver, as Allen conceives him—in language made familiar through the 
accumulation of affective detail that culminates in Tom’s performance 
and Oliver’s tears of triumph.

Allen pays careful attention Perry Oliver’s feelings of attraction 
and repulsion toward Tom. He delineates Oliver’s need for control over 
Tom as a microcosm of the conflicted place of the racial body in the 
American psyche and for the paradigm of power within class and race 
stratification. Oliver desires to rise in class status and views Tom as a 
means to achieve that end and make his own mark on the world. The 
pattern of desire and need replicates itself in Seven, Oliver’s young assis-
tant and, ironically across race lines, in Tabbs Gross, who shares in the 
sense of self-aggrandizement in managing Blind Tom. Gross moreover 
believes that Tom’s reappearance as a musical genius will uplift the race, 
despite his own uncertainty: “Like other Negroes, Tabbs had thoughts 
about Blind Tom—was he aiding the Race or harming it?” (449). The 
various music teachers, doctors, managers, and preachers all use Tom 
for their own purposes, while either fascinated by or obsessed with solv-
ing the “conundrum” of his very existence. The duality of Tom, “Half 
Man, Half Amazing” (78), is echoed in the psychological dualism and 
conscious duplicity of the other characters, one of whom bears the sym-
bolically weighty name Deacon Double.

Similar conflicted impulses are mapped in the riots that the charac-
ters recall in the text. Eliza Bethune reveals in the opening chapter, set 
in 1866, that she fled the city three years earlier to protect Tom. Blacks 
on Edgemere remember leaving the city in fear for their lives and in the 
aftermath of rampant destruction of their property. The text links the 
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New York City Draft Riots of 1863 to the atmosphere of unrest linger-
ing in the city and on the island. In the four days of rioting, protests 
against the mandatory draft to provide soldiers for the Civil War and 
against the ability of the wealthy to buy their way out of conscription 
turned into a bloody and fiery attack on Blacks, their homes and insti-
tutions (such as churches, pharmacy, the Colored Orphan Asylum), and 
their places of employment and entertainment. These events form the 
backdrop for the situation in Song of the Shank in which Blacks driv-
en out of their homes fled to the Black island Edgemere in an attempt 
to save themselves from beatings or death. The refrain in the novel is 
that the “alabasters,” whites, were determined to claim the urban space 
for themselves, so that the city was unsafe for Blacks. The instability, 
anxiety, and suspicion engendered by the riots continue in the novel’s 
representation of another desperate situation in New York’s history. 
Black soldiers return from fighting in the Civil War but find themselves 
homeless and without the means to achieve compensation either for 
their service in the war or for their destroyed and lost property. As a 
result, they construct makeshift camps in Central Park, and their pres-
ence becomes a visual metaphor for the denial of just claims and of the 
abuses of power. Given these underlying circumstances and the fraught 
landscape, the maps of the City and Edgemere may attribute an “ap-
parent stability” and even “mythic qualities” to both places (Cosgrove 
2). However, the recorded surfaces and place names cannot represent 
the interior silences, anxieties, conflicts, and deceptions that the maps 
also embody.

Deception, mapped on the edges of all of the multiple stories in 
Song of the Shank, triggers Tabbs Gross’s breakdown and the bloody 
chaos of the conclusion. Gross fails to get Tom back to performing de-
spite his taking the boy from Eliza’s custody and his reuniting Tom with 
his mother. His obsession is not only with Tom but with avenging the 
“trick” that General Bethune has played in signing a contract to allow 
Gross to represent Tom but instead voiding the contract and accusing 
Gross of fraud. Gross attributes the General’s actions to racism, but 
he does not know that the General had acted in a similar manner in 
removing Tom from his first manager Perry Oliver. In part, the power 
play unhinges Gross, but it also energizes his plan to avenge the wrong 
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done to him. He acts, too, out of shame in an effort to show the world 
that a Black man is capable and can manage Tom, yet his own trick in 
luring Tom’s mother Charity Wiggins to Edgemere is shameful, and an-
other reminder of the violation of boundaries and abuses of power that 
occur in the opening chapter and play off conceptions of motherhood 
and ownership in relation to the boy Tom. Deception, failure, disap-
pointment, shame, and control occupying much of the narrative all are 
prefigured in the opening.

The novel opens with a presumed violation of boundaries. The 
initial suggestion is that physical bodies, like land masses—the islands 
presented in the maps—are geographies unto themselves. Geographic 
boundaries imposed by Eliza’s acreage in the country are not impene-
trable. The very first sentence implies that the country may be no safer 
for Tom than the city: “She comes out of the house and sees fresh shapes 
in the grass, a geometrical warning she does not understand. Blades 
smashed down under a foot, half-digested clots of earth where shoe 
heels have bitten in, mutilated worms spiking up through regurgitated 
blackness—piecemeal configurations” (5). The images, “regurgitated 
blackness” and “piecemeal configurations,” themselves relate to the 
novel’s symbolic method of disclosure. The “shapes” and “geometrical 
warning” in the “smashed” and “bitten in” earth inaugurate a form of 
revelation in the text that depends on sight and the ability to read ma-
terial signs and symbols. Whether real or imagined the possibility of in-
trusion upon the safe space Eliza has created for herself and Tom means 
that bodily sanctuary is not possible in that landscape and that their 
geographic isolation marks them as vulnerable. This initial mapping of 
potential threats and breaches directed against Tom’s body and the pro-
tective privacy Eliza has imposed around him quickly becomes a way of 
understanding why and how place and people are interrelated points of 
vulnerability in the texts. More importantly, however, the opening ini-
tiates a thematic core of mothering that marks Tom with the relational 
identity “son” as much as with the musical connection with “song.”

Eliza is figured as “mother,” even though she, at twenty-five, is not 
much older than the seventeen-year-old Tom. She feeds, bathes, and 
cares for Tom, who emerges as child-like in his demeanor and his needs. 
According to Eliza, there is “Something vulnerable about his features, 
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a child’s earnestness in his unknowing blind face,” so that he must de-
pend on her (8). The dependency is at once welcomed, as Eliza has a 
history of making herself needed and of displaying her competency, and 
it is also overwhelming, as she experiences exhaustion from the con-
stant demands of caring for Tom. Her conflicted sense of obligation and 
nurturance combines with her instinctive understanding of Tom and 
affective attachment to him to produce a strained relationship that is at 
once maternal and not-maternal.

The tactile relationship between Eliza and her child-charge is rep-
resented in contrast to Tom’s relationship with his biological mother, 
Charity Wiggins. Charity begins to lose control of her son early on in 
his development. She recognizes that he is unusual and attempts to cope 
with him, but clearly his huge and almost incomprehensible needs are 
beyond her capacity to mother and nurture him. Charity believes that 
when the Bethunes take Tom away from her care, initially by placing 
him within their household and ultimately by sending him off to per-
form, they have “stolen” him. She spends years longing for him, but 
when she is reunited with him on Edgemere, she realizes that he is still 
lost to her. Her son does not acknowledge her presence or accept her 
offers of touch and intimacy.

Toward the end of the novel, the two women, Eliza and Charity, be-
come confused. The residents of Edgemere believe Tom is asking for his 
mother when he asks for “her” because Charity has been living on the 
island, but has departed for the city: “She is out there. In the city. Some-
where.” Tom’s response is: “We can go across the water.” The exchange 
continues: “Yes, we will find your mother. She wants to be with you,” 
and ends with: “Always mother, Tom says” (491). In reality as Tabbs 
is silently acknowledging, Tom is asking for “the city woman,” Eliza 
Bethune and not Charity Wiggins. Eliza has become “Always mother.”

These maternal relationships are at the center of the portrayal of 
Tom and the ambiguity of his bonding or not bonding with other human 
beings. They function to reinforce the sense of Tom’s child-like mental 
and physical state. In Tom’s early childhood, Mary Bethune quickly 
replaces Charity as mother figure. Even the Bethune daughters, young 
children themselves, act maternally toward Tom and replace his own 
older sisters, who also are charged with “minding” him. Later, once he 
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is placed under Perry Oliver’s management, Seven becomes Tom’s care-
taker and performs the duties of mother—cleaning, clothing, feeding, 
teaching, consoling, and comforting Tom as though he were an infant.

Allen uses the motif of milk to underscore Tom’s status as child rath-
er than imbecile. With an insatiable appetite for milk, whether goat’s 
milk or cow’s milk, Tom suggests the unsated desire for the maternal, 
but not in a way that is easily comprehended. “Lait, please,” Tom asks 
of Eliza, who goes to the pantry “and enters the cool sound-muffled 
dark. Bends at the waist and lets her hands search through black air 
for the bottle of milk kept curdle-free in a bucket of water” (12). Eliza 
makes special efforts to satisfy Tom’s thirst for milk: “She nudges his 
shoulder with the glass, and his right hand springs up to seize it while 
the left continues to pattern chords, arpeggios, bass lines. He throws 
his head back and takes a deep draft, throat working, until the glass 
is empty” (12). He drinks three glasses of milk (“the glass attached to 
his face like a transparent beak”) and all the while he continues play-
ing the piano with “both hands free to roam over the keyboard” (12). 
This initial description of Tom’s request for milk established the triad of 
milk, female (mother), and music, which remains constant throughout 
the text.

That triad also highlights the difference in his relations with those 
who supply him with milk and emphasizes the undercurrents of loss 
for the boy and for those who attempt to mother him. Milk as trope 
concludes toward the end of the novel when Tom repeats his request 
for milk to Tabbs: “Lait, he says.… Lait. Hot or cold. You know, the 
honey from cows” (487). Tom names milk, “honey from cows,” and 
his words call up the past in which he positioned himself underneath a 
cow to drink its milk. Tabbs, while serving Tom a glass of milk, tries to 
cajole the boy into playing. He leads Tom to the piano, and “Tom plays 
with a powerful joy, a melody played too fast or too slow. It’s got things 
that shouldn’t be in there, foreign tones, melodies taking wrong turns, 
bass notes darkening passages that should be clear, chords with so many 
notes they cancel any understanding, foot hand allowing chords to res-
onate and invade where they shouldn’t, a deliberate display of excess, 
of error, or noise, Tom having his way…” (488–89). Tabbs realizes that 
there is “a new toughness in the boy’s face,” but he nonetheless thinks: 
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“Mother or no mother, Tom will return to the stage” (489). The unspo-
ken connection that Tabbs intuits is between music, mother, and milk.

Tom’s mother Charity has no luck in rekindling some semblance of 
affection from her son, even though she waits patiently watching him 
sit at the piano but not touching the keys. She understands: “What they 
share as mother and son, they share alone. Between them sleeps the 
words they never exchanged, were forced to leave behind. Each day she 
feels his silence more keenly” (124). At the same time, Charity feels her 
loss of Tom more acutely because of the other children who had been 
taken away from her: “To say her world is shot through with loss is 
like a moth-eaten garment is to say nothing since every gap in the cloth 
opens into possibility, what the eye sees when it peers through the holes, 
what the fingers find when they poke through. She believes in the ability 
(the will) of mothers to make right…” (125). With their reunion on 
the island, she repeats to herself: “I am the mother” (126). She recalls, 
without interpolation, giving Tom a glass of milk: “He stuck his tongue 
out like a snake and let the tip of it touch the milk, his lips far away, 
keeping a safe distance. He set the glass down, milk intact. Who thirsty, 
he said. And then: You are just a weak worm of the earth” (497). Tom’s 
refusal of milk and his dismissal of his mother function in conjunction 
with his refusal to play music while on Edgemere.

The geographies and the cartographies charted in Song of the Shank 
span not just the two land masses, The City and Edgemere, first made 
visible in the maps, but instead they traverse the veiled subjectivities and 
the relational identities of a moving assemblage of human bodies. From 
among those all-too-human beings, Blind Tom emerges in memory and 
in music, fragmented by time and perception, but wholly himself, son 
and song. Location and place, City and Edgemere ultimately serve to 
reconstitute a son and his song along with all those he touched in a 
lived and remembered space. For this amazing gift and its luminous 
and haunting insight, Jeffery Renard Allen is to be thanked and ap-
plauded. Near the end of his far-reaching and inner-searching novel, 
Allen includes the phrase, “the audacity of hope” (526). It is a clear 
and conscious choice to reference the twenty-first-century present and 
to claim in its tumultuous moment another son in whom race and hope 
commingle.
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READING THE BLIND  
AND BLACKING THE BEYOND

African American Fiction & Influence-Theory  
in the Twenty-First Century

Jeffery Renard Allen

In an illuminating essay written not long before his death, the celebrated 
German novelist W. G. Sebald traces his origins as literary prose writer 
to the day when he visited the studio of a German painter and saw a 
quite peculiar painting. At the time, Sebald was a German immigrant 
living and teaching in England, a scholar and academic in search of a 
literary form that would allow him to explore the wide range of his in-
tellectual interests in a highly personal way that others would recognize 
as art, literature, as opposed to traditional philosophy and intellectual 
inquiry or the accepted forms of scholarship such as history, biography 
and art criticism. That day in the painter’s studio, Sebald found the 
form he had been looking for in a canvas depicting a spider perched 
atop a man’s brain. “Yes,” Sebald thought, “that’s how the imagination 
operates, like a spider crawling about from this to that.” Sebald began 
to write novels—or “narratives” as he called them—that did just that, 
that scrambled from one disparate subject or “character” to another, 
usually narrated by a Sebald-like protagonist who wanders from one 
location to another in England or continental Europe.

Sebald’s spider is an excellent trope for understanding how his 
prose narratives operate, for understanding the block paragraphs that 
go on for numerous pages, for getting a handle on his novels’ circu-
lar structures and illusive narrators, their scrambling search for subject 
and story, the way one of Sebald’s narrators introduces one topic or 
person only to take up another topic or person through some associa-
tional link, his hybrid mixing of fact and fiction and genres (biography 
and travelogue), and his use of both pastiche and parody, summary 
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and invention—all of this somehow informed by and responding to a 
tradition of German Romanticism dating back to the early nineteenth 
century, but a type of twentieth-century German Romanticism that is 
responding to and seeking to make sense of the German atrocities of 
WWII. However, when one thinks about it carefully, Sebald’s spider 
is a synecdoche for the artistic imagination in general, most especially 
the imaginative process that any writer undergoes in creating a literary 
novel.

Before Sebald could know how to write a novel, he had to first sur-
vey the tradition of the novel. In his famous essay “Tradition and the 
Individual Talent,” T. S. Eliot makes the crucial point that writers read 
earlier generations of writers, i.e. the tradition, to learn how to write 
themselves into that tradition. That is, in reading and learning from the 
already-said, we in turn write in response to it, engage it in dialogue, 
and in entering in such dialogue we change the tradition, extend it, con-
tinue the conversation. Eliot points out that a crucial aspect of reading 
is value. Each writer decides what he values in literary tradition, what 
speaks to her/him, what interests her/him, and what doesn’t. Another 
way of thinking about value is subject matter. Unlike the Romantics 
who claimed direct inspiration from God and other otherworldly exter-
nal forces—including some good opium, mushroom, or absinthe—Eliot 
teaches us that a writer must seek out her/his subject. Speaking along 
similar lines, Albert Murray calls style the “dancing of an attitude,” 
suggesting that both the writer and the blues musician must master the 
craft, which is language for the writer, and the voice and/or instrument 
for a musician. Here Murray debunks the popular idea that a potential 
artist has to suffer in order to play the blues. Phrased differently, Mur-
ray points out that the only suffering involved in the process of making, 
of creating something that has aesthetic value, is the painstaking effort 
of the artist to learn his “axe” inside and out, which in the end means 
that the artist has to arrive at a deep understanding of the tradition be-
fore she can make her own singular contributions to it.

Allow me to say a bit more about this point.
About fifteen years ago, I chanced upon the subject for my most 

recent novel, Song of the Shank, in neurologist Oliver Sacks’s wonderful 
book An Anthropologist on Mars, a collection of unusual case studies 
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about people who suffer from neurological disorders done up in Sacks’s 
fine New Journalistic style. One chapter in the book concerns an autistic 
savant, an Afro-British boy who displays a remarkable talent for draw-
ing. In a footnote to the chapter, Sacks briefly mentions another Black 
person whom he believes shares the classic traits of a savant, a nine-
teenth-century pianist and composer named Thomas Greene Wiggins, 
who performed under the stage name Blind Tom. From all accounts, 
Blind Tom was something to behold on stage. He would awe concert-
goers with compositions that used the keys of the piano to imitate the 
sounds of natural and man-made phenomena such as rainstorms and 
sewing machines. Some of his other amazing musical feats included his 
ability to play three songs at once in different keys, to play the piano 
while standing in front of it, and to play any song from memory after 
hearing it only once, including the original compositions of members of 
the audience. (“The Blind Tom Exhibition” involved a segment where 
members of the audience would be invited to come onstage and chal-
lenge Tom.)

I immediately began to research Blind Tom, a difficult prospect given 
the scant sources. Only one serious twentieth-century scholar has written 
about Blind Tom, the late musicologist Geneva Southall—God bless her 
soul—who essentially devoted her entire professional career to unearth-
ing Tom’s life, to getting the facts straight, and hopefully giving him his 
rightful place in music history. Over a period of more than twenty years, 
she wrote a three-volume biography about Tom; the first two volumes 
are hard to find since they were issued by small Minnesota presses that 
went out of business long ago. In many ways Tom was Southall’s synec-
doche for the small-but-significant number of nineteenth-century Afri-
can American classical musicians and composers who have been almost 
totally ignored by white and Black scholars alike. While African Amer-
ican scholars are interested in African American musical idioms of the 
time—the spirituals and secular songs, ragtime, early blues, etc.—white 
scholars apparently just don’t give a damn about this nineteenth-century 
musical prodigy. Tom has been written out of history—know that he is 
still out, despite Southall’s painstaking work—for two reasons. First, he 
was Black. (Same ole same ole.) Second, because the press and public of 
his time dismissed his musical abilities by insisting that they derived from 
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either God or the Devil—take your pick—as opposed to talent, genius, 
study, practice, and hard work.

Southall never entertains the possibility that Tom was savant or 
that he was mentally incapacitated in any way. Instead, she argues that 
Tom was a musical genius who, at the urging of his greedy owners and 
managers, was forced to wear the mask of the untrained idiot. This is 
a twice-told tale for us as Black people in this country. Still, we need to 
know Tom for some other very important cultural and historical rea-
sons. Through Southall and others, I was surprised to learn that Blind 
Tom was the highest paid pianist of the nineteenth century, earning his 
managers as much as $100,000 annually at a time when the average 
laborer made less than $300 a year. As well, not only was it rare for 
any Black person period to play the piano when Tom first started per-
forming publicly in the late 1850s, it was even rarer to find a Black vir-
tuoso of the piano. With his classical program, Tom existed fully in the 
tradition of other musical virtuosos of his era, such as Russian pianist 
Anton Rubinstein or the New Orleans mulatto pianist and composer 
Louis Gottschalk. Tom’s piano playing far surpassed these players. And 
his vocal abilities were incomparable, considering his incredible range 
from bass to soprano, and his skill at imitating other voices, both male 
and female, in pitch and intonation—only Elizabeth Greenfield, the so-
called Black Swan came close to his range. Lastly, Tom composed and 
published hundreds of compositions, but they have never been either 
properly catalogued or collected in a single volume. In his book Music 
and Some Highly Musical People, noted writer and activist Monroe 
Trotter, who saw Tom perform, argues that he was perhaps the great-
est musician in all the history of music. However, Tom rarely appears 
in books of musical scholarship and history; instead, he pops up time 
and again in medical studies, such as Oliver Sacks’s Anthropologist, as 
one of medicine’s most perplexing cases. Tom is not even a footnote in 
musical history.

As a novelist, the question became, “How do I write Tom?” One 
thing my research has shown me is that Blind Tom was a slippery fig-
ure, a person who broke boundaries in the same way that he elided the 
barrier between stage and audience, between male and female. Think-
ing some about Tom as a practitioner of Bach who explored notions 
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of voices, multiplicity of rendering, I knew that the Tom in my novel 
had to be an African American who would defy easy categorizations 
of classical versus folk music, Black and white, and sane versus savant, 
imitation versus creation, improvisation versus composition, etc.

To write Tom, I knew that I would have to find novelists who had 
created works and worlds that speak to multiplicity and that deny easy 
oppositions. I sought structural models in the novels of Richard Powers. 
I knew that I could learn something from Don DeLillo in his approach 
to American history in novels such as Libra and Underworld. And, of 
course, Sebald’s handling of disparate sources and the hybrid structures 
would be crucial. Just as I knew that Colson Whitehead’s John Henry 
Days, perhaps the single novel by an African American writer that is 
aesthetically closest to Raymond Queneau’s tour de force Exercises in 
Style, would offer many instructive ideas in playing with a range of 
prose styles. As well, since this was a novel about music and a musi-
cian, I set out to read or reread numerous novels with a musician as 
protagonist, starting with James Weldon Johnson’s critically neglected 
1914 novel Autobiography of an Ex-Colored Man, a novel, which is 
both the first technically accomplished African American novel and the 
first good American novel about a musician, preceding Willa Cather’s 
Song of the Lark by several years. I read the novels of Austrian Thomas 
Bernhard, including The Loser, Bernhard’s odd take on the life of pia-
nist Glenn Gould. I looked at the stories of E. T. A. Hoffman involving 
his Kapellmeister Kreisler, who was modeled after composer Robert 
Schumann. And I looked at a number of works that put African Amer-
ican musical idioms at the center of the narrative: William Melvin Kel-
ley’s A Drop of Patience, Leroi Jones’s story “The Screamers,” James 
Baldwin’s “Sonny’s Blues” and Another Country, the jazz-inspired nov-
els of Albert Murray and Xam Wilson Cartier, and Michael Ondaatje’s 
Coming through Slaughter, a riff on the life of jazz legend Buddy Bold-
en. The list goes on and on. In fact, the research for Song of the Shank, 
the reading, the watching and the listening—articles, books of fiction 
and nonfiction, recordings, and movies—eventually would encompass 
easily a thousand texts in whole or part.

I am discussing the process of writing Song of the Shank to under-
score what any serious writer undergoes to tackle that monster known 
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as the novel, a process that involves cross-fertilization and cross-polli-
nation. Sebald’s scrambling spider. However, I have almost never read 
any literary criticism that accounts for and addresses the long and com-
plicated and complex and convoluted and messy and heart-rendering 
and head-shattering and gut-busting process that gives birth to a liter-
ary novel. Instead, too many scholars specializing in one area of literary 
criticism or another tend to think only about how texts within a given 
racial (ethnic) or national tradition speak to other texts in that same 
tradition.

Let’s bring this home. Many African American literary scholars 
make the often simplistic assumption that African American novels 
only respond to other African American novels, that the tradition of 
the African American novel and that African American literature ex-
ists as something wholly separate and apart from literary tradition as 
a whole. The various vernacular theories that model themselves after 
African American folk idioms lead critics to search for tropes that limit 
the conversation to how African American writers speak to and influ-
ence one another. But here is the problem with such paradigms. They 
usually stand as rigid intellectual and aesthetic molds that a scholar will 
force a given novel to fit into, by hook or crook. Once a critic knows 
that an African American has authored a particular text, the critic im-
mediately begins to define it in terms of an African American tradition, 
and in doing so he will inevitably draw upon a number of ready-made 
assumptions about canon formation. Interestingly enough, whenever 
I begin a conversation with someone about Song of the Shank, I find 
myself leading with the question, “Have you heard of this guy Blind 
Tom?” Inevitably, the person will respond by saying, “A blues singer, 
right?” How ironic that both Blind Tom and his somewhat later and 
younger contemporary Blind Boone bore the “blind” moniker eighty 
years before male blues singers began to use it in the nineteen twenties.

Again, assumption is the culprit here. Let us not forget that labels 
such as “African American woman’s novel,” the “jazz novel,” “blues 
aesthetic,” “signifying monkey,” “speaking in tongues,” etc., are all 
arbitrary and have little, if anything, to do with the actual practice of 
how we novelists go about what we do. No one reads in isolation. Any 
writer worth her/his salt will read everything and everybody. Writers 
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are often asked, “Who are your influences?” or “Who are your favorite 
writers?” A truthful novelist can answer this question only one way, 
“Everything.” Everything we read influences us, informs our thinking 
about the world and about making, about creating narrative, and there-
fore has either a direct or indirect impact on the work. Influence, of 
course, is far different from conscious use of allusion, borrowing, or 
pastiche.

As well, many novelists often return to certain favorite writers or 
texts for inspiration and guidance. For example, Faulkner stated that 
Don Quixote was, hands down, his favorite novel, a novel he claimed 
to reread every year. I find it interesting how some critics have com-
pared the work of Faulkner and Toni Morrison—I would go so far as to 
say that in structure and approach Faulkner’s Absalom, Absalom is the 
aesthetic model for Beloved—but few scholars consider the full impli-
cations of all the actual literary history that influence suggests. Know-
ing Faulkner’s love for Don Quixote, do we now see the figures of the 
Cervantes novel weaving their way through Morrison’s pages, finding 
their way into Sethe’s kitchen and Paul D.’s tobacco box? And what of 
all those writers who Cervantes entered in dialogue with?

To take another example, scholars have often characterized some 
of Morrison’s novels as magical realist, especially Beloved and Song of 
Solomon. Fair to say that magical realism is a slippery term, that it most 
accurately defines García Márquez’s work in some of his early short 
fiction up to and including his celebrated novel One Hundred Years of 
Solitude. However, García Márquez read himself into literary tradition 
by studying the works of Faulkner, Kafka , and Juan Rulfo, among 
many other writers. So do we now find the ghost of Kafka and Rulfo 
fleeting through Morrison’s pages?

One, in fact, has only to look at African American musical idioms 
and dance to see how aesthetic traditions never exist in isolation. Allow 
me to return to Blind Tom. My friend Jen Shyu, an accomplished jazz 
singer, once asked me, “I wonder if Art Tatum every heard Blind Tom 
play. No, of course not,” she said. In fact, Blind Tom died in 1908, 
while Tatum was born in 1909. But the dates and Jen’s question got 
me to thinking. We can see Blind Tom in Tatum, as we can see Tatum 
in Tom. As pianists, both were musical pioneers. On the one hand, 
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Tatum developed and extended the jazz piano technique and approach 
of Fats Waller. At the same time, the harmonies and melodies of popular 
American song became his primary material for reinvention. However, 
to define Tatum musically, we need to remember a third element. He 
existed alongside other great piano virtuosos of his time, namely Vl-
admir Horowitz, Rachmaninoff, and Arthur Rubinstein. In fact, clas-
sical virtuosos like Horowitz and Rachmaninoff often visited Tatum’s 
performances as fellow pianists who admired both his playing and his 
technique. And Tatum studied the tradition of classical piano, and he 
also listened with a sharp ear to the recordings and performances of 
its masters. Seen in this light, we understand how Tatum responded to 
numerous musical traditions in his process of reading himself into the 
tradition.

Jazz and all of African music and dance has been characterized by 
appropriation of other instruments and other sources. Tap dancing was 
a transplanted African response to the Irish jig. Ragtime made a com-
bining of classical motifs and early jazz ideas. Or think of a Sonny Rol-
lins solo and how Rollins will incorporate dozens of allusions to other 
songs, or pastiches of riffs and melodies across the musical spectrum. 
The best musicians don’t play in isolation, the same way the best writ-
ers don’t read in isolation. Nor do they learn the craft that way. This is 
especially true today with easily 95% of all our literary writers, fiction 
writers and poets alike, receiving their training, undergoing their ap-
prenticeship, as writers in MFA programs across the country. (True also 
for jazz musicians.) Most of our future authors are trained in integrated 
classrooms, most likely under the direction of a white professor who is 
a published writer. And although we may have a few fiction workshops 
for writers of color—namely, VONA, Kimbilio, Callaloo, and the Zora 
Neale Hurston/Richard Wright Foundation Workshop—at the present 
time, to the best of my knowledge, only one “Black” university in the 
country, Chicago State University, has an MFA writing program where 
all of the instructors are Black. And even there, instructors don’t only 
include Black writers on their syllabi.

What I’m ultimately suggesting is that the scholar, or any reader 
for that matter, should view a novel on its own and develop a critical 
approach that seems organic to the text. I am in no way suggesting 
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that we should completely abandon our critical vocabulary—well, in all 
honesty, some of it is quite pompous and useless—but I’m suggesting 
that we should use it as needed to help us understand a text in relation 
to a broad range of other texts. Yes, this novel is part of a tradition. 
However, know that it is part of many traditions.

While we all recognize by this point in time that race is a false bi-
ological construction, we don’t recognize that our critical approaches 
and our terminology often derive from nineteenth century notions of 
nationalism, where nation was equivalent to race. Theories of vernacu-
lar influence show us that the notion of the “African American Novel,” 
“African American Literature” (and even the seemingly broader con-
struct of “Transatlantic Literature”) is more problematic than actual, 
especially in today’s hybrid, digital world. What we need is scholarship 
that attempts to understand African American literature in the broader 
context of American literature as a whole, and, more importantly, liter-
ature globally, internationally.
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BROKEN NARRATIVE
Jeffery Renard Allen

I have never been able to tell a story straight. And, not surprisingly, I 
am largely drawn to fiction that experiments with form, with nonlinear 
prose narratives, although I also have tremendous admiration for some 
of the truly great realist writers such as Anton Chekov and Chimaman-
da Ngozi Adichie, my friend and contemporary, who is as good a fiction 
writer as anyone. As an Igbo, Chimamanda has a long history behind 
her, a rich ancestral tradition that I do not have as an African American 
whose ancestors were brought as slaves to the New World.

Of late, I have been thinking quite a bit about why certain Nigeri-
an writers like Chimamanda (and a handful of other writers from the 
African continent) can produce complex and often brilliant linear nar-
ratives, while the work of most African Americans today who work in 
this form pales in comparison, why it comes off as flat and outmoded. 
(Indeed, this reality was brought home to me a few weeks ago when 
a close friend and fellow writer asked me to name all of the African 
American fiction writers of our generation that I admire. I could only 
name three or four people.) I think I have the answer.

My good friend, novelist Caryl Phillips believes that it is impossible 
for Black writers of the Atlantic Diaspora to write a narrative straight. For 
him, the Transatlantic story is a broken narrative, and the writer must rec-
ognize it as such. I have to agree. Too often I find that African American 
fiction writers seem to opt for plot-oriented narratives without recogniz-
ing this form as a convention, an aesthetic choice. As if it’s the only option.

Back in December 2006, I was invited to teach in Nairobi and 
Lamu, Kenya for Kwani, the most important literary organization in 
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East Africa. The experience was life changing, primarily because this 
was my very first opportunity to spend an extended amount of time 
with writers from various parts of the African continent. The experi-
ence was so inspiring that I formed (with a close friend) a non-profit 
organization called the Pan African Literary Forum whose primary goal 
was to stage a similar writers’ conference in West Africa, which we did 
in Accra, Ghana in July 2008. I also started to read and study African 
writers, especially contemporary fiction writers. Soon I was incorporat-
ing certain texts I admired in the courses I taught, and I also found an 
opportunity to design and teach an undergraduate course at that focus-
es on the African novel today.

From the standpoint of a writer, I feel that the best fiction from the 
African continent is yet to come, although we have certainly seen many 
great novels and stories. The true break through will come with a gen-
eration of young African prose writers who seek to push the form in a 
direction we have not seen. At the present moment much of the work 
centers on realism, mostly in an effort to get the real Africa on paper 
since the Africa that most westerners know is one that exists only in the 
western imagination. But what is happening now is necessary. Litera-
ture always has growing pains.

As an undergraduate in college, fellow fiction workshop class-
mates called me the “Black Kurt Vonnegut” since my short stories 
were ambitious but bad imitations of Vonnegut, as told through the 
eyes of an African American born and raised in segregated Chicago. 
Then one of my professors suggested that I read Ishmael Reed. I read 
Mumbo Jumbo, and the novel simply blew my mind. Reed was funny, 
but what impressed me most was the way he assembled his novel, so I 
quickly read all of Reed’s books, then I went on to start reading fellow 
travellers such as John Edgar Wideman and other experimental Black 
writers, although I had no vocabulary for understanding what they 
were up to.

Somewhere during that period I read Jean Toomer’s Cane for the 
first time, a book I return to time and again. Cane is a boilerplate for the 
broken narrative about the Black experience. As much as I admire Toom-
er, I have also tried to learn as much as I can from as many writers I can, 
and in so doing I have made a serious study of formal experimentation 
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in prose. For the last fifteen years I have taught a course called “Shad-
ow Narration” for the MFA writing program at the New School that 
looks at experimental fiction (and other forms of creative prose) over 
the last one hundred years or so, using Proust’s Swann’s Way as a frame 
for thinking about such issues as memory, metaphor, music, and the 
circular sentence. One thing I can say with absolute certainty is that I 
developed my own voice by learning to play with certain experimental 
devices that seemed to speak to the stories I knew that I needed to tell. 
Finding a voice is perhaps the most difficult challenge for any writer. In 
my teaching I stress the importance of tradition, of seeing your work 
in conversation with the work of writers you admire, and perhaps with 
those you dislike. As T. S. Eliot argues in “Tradition and the Individual 
Talent,” when we write a good poem, we extend the tradition so that 
we are now part of it.

I sit in a hotel room in Durban, South Africa trying to think all of 
these matters through. Since South Africa might be the most racially 
segregated country on the planet, it seems like an ideal place to mull 
over matters of race and history. You walk the streets of Johannesburg, 
Cape Town, and Durban and see almost no social interaction between 
the races. Blacks stay with Blacks, whites with whites, Indians with 
Indians, and Coloreds with Coloreds. Twenty years ago South Africa 
held its first democratic elections in an effort to move beyond the evils 
of Apartheid. Clearly this country has not been able to do that in some 
of the ways that matter most. But the original sin of race here extends 
further back in history for several hundred years to the slave trade that 
the Dutch settlers established in the Cape.

In Cape Town, I asked a taxi driver, “How do you see yourself?”
And he responded, “I am a proud Cape Town Colored.” But he and 

I have a similar history, a New World history. The so-called Colored 
people in South Africa are mostly the descendants of slaves who were 
brought from the Malay Peninsula hundreds of years ago during the 
profitable slave trade. That slave trade erased much of their original 
culture, including the language (Islam is what has survived). English 
and Afrikaans are the two languages that the Coloreds speak, and the 
latter is the only African language that they speak, a polyglot that was 
developed for the purpose of trade.
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Given this cultural erasure through slavery, I would put forth the 
argument that a broken narrative is the only way to effectively repre-
sent the story of the Colored people in fiction. Apartheid has done its 
damage, but fair to say that tribal, racial, and linguistic affiliations offer 
many South Africans an identity grounded in history and tradition that 
is almost totally absent for Coloreds.

So I sit here trying to think my way into story, trying to think ahead 
to the next book, which will be a short speculative novel, that book to 
be followed by a collection of stories with many pieces inspired by my 
travels on the African continent, and that collection to be followed by 
a novel that looks back in time, that riffs on the life of Jean Baptiste 
Point DuSable, the Black founder of Chicago. So it is that I plan to wade 
about some in the sea of African time, where past, present, and future 
exist all at once. The water will not make me whole, but it is all I have.

Wish me luck,
Jeffery Renard Allen
Durban, South Africa
December 1, 2014
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OBSIDIAN SPECIAL ISSUE
Furious Flower:  

Seeding the Future of African American Poetry (Fall 2015)

The editors of Obsidian, in partnership with the James Madison Uni-
versity Furious Flower Poetry Center, invite you to participate in the 
journal’s celebration of over 40 years of continuous publication by 
submitting original unpublished essays presented at the 2014 Furious 
Flower conference and unpublished works of poetry for review. Selected 
works will appear in Obsidian’s fall 2015 double issue edited by Meta 
DuEwa Jones and Keith D. Leonard (essays) and giovanni singleton 
(poetry).

In anticipation of the forthcoming Furious Flower anthology, this issue 
will highlight the poetry and scholarship of 2014 conference partici-
pants and further commemorate Obsidian’s yearlong anniversary cel-
ebration.

ESSAYS (Meta DuEwa Jones and Keith D. Leonard, editors)
To be considered for the fall 2015 double issue, please submit materials 
by March 15, 2015 to obsidian.submittable.com/submit.

POETRY (giovanni singleton, editor)
To be considered for the fall 2015 double issue, please submit materials 
by April 17, 2015 to obsidian.submittable.com/submit.  For fullest con-
sideration submit by the priority deadline of March 15, 2015.

Please direct inquiries to obsidian@ilstu.edu with FURIOUS FLOWER 
in the subject line.
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OBSIDIAN SPECIAL ISSUE
Call & Response:  

Experiments in Joy (Fall 2015)

In Summer 2014, Call & Response, an innovative dynamic of Black 
women and performance, took place at Antioch College. In July, sev-
en Black women performers—with different relationships to the words 
“black,” “women,” and “performance”—came together to build com-
munity, collaborate, and announce a Call, a collective prompt for artis-
tic action. In August, the artists reconvened to share their responses to 
the Call with each other and the Antioch community.

The Call was to conduct “Experiments in Joy.”

We now call you to offer your Responses.

Obsidian: Literature & Arts in the African Diaspora supports—through 
publication and scholarly and critical inquiry—the poetry, fiction, dra-
ma, and visual and media art of Africans everywhere.  For this special 
issue of Obsidian, we aim to document the historic work of the first 
Call & Response symposium as well as to solicit responses to the Call 
from a broad community of performers, artists, writers, and scholars.

We invite creative writing, original art work, digital projects and schol-
arly essays that engage the form or theme of “call and response” and/or 
offer a take on “experiments in joy.”

Topics may include the following, but are not limited to:

m Black women and performance
m chronologies/cartographies of Black performance art
m Black play/Black plays/Black playlists
m Black choreographies
m Black art and activism
m Black site-specific work and installations
m Black formal experimentation
m Black utopias/dystopias
m reconfigurations of the diasporic past
m representations of Black pleasure
m Black queer and trans possibilities
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m womanism in the twenty-first century
m new visions for Black community/interaction

Contributors may also submit written or visual documentation of proj-
ects that respond directly to the original Call (included below) or criti-
cal/ theoretical engagement with its directive for art-making.

Abstracts of scholarly essays should be submitted by February 15, 2015.

Full scholarly essays and digital content should be submitted by March 
15, 2015.

Creative work will for this special issue will be accepted until April 17, 
2015.

Please submit completed texts as Word documents and/or high resolu-
tion images of original artwork as JPG files on-line via obsidian.submit-
table.com/submit.  Include with the submission a fifty-word bio (Word 
document). Manuscripts must not exceed twenty pages (5,000 words).

Please direct inquiries for this issue to the coeditors at experimentsinjoy@ 
gmail.com. We look forward to hearing from you!

Special Issue Editors:
Gabrielle Civil, Associate Professor of Performance, Antioch College
Ebony Noëlle Golden, CEO of Betty’s Daughter Arts Collaborative

Call & Response Artists Announce the Call: Experiments in Joy

(Presented at Antioch College, Yellow Springs, OH—July 22, 2014)

From Lagos and Austin, Los Angeles, Louisville, Minneapolis, Chicago, 
Brooklyn, Seoul, Pétionville, the Arkansas Delta, Horseshoe Mountain, 
Busan, Detroit, New York City, Kentifrica, Puerto Rico, Beirut, Mexico 
City, Banjul, The Gambia and Yellow Springs, we arrived to participate 
in Call & Response, an innovative dynamic of Black women and perfor-
mance, at Antioch College.  We are a diverse group of seven Black women 
artists with different relationships to the words “black,” “women,” and 
“performance.” For five days, we shared stories and forged a process. We 
debated privilege, agency, and forgiveness. We worked, played, laughed, 
sang, presented work, and considered what we are all called to do.
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m What is the urgency of our invention?
m How can we engage in collective imagining?
m How does our work change when we create from a place of freedom?
m What is irresistible to us?
m Are you available to yourself and to your calling?
m How can we negotiate invisibility and hyper-visibility in productive 

ways?
m How do we undefine the defined?
m How can we sharpen our awareness of energy and rhythm in the 

body?
m How can we make art that manifests change for a more socially 

just world?
m How can we move through or without fear?
m How can we sustainably care for and be accountable to ourselves 

and one another?
m How can we achieve radical openness?
m How can we claim joy?

In response, we call you to conduct experiments in joy

This call invites you to play, explore, investigate and create perfor-
mance, poems, drawings, desserts, long walks, spirited discussions, 
textiles, hairstyles, dance, research—make it funky—cooking, music, 
maps, apps, structures, sounds, movements, games, artifacts, political 
actions, adornment, manifestations, encounters, new intentions, letters, 
photographs, or anything else—surprise yourself! Here’s how to do it:

1. Tell the truth
2. Make something new
3. Invite someone in
4. Document
5. Repeat

This process can be collective or individual, a single event or daily prac-
tice. Reasons to respond include:

to participate in an artistic community, to connect to the enduring 
legacy of Black women artists, to experiment,

to play, to find new sources of joy, to confront obstacles to your joy, 
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to learn how to inhabit joy while embattled, to make new work, to 
transform the work you’re already doing, to interact in new ways, 
to heal. We don’t have all the answers and we don’t always agree on 
the answers we have. We do know the conversation is urgent. Join 
us. Respond to the Call.

Gabrielle Civil, Duriel E. Harris, Kenyatta A. C. Hinkle, Rosamond 
S. King, Wura-Natasha Ogunji, Miré Regulus, Awilda Rodríguez Lora
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OBSIDIAN SPECIAL ISSUE
Speculating Futures:  

Black Imagination & the Arts (Fall 2016)

The editors of Obsidian invite you to participate in the journal’s cele-
bration of four decades of excellence in the arts by submitting original 
unpublished work for its first double-volume issue exploring the specu-
lative genre. Selected works will appear in Obsidian’s Fall 2016 double 
issue edited by Sheree Renée Thomas and Nisi Shawl (short fiction, 
drama, poetry), Isiah Lavender III (essays), and Krista Franklin (visual 
and media art and paraliterature).

All artists ask, “what if?” explore the consequences of “if this contin-
ues,” and contemplate “if only”; however, throughout the African Di-
aspora practitioners of the speculative arts or Afrofuturism, an umbrel-
la term for science fiction, fantasy, magical realism, fabulism, horror, 
and unclassifiable and interstitial creative works such as slipstream, ask 
the same question and respond with an answer that reimagines whole 
worlds and goes beyond the known universe.

Afrofuturism and the speculative arts may transport audiences to a 
planet light-years away, to alternate histories and identities, or deep 
inside the jewel-toned caves of a far-distant past, another consciousness. 
Whether extrapolating science and society to imagine futuristic technol-
ogy, art, and socio-political configurations, or conjuring new forms of 
magic, these genres imagine what might have been or what might be, 
opening the door to any possibility.

Obsidian seeks original works that explore and reimagine Black thought 
and Black art, future and past.

To be considered for the fall 2016 Speculative Arts double issue, please 
submit materials by Friday, January 15, 2016 to obsidian.submittable.
com/submit.

Please direct inquiries to obsidian@ilstu.edu with SPECULATIVE in the 
subject line.


